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ABSTRACT

This report evaluates both the positive and negative consequences of adding
water to a degraded reactor core during a severe accident. The evaluation discusses

the earliest possible stage at which an accident can be terminated ar,d how plant
personnel can best respond to undesired results. Specifically discussed are (a) the
potential for plant personnel to add water for a range of severe accidents, (b) the
time available for plant personnel to act, (c) possible plant responses to water added
during the various stages of core degradation, (d) plant instrumentation available to
understand the core condition and (e) the expected response of the instrumentation
during the various stages of severe accidents.

FIN B5995--Consequences of Water Addition to a Degraded Core
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Preventing severe accidents or mitigating their short (for example less than 1 hour) the likeli-
consequenct.s may require implementation of hood for success is low. However, the duration of
strategies that add water to the reactor core. How- many accident sequences are much longer, some
ever, the consequences of adding water may be exceeding 17 hours. For these sequences, the
difficult to detect during the advanced stages of likelihood of successful operator intervention is
core degradation using current plant instrumenta- high.
tion. Under certain degraded core conditions,
adding water may have negative consequences, The progression of core damage during severe
such as enhanced hydrogen production or accidents can be described in terms of the follow-
induced changes in core geometry, that compli- ing stages:
cate the removing of core energy and allow core
damage to progress. We have evaluated the con- 1. From core uncovery to fuel rod ballooning

sequences of adding water to a degraded core to
2. Ballooning and rupture of fuel rod claddingensure that (a) undesirable consequences are

understood so their effects can be minimized and
3. Early rapid oxidation of zircaloy claddingthe accident can be terminated at the earliest pos-

sible stage, and (b) plant personnel can be better by steam
prepared to deal with undesired plant responses.

4. Late rapid oxidation of zircaloy cladding by
steam

We place emphasis on the severe accident

behavior of a pressurized water reactor (PWR). 5. Formation of a debris bed in the lower

However, the major events in the progression of regions of the reactor core or at the lower
core damage during a severe accident in a boiling core support plate from relocated molten
water reactor (BWR) are expected to be similar to zircaloy and liquefied fuel
those for a PWR. Where appropriate, we discuss

important differences in behavior between PWRs 6. Relocation of core materials to the lower

and BWRs. The capability of existing PWR plant plenum of the reactor vessel.
instrumentation to follow core damage progres-

sion should also be applicable to BWRs with Concurrent with the formation of a cohesive

proper recognition given to the differences in debris bed near the bottom of the core, a particu-
BWR instrument types and locations, late debris bed may also form from fuel pellets or

oxidized cladding that relocate to the top of the
We first evaluated the capability of systems to cohesive bed. The five stages of core damage pro-

add water and prevent core damage during the gression are characterized by temperatures rang-
early stages of potential severe accidents. As part ing from approximately 1100 K (ballooning of
of the evaluation, we reviewed accident the fuel rod cladding) up to 3100 K (melting of
sequences from Sevece Accident Risks: An the UO2 fuel).
Assessment of Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants
(NUREG-1150). Results from this review irldi- The effects of adding water during the early
cate that 80 percent or more of core damage fre- core damage stages were evaluated in two ways.
quency originates from sequences where core First, relatively simple models were developed to
uncovery could be prevented if additional and estimate the effects c f the water on core energy
innovative recovery actions are implemented, removal. Second, we used the SCDAP/
Time frames necessary to implement these RELAP5/MOD3 computer code, which has phe-
actions highly depend on the accident sequence nomenologically based models for severe

and on plant-specific conditions. If the time avail- accident behavior to simulate the effects of
able for initiating water addition is relatively adding water during a station blackout (TMLB')

ix N UREG/CR-6158



at the Surry nuclear power plant. Results from Results from both the simple and code calcula-
these two sources, together with results from tions indicate that core damage progress can be
severe accident experiments, were used to stopped and the core can be recovered (core mate-
develop a general description of the effects of rial returned to near saturation temperature) if the
adding water during the core damage stages, high-pressure injection system (HPIS) operates at
Table ES- 1 lists the stages of core damage and full capacity prior to temperatures reaching about
discusses the possible positive and negative con- 1200 K (the fuel rod ballooning stage). The reac-
sequences of adding water, potential accident tor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS)
management strategies to prevent progression to would detect the approach to this core damage
the next damage stage, and potential long-term stage and, initially, the temperature of the fuel
management strategies to mitigate accident rods would be indicated by core exit thermocou-
consequences, pie (CET) or hot-leg resistance temperature

device (RTD) readings in excess of fluid satura-
tion temperature. A possible negative conse-

The calculations at all core damage stages quence of adding water at this stage would be
show that the capability to maintain long-term pressurization of the reactor coolant system
core energy removal depends on the amount ot" (RCS). High pressure could reduce the HPIS flow
energy being transferred from the core to the rate, which could allow core damage to progress.

Whether or not there would be a reduction in
water or steam, the amount of energy being
removed from the reactor coolant system (RCS), HPIS flow would depend on the HPIS pump char-
and the operational characteristics of the safety acteristics, which are plant-specific. No other
injection systems. There is the possibility that the significant adverse effects were identified.
reactor core will reach a condition such that a por-
tion of the core remains uncovered for a long It"core temperatures are greater than 1500 K
period of time if (a) the injection system head is but less than 2100 K (the rapid oxidation stage),
low, or (b) the injection system flow strongly the simple calculations indicate the HPIS flow

depends on RCS pressure, and (c) the energy rate would be below the water addition capacity
transferred from the core to the water exceeds the required to prevent core damage from progress-
energy being removed from the RCS. Even if core ing to a higher stage. However, the SCDAP/
damage is initially stopped by injecting waler, the RELAP5/MOD3 results indicate that HPIS
core may uncover again, and core damage will injection is adequate to prevent progression to the
proceed unless the energy removed from the RCS next core damage stage if the HPIS is injecting at
is equal to or exceeds the core decay heat. its nominal rate. The code predicts that some zir-

caloy has relocated and that it is not available for
further oxidation. As a result, nominal HPIS flow

Not all of the accident management strategies is adequate to cool the remaining cladding and the
discussed in "l'able ES-I are evaluated in this fuel rods. It should be possible to identify the

onset of rapid oxidation from the CETs. However,report. Selection of many of the strategies was
this core damage stage lasts only a short time andbased on results from strategy evaluations spon-

sored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or any accident management action would need to
performed by the nuclear itldustry. Table ES-1 be impfemented quickly. Methods for depres-
shows that accident rnanagenaent strategies for surizing the RCS to maintain HPIS at or above ils

nominal flow conditions, for example opening thethe early core damage stages concentrate on
ensuring there is adequate water injection and power-operated relief valves (PORVs), were
R('S heat removal. During the latter stages of found to be effective.
core degradation, strategies are added to prevent

vessel failure and to control hydr_gen and t'issi_m Additional hydrogen will be produced when
products. Strategies to prevent containment fail- water is injected during the rapid oxidation core
ure were not included in llals study, damage stage, but the amount is not significant
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Table ES-1. Effects of adding water on a degraded core.

Potential accident management Potential long-term accident

Core damage stage Potential positive consequences Potential negative consequences strategies to prevent progression to management strategies to mitigate
(temperature range) of water addition of water addition next damage stage accident consequences

From core uncover3,' Injection at nominal HPIS rates Steam generated during recovery Use HPIS if RCS pressure is low Ensure long-term borated ECC
to ballooning of fuel or greater would prevent advance could pressurize the RCS, which enough for nominal HPIS flows or water supplies (refill BWST from
rod cladding (satura- to the next stage (clad ballooning could reduce HPIS injection use LPIS if pressure is low. external sources, etc.)
tion to 1!00 KI - - stage with temperatures rates. If initial RCS pressure is above

>1100 K ). Instruments remain pressure for nominal HPIS flows,
well within measurement ranges, use steam generator feed and bleed

to reduce RCS pressure so that
HPIS flow is at least nominal, or
use RCS feed and bleed.

Depressurize the steam generator
for temporary reduction of RCS
pressure.

Restart RCS pumps for temporary
core cooling

Fuel rod cladding Injection at nominal HPIS rates Steam generated during recovery Use HPIS if RCS pressure is low Ensure long-term borated ECC
ballooning and rup- or greater would prevent advance could pressurize the RCS, which enough for nominal HPIS flows or water supplies (refill BWST from

_. ture (1100 K to to the next stage (rapid zircaloy could reduce HPIS injection use LPIS if pressure is low. external sources, etc.)
1500 K) oxidation with temperatures rates. A small amount of hydro- If initial RCS pressure is above Depressurize the RCS using the

> t 500 K ;. Instruments remain gen would be generated but its pressure for nominal HP1S flows, PORVs to initiate the accumula-
within measurement ranges, effects on the system would not use steam generator feed and bleed tors or the LPIS if HPIS is not

be significant, to reduce RCS pressure so that available.
HPIS flow is at least nominal, or
use RCS feed and bleed.

Depressurize the steam generator
' for temporary reduction of RCS

pressure.

Restart RCS pumps for temporary
core cooling.
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Z Table ES-1. (continued). _ _

Potential accident management Potential long-term accident
t'rl

Core damage stage Potential positive consequences Potential negative consequences strategies to p_vent progression to management strategies to mitigate
(temperature range) of water addition of water addition next damage stage accident consequences

Steam and hydrogen generated Use HPIS if RCS pressure is low Ensure long-term borated ECC
Early rapid zircaloy HPIS injection rates will likely,., oxidation ( 1500 K to prevent advance to the late rapid would cause pressurization of the enough for nominal HPIS flows or water supplies (refill BWST from

t.,n 1800 K) oxidation stage (temperatures RCS. Significant amounts of use LPIS if pressure is low. external sources, etc.)
oo > 1800 K). The uncertainty, hat hydrogen may be produced. The Restart RCS pumps for temporary If initial RCS pressure is above

injection will be successful in effectiveness of adding water will core cooling, pressure for nominal HPIS flows,
stopping core damage is much be difficult to determine because use steam generator feed and
larger than during the previous CETs will approach their limits, bleed to reduce RCS pressure so
stage. Relocation of control material that HPIS flow is at least nominal,

may begin, or use RCS feed and bleed.

Depressurize the RCS using the
PORVs to initiate the accumula-
tors or the LPIS if HPIS is not
available.

Late rapid zircaloy Simple calculations indicate very Injection rates must be high Inject at very high ECC rates, if Inject ECC at the maximum rates
oxidation (1800 K to high (near full accumulator) rates because core heatup is proceed- possible. If very high rates are not possible.
2100 K) may prevent the advance to ing rapidly. Delay times (result- possible, the effectiveness of If pressure is high, depressuri_ze

× stages where debris beds are ing from filling piping, down- adding water to prevent progress to the RCS using the PORVs to
-" formed. Code calculations predict comer, and lower plenum) would the next core damage stage is not increase HPIS and initiate the

HPIS rates will prevent advance - become more important for assured, accumulators or the LPIS.
to the next core damage stage but adding water. Hydrogen and Ensure long-term borated ECC
there is a large d,-gree ofuncer- steam generation would cause water supplies (refill BWST from
tainty in the results because a rapid system pressurization. The . external sources, etc.)
debris bed is predicted to form. effectiveness of adding water Initiate vessel cavity flooding if it
Although it is predicted to cool, would be difficult to determine
modeling may have contributed because many CETs would not be is projected to be effective for the
to excessive heat transfer, operating properly, plant conditions.

Particulate debris There is potential that adding There is the potential that adding The effectiveness of adding water Inject ECC at the maximum rates
bed formation water could cool and prevent water will not cool the debris, in preventing progress to the next possible.
(>2100 K, depend- advance to the next core damage Steam generation could be high, core damage stage is not assured. Ensure long-term borated ECC
ing on conditions) stage. There is also the potential depending on the debris bed water supplies (refill BWST from

that water injected during this porosity, power level, and tern- external sources, etc.)
stage would cool debris during perature. Hydrogen generation haitiate vessel cavity flooding if it
later stages if it relocates to the could be high. depending on the is projected to be effective for the
lower plenum, amount of unoxidized zircaloy, plant conditions.

its location, porosity, and temper-
ature. Water injection may cause Initiate hydrogen control
CETs to give low temperature measures.
readings when core temperatures Initiate fission product control
remain high. measures.



Table ES-1. (continued). _
Potential accident management Potential long-term accident

Core damage stage Potential positive consequences Potential negative consequences strategies to prevent progression to management strategies to mitigate
(temperature range) of water addition of water addition next damage stage accident consequences

Cohesive debris bed There is the potential that water There is a high likelihood that the The effectiveness of adding water Inject ECC at the maximum rates
formation (>2100 K addition will cool and stabilize crust will not stabilize and reloca- in preventing progress to the next possible.-

depending on condi- the crust preventing relocation, tion will occur. Interaction core damage stage is not assured. Ensure long-term borated ECC
tions) The molten pool will also begin between the molten fnei-and the water supplies (refill BWST from

to cool and eventually solidify, injected water could cause steam external sources, etc.).
explosions. It will be difficult for Initiate vessel cavity flooding if it
plant accident management per- is projected to be effective for the !
sonnel to recognize this stage, plant conditions.
Peripheral thermocouples may
show the core is cool when it is Initiate hydrogen controlmeasures.
not.

Initiate fission product control
measures.

Lower head attack Failure of the lower head may be Steam and hydrogen generated The effectiveness of adding water Inject ECC at the maximum rates

by molten core prevented, may raise the RCS pressure so to prevent progress to the next core possible.
debris (> 1700 K for that the vessel will fail earlier damage stage is not assured. Ensure long-term borated ECC
metals. >2700 K for than otherwise. The melt ejection water supplies (refill BWST from

=: ceramics) will be more dispersed, which external sources, etc.)
-" will increase the likelihood of Initiate vessel cavity flooding if it

DCH. Use of water to cool file is projected to be effective for the
outside of the lower.head may be plant conditions.
delayed if operators believe
adding water is being effective in Initiate hydrogen control
stabilizing the core. measures.

Initiate fission product control
measures.

Z
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compared to the hydrogen that would be pro- exceed 1800 K or significant quantities of hydro-
duced if.the core damage progress is unmitigated, gen are detected. Implementation of alternate

Because temperature measurements would strategies would need to be pursued until there
become unreliable during this stage, confirmation were long-term indication of core recovery.
of core recovery would require examination of

the long-term trends of many instruments. Hydro- A cohesive debris 19ed or a more advanced
gen detection monitors could identify this stage stage of core degradation would be very difficult
but there would likely be a substantial delay to detect using instrumentation currently installed
between the time hydrogen generation begins and in nuclear power plants. Temperature measure-
when the hydrogen is detected, ments would not be accurate and would not have

signatures unique to these damage stages, inter-

Relocation of core materials first occurs when preting the response of RCS pressure to adding
water after the formation of a cohesive debris bed

the stainless steel cladding of the control rods could be counterintuitive. Core materials could be
fails. In addition to molten stainless steel, relocat-

in several configurations simultaneously: a cohe-
ing materials would include control material

sive bed, a particulate bed, and loose debris. A
(generally Ag-In-Cd or B4C). Zircaloy from the
fuel assembly guidel tubes may also be liquified large cohesive debris bed and particulate bedwould result in small amounts of material in the
by the molten control materials during this stage.
If unborated water is added to the core after the form of loose debris. If adding water to the core

control materials have relocated, there is a possi- produces a rapid pressure rise, it is likely that the
bility of re-criticality of the reactor. However, it is cohesive and the particulate beds would be small

and core energy would be easily removed by the
. beyond the scope of this report to address the

recriticality issue, incoming water. If there is only a small RCS pres-
sure rise during water addition, the debris bed is
likely to be large, and energy cannot be efficiently

If a cohesive debris bed is formed in the core removed from its interior. Because it cannot be

region from the relocation of core materials, easily cooled, the interior of a large cohesive
removal of energy from the degraded core cannot debris bed is likely to melt portions of the crust,
be assured even if unlimited amounts of water are causing it to thin. The thinned crust will eventu-
added to the vessel. The SCDAP/RELAP5/ ally fail, and molten material will relocate to the
MOD3 calculation with HPIS initiated at 1800 K reactor vessel lower plenum.
predicts the intact fuel rods will quench but pre-

dicts formation of a small cohesive debris bed. The possibility of steam explosions at the time
The calculation indicates the debris bed cools of relocation of molten material is not evaluated in

slowly, but the cooling is likely influenced by the this work. This complex issue is currently being
modeling of the bed, which includes some poros- evaluated by separate programs within the NRC.
ity. The capability of water to remove energy
from a cohesive debris bed depends on the bed's Results in this report can be used to identify

size and the power density, the porosity, and the and integrate effective strategies for accident
thermal conductivity of the materials composing management and to identify limits on the capa-
the bed. The power density and the thermal con- bility of instrumentation in determining when
ductivities depend on the design and operating strategies should be implemented. However,
parameters of the reactor. Although the code pre- plant-specific information would be necessary for
dicts cooling of the debris bed, the success of the development of an accident management plan
adding water is uncertain for this and more for a nuclear power plant. The special characteris-
advanced core damage stages because the debris tics of the specific nuclear power plant should be
bed characteristics and configuration are uncer- considered when developing its core damage pro-
tain. As a result, alternate accident management gression stages. For example, the pressure range
strategies, such as water injection into the reactor over which the HPIS flow is maximized is very
vessel cavity, should be considered when CETs important. The individual plant instrument

NUREG/CR-6158 xiv
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response to adding water at each stage _f core function of the instrument type and its location
degradation would also need to be quantified as a within the plant.
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Implications for Accident Management
of Adding Water to a Degrading Reactor Core

1.INTRODUCTION

Significant capabilities for the management of the plant personnel to act, the plant instrumenta-
accidents currently exist at nuclear power genera- tion available to identify the core status and the
tion plants in the United States, which are gener- expected response of this instrumentation during
ally directed toward preventing core damage, the various stages of core degradation, and the
preventing containment failure, and minimizing possible core and plant responses during water
public health risks. Although some capabilities addition for severe accidents.
exist for mitigating the effects of severe acci-
dents, the effectiveness of these capabilities to Much has been learned since the TMI-2 acci-

reduce risk for a broad range of credible severe dent in understanding core damage progression
accidents has not been fully demonstrated. As a during severe accidents. Researchers have ana-
result, the staff of the Nuclear Regulatory Com- iyzed the TMI-2 plant responses to the accident,
mission (NRC) have concluded that the risk

examined the damaged TMI-2 core, performed
associated with severe core damage can be further

in-pile severe fuel damage experiments both in
reduced by extending current accident manage- the U.S. and overseas laboratories, performed
ment practices, separate-effects experiments that address various

Preventing severe accidents or mitigating their specific aspects of the core degradation process,
consequences will require implementation of and developed and applied computer codes to the
strategies to add water to the reactor core. How- analysis of severe accidents. This research has
ever, for advanqed stages of core degradation, resulted in a fairly consistent scenario of unmiti-
there is no guarantee'that adding water will gated core degradation, which includes (a) fuel

immediately terminate the progress of core dam- rod ballooning and rupture, (b) rapid oxidation of
age. Under certain degraded core conditions, the zircaloy clad by steam, (c) failure of control

rods, (d) formation of a cohesive debris bed from
adding Water may have negative consequences, molten core materials relocated to the lower
such as enhancing hydrogen production or induc-

elevations of the reactor core, and (e) relocation
ing changes in core geometry that complicate of core' materials to the reactor vessel lower

core energy removal and recovery, plenum.

Our primary objective of evaluating the conse-

quences of adding water to a degraded core is to In this report, we emphasize the severe acci-
identify and examine the potential benefits and dent behavior of a pressurized water reactor
undesirable consequences, so that (a) the benefits (PWR). However, the major events in the core
can be enhanced and the effects of the undesirable damage progression sequence for a boiling water
consequences can be minimized, (b) the accident reactor (BWR) are expected to be similar to those
can be terminated at the earliest possible stage, for a PWR. We discuss important differences in
and (c) plant personnel can be better prepared to behavior between PWRs and BWRs where
deal with plant responses that appear contrary to appropriate. Discussion of the capability of
desired outcomes when water is added. We have instrumentation to follow core degradationI

accomplished this objective by evaluating the should also be applicable to BWRs if one recog-
potential for plant personnel to add water for a nizes the differences in BWR instrument types
range of severe accidents, the time available for and location.

1 NUREG/CR-6158



2. BENEFITS OF WATERADDITION, RECOVERY STRATEGIES,
AND TIMING OF RECOVERY

The capability to add water during core degra- denser containment), Peach Bottom [a boiling
dation will depend on the availability of both water reactor/4 (BWR/4) with a Mark I contain-
safety and nonsafety-grade injection sys:ems and ment], and Grand Gulf (a BWR/6 with a Mark III
the ability of the plant operators to recognize containment). 2,3,4,5,6 For all plants examined
which systems are available and to initiate their except Grand Gulf, the core damage frequency
use. Action by the operators may also be information forthe sequences were obtained from
necessary during some accident sequences to the respective NUREG/CR-4550 analyses. The
modify the conditions in the RCS to allow avail- Grand Gulf NUREG/CR-4550 analysis was
able systems to be used more effectively. To aid in unique among the five plants in that some of the
understanding the availability of safety-grade accident sequences were split among different
systems during core damage sequences, we have plant damage states (PDSs). However, the con-
evaluated several nuclear power plants to tribution of each accident sequence to each PDS

(a) identify postulated sequences where water was not presented in the NUREG/CR-4550.
added into the primary will reduce the core dam- Therefore, an alternative method for Grand Gulf

age frequency (CDF), (b) estimate the time at was necessary. Appendix A describes this alterna-
which the core uncovers for the identified acci- tive method in more detail.

dent sequences, and (c) review factors that may

prevent the addition of water. The contribution to the core damage frequency

To examine the availability of safety-grade of each !njection system failure mechanism, iden-
tified in the previous step, was determined using

injection systems at typical nuclear power plants,
two substeps. First, each sequence was placed in

._ we examined the sequences for the five plants
one of three bins, based on the following charac-

studied in the NUREG-II50 program, l Postu- teristic failure mechanisms: (a) the source or
lated sequences were identified where adding

cause of the injection failure, (b) which injection
water into the primary system would reduce the system failed, and (c) the time that the system
core damage frequency (CDF) as determined in failed. Second, similar characteristic combina-
the NUREG-1150 and supporting documentation tions were sorted to obtain the contribution of
such as NUREG/CR-4550 (Reference 3). These each failure mechanism to the total CDE Table 1
accident sequences were then examined to deter-

summarizes the three characteristic descriptions
mine which injection systems are available for

used for all five plants.
adding water. Injection system failure mecha-

nisms and times were identified and the core
uncovery time was estimated. The contributions In. the following sections, we briefly discuss
to the core damage frequency were then deter- the results for the five NUREG-1150 plants.
mined for the various injection system failure Appendix A presents a more detailed description

mechanisms. Plant conditions that may prevent of the approach and results. All reductions in
sufficient water addition were also reviewed. A CDF should be considered as the maximum pos-
more detailed description of the overall method- sible; since implementation of accident manage-

ology used in this study follows, ment strategies would be necessary to realize
these reductions. The likelihood of successfully

We obtained the dominant accident sequences implementing accident management strategies
and their descriptions from the NUREG/CR-4550 depends strongly on the capabilities of the per-
analyses of the Surry plant (a three-loop PWR sonnel and the time they have available. Time
with a subatmospheric containment), Zion (a available for implementation of less than 1 hour
four-loop PWR with a large dry containment), would result in a very low likelihood of success-
Sequoyah (a four-loop PWR with an ice con- fully diagnosing the conditions and initiating the
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Table 1. Description of injection system failure mechanism characteristics.

Attribute-
mnemonic Description

Characteristic 1--Injection system failure mechanism

POWER Injection system does not operate because of total or partial power failure.

RECIRC Injection system operates initially, fails in the recirculation mode.

FAIL Injection system fails owing to hardware failure.

ATWS Injection system fails owing to ATWS induced events.

OPERATOR Injection system fails owing to operato/" error.

CCW/SW Injection system fails owing to loss of component cooling water/service water.

SAFETY Injection system does not operate owing to safety injection actuation failure.

Characteristic 2--Failed injection system

HPI High-pressure injection system is failed.

LPI Low-pressure injection system is,failed.

Characteristic 3Time of failure
i

INIT Injection system fails at moment of request or soon after.

RECIRC Injection system fails in the recirculation mode.

LATE Injection system operates for some time, then fails.

appropriate strategies. For times greater than • CDF could be reduced up to 67% if addi-
1 hour, likelihood increases significantly as time tional onsite ac power sources with the
increases. Table 2 summarizes the potential for capability to power the injection pumps
reducing CDF for each plant, assuming that all were provided
strategies would be successfully implemented.

• CDF could be reduced up to 10% if the reac-
2.1 The Surry Plant Results tor coolant system were depressurized so

that available low-pressure injection sys-
Applying the methodology to the Surry plant tems could be used

shows that about 83% of the CDF is due to

sequences in which core uncovery might be pre- • CDF could be reduced up to 4% if water
vented if additional and innovative recovery were available for long-term injection, for
actions were implemented. This percentage can example, additional stored water sources or
be broken down as follows: the capability to refill the refueling water

P
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Table 2. Sum/nary of potential reductions in core damage frequency resulting from implementation of
accident management strategies.

Additional ac Additional Eliminate

or dc power RCS long-term recirculation
available depressurization . water source failures

Plant (%) (%) (%) (%)

Surrey 67 10 4

Zion 4 m 3.5 w

Sequoyah 26 5 4 46

Peach Bottom 5a ....

Grand Gulf 95b 1.5 w w

a. Could be increased to 46% if vessel depressurization is combined with additional ac power sources.

b. Includes reductions from powering systems other than injection systems.

storage tank (RWST) over an indefinite likelihood of successfully.implementing accident
period of time management strategies.

• CDF could be reduced up to 2% if addi- For those sequences that might be prevented if
tional reactor scram procedures and devices the reactor vessel were depressurized so that
were implemented, available low-pressure injection systems could be

used, the high-pressure injection system is failed

The remaining 17% of the CDF is the result of at the initiation of the accident. For 21% of these
seque,-ces involving injection system failures for sequences, the time to core uncovery ranges from
which no feasible recovery action could be imple- approximately 15 to 50 minutes, which is a rela-
mented to prevent the onset of core damage, tively short time for accomplishing accident man-
These sequences include interfacing system loss- agement actions necessary to successfully
of-coolant accidents (V sequences), large and depressurize the RCS. For about 26% of the
medium break loss-of-coolant accidents sequences, the time of core uncovery ranges from

(LOCAs), and anticipated transients without approximately 50 minutes to 17 hours, which
scram (ATWS) events, should enable personnel to successfully cope with

the accident. For the remainder (approximately

Of those sequences that might be prevented if 53%) of these sequences, the time at which the
additional onsite ac power sources were provided, core uncovers is not specified in NUREG- 1150.
the injection systems are not available following

accident initiation. For approximately 27% For those sequences that might be prevented if
(based upon CDF) of these sequences, the core additional stored water sources were provided or
uncovers in approximately 1 hour and accident if refilling of the RWST could be continued for an

management action would not likely be success- indefinite period of time, the high-pressure sys-
ful in this time. For the remaining 73%, the time tem fails in the recirculation mode. The time of
of core uncovery ranges from approximately 2 to core uncovery is greater than 10 hours for all of
7 hours, which could significantly increase the these :,equences, which should allow personnel-
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sufficient time to implement accident manage- uncovery were not available for mest of the PDSs
ment strategies, and are consequently omitted.

The high-pressure injection systems fail For those PDSs that might be prevented if
immediately for those sequences that might be pump seal LOCAs, loss-of-component cooling,
prevented if additional reactor scram procedures and loss of service water could be prevented, the
and devices were implemented. The time to core injection systems fail immediately. For those
uncovery for these sequences is not specified in PDSs that might be prevented if additional onsite
the available documentation, ac power sources were provided, approximately

50% (based on CDF) involve initial failures of the

high'-pressure injection systems. The remaining
2.2 Zion Results 50% involve failures of the high-pressure injec-

tion systems in the recirculation mode. Of those

At Zion, 95.6% of the CDF is due to PDSs in PDSs that might be prevented if additional stored
which core uncovery might be prevented if addi- water sources or if refilling of the RWST could be

;tional and innovative recovery actions were conti.nued for an indefinite period of time, all
implemented. The breakdown of these PDS are as involve failures'of the high-pressure injection
follows: system in the recirculati0n mode. Finally, of those

PDSs that might be prevented if additional reactor
• The CDF could be reduced up to 4% if addi- scram procedures and devices were available, all

tional onsite ac power sources with the involve initial failures of the high-pressure injec-
capability to power the injection pumps tion systems.
were provided

2.3 The Sequoyah Plant
• The CDF could be reduced up to 3.5% if Results

water were available for long-term injec-

tion, for example, additional stored water At Sequoyah, 80% of the CDF is due to
sources or the capability to refill and main- sequences in which core uncovery might be pre-
tain water in the RWST for an indefinite vented if additional and innovative recovery
period of time actions were implemented. The breakdown of the

CDF is as follows:

• The CDF could be reduced up to 86% if
pump seal LOCAs, loss-of-component • The CDF could be reduced up to 46% if fail-
cooling, or loss-of-service-water supplies ures of the high- and low-pressure recircula-
could be prevented tion systems could be eliminated

• The CDF could be reduced up to 26% if
• The CDF could be reduced up to 2% if addi-

tional reactor scram procedures and devices additional onsite ac power sources with the
were available, capability to power the injection pumps

were provided

Only 4.4% of the CDF is due to plant damage • The CDF could be reduced up to 5% if the
states (PDSs) involving injection system failures reactor coolant system were depressurized
in which no feasible recovery action could be :,o that available low-pres"',re injection sys-
implemented. These PDSs involve V sequences, terns could be used
and large and medium break LOCAs.

• The CDF could be reduced and up to 4%, if
The approximate failure times for injection water was available for long term injection,

systems at Zion are included in the following for example, additional stored water sources
paragraph. However, estimates of the time to core or the capability to refill and maintain water
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in the RWST for an indefinite period of 2.4 The Peach Bottom Plant
time. 'Results

The remaining 20% of the CDF is due to At Peach Bottom, 82% of the CDF is due to
sequences involving injection system failures in sequences in which core uncovery might be pre-
which no feasible recovery action could be imple- vented if additional and innovative recovery

.mented. The sequences include a V sequence, actions were implemented. The breakdown of the
large and medium break LOCAs, and ATWS CDF:is as follows:
events.

• The CDF could be reduced up to 42% if a
For those sequences that might be prevented if combination of additional reactor vessel

failures of the high and low pressure recirculation depressurization mechanisms and addi-

systems were eliminated, the injection system tional onsite ac power supplies to the low-
failures occur in the recirculation mode. For 76% pressure injection systems were
(based upon CDF) of these sequences, the time to implemented
core uncovery is estimated as being greater than
17 hours which is adequate time for a wide range • The CDF could be reduced up to 5% if only

of accident management actions. For the remain- additional onsite ac power sources with the
ing 24%, the range of time to core uncovery is capability to power the injection pumps were
estimated as being from 45 minutes to 17 hours, provided (no coincident depressurization)

For those sequences that might be prevented if • The CDF could be reduced up to 35% if a
additional onsite ac power sources were provided, combination of additional reactor scram and

reactor depressurization mechanisms wereall involve initial failures of the high pressure

injection system. For 68% of the sequences, the implemented.
time to core uncovery is approximately 1 hour.
This amount of time is short for successfully The remaining 18% of the CDF is due to

sequences involving injection system failures in
implementing the needed accident management which no feasible recovery action could be imple-
actions. For the remaining 32%, the time of core mented. The sequences include large- and
uncovery ranges from approximately two to medium-break LOCAs, and very short-term
7 hours. Accident management actions to initiate ATWS events.
additional power sources likely could be accom-

plished in this time if there was sufficient For those sequences that might be prevented if
advanced preparation, a combination of additional reactor vessel depres-

surization mechanisms and additional onsite ac
Of those sequences that might be prevented if power supplies to the low-pressure injection sys-

the reactor coolant system was depressurized so tems were implemented, the high pressure core
that available low pressure injection systems injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cool-
could be utilized, all involve initial failures of the ing (RCIC) systems fail in approximately
high pressure injection system. The time to core 10 hours owing to loss-of-room cooling or bat-
uncovery for these sequences is not specified, tery depletion. For these sequences, the core

uncovers in about 10to 13 hours. This time

Of those sequences that might be prevented if frame should be adequate for implementation of
additional stored water sources or if refilling of accident management strategies.
the RWST could be continued for an indefinite

period of time, all involve failure of the high- For those sequences that might be prevented if
pressure injection system in the recirculation only additional onsite ac power sources were pro-
mode. The time to core uncovery for these vided (no coincident depressurization), the HPCI
sequences is not specified, and RCIC systems fail at the start of the sequence.
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For these sequences, the time to core uncovery is For those sequences that might be prevented if
approximately 1 hour. Implementation of acci- additional onsite ac and dc power sources were
dent management strategies in this short time provided, 99% of the sequences (based upon
period could have a low likelihood of success. CDF) involve initial failure of the HPI systems.

The time to core uncovery for these sequences is
For those sequences that might be prevented if approximately 1 hour. This time is short to suc-

a combination of additional reactor scram and cessfully implement accident management strate-
reactor depressurization mechanisms were imple- gies. The remaining 1% involve failure of the
mented, the HPCI and RCIC systems fail in less operator to activate the firewater system late in
than one half hour owing to high suppression pool the transient. The time to core uncovery for these
temperature. The control rod drive (CRD) injec- sequences is approximately 12 hours.
tion system is operating but cannot mitigate the
sequence. For these sequences, the time to core For those sequences that might be prevented if
uncovery is not specified, additional reactor vessel depressurization mecha-

nisms were implemented, more than 99% involve

2.5 The Grand Gulf Plant initial failure of the high-pressure core spray sys-

: Results tern (HPCS). For these sequences, the CRD and
RCIC systems are operating but are not sufficient
to make up the coolant loss. The time to core

At Grand Gulf, all of the CDF is due to uncovery is approximately 1 hour.
sequences in which core uncovery might be pre-

vented if additional and innovative recovery The sequence that might be prevented if z_ddi-
actions were implemented. The major contribu- tional pump room cooling were provided
tots to the CDF are as follows: involves late failure of the HPCS owing to pump

room heatup. The CRD and RCIC systems are
• The CDF could be reduced up to 95% if operating but are not sufficient to make up the

additional onsite ac and dc power sources coolant loss. The time to core uncovery is esti-
with the capability to power needed systems mated as more than 12 hours.
were provided

Finally, the sequence that might be prevented if
• The CDF could be reduced up to 1.5% if a combination of all of the recovery actions were

additional reactor vessel depressurization implemented involves a late failure of the firewa-
mechanisms were implemented ter system. The time of core uncovery is esti-

mated to be more than 12 hours.

• The CDF could be reduced up to 1.5% if
additional pump room cooling was provided The majority of the Grand Gulf sequences pro-

ceed to core damage in about 1 hour. Therefore,
• The CDF could be reduced up to 1.6% if a accident management actions would need to be

combination of all of the recovery actions well-planned and executed to successfully pre-
were implemented, vent core damage.
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3. THE PROGRESSIVE STAGES OF CORE DAMAGE AND THE
EFFECTS OF INJECTING WATER AT THE VARIOUS STAGES

The response of a plant during a severe accident of the lower head of the reactor vessel. The stages
will depend to some degree oll the plant design, the of core damage progression can be characterized
accident initiator, the mitigation actions initiated by a temperature scale: from a temperature that is
by the plant personnel or hardware, and the perfor- within the operating range of the plant coolant
mance of the personnel and hardware. However, (560 K), to a temperature above the melting point
results from a variety of severe fuel damage of UO2 (3100 K). The potential consequences of

experiments and the TMI-2 accident show that the adding water at each major stage of core damage
progression of unmitigated core damage can be are also shown in the sequence.

characterized by a sequence of distinct stages. 7 At the time of core uncovery for a sequence
Although some details of the timing or the phe- involving high-pressure boiloff, steam occupies
nomena for these stages may be altered by system the volume of the primary system above the top of
conditions, such as high versus low prez,sure, the the reactor core, while a two-phase mixture of
general progression is very similar among plants. steam and liquid water occupies the volume

Following is a description of the core damage below. The temperature of the fuel rods stays near
stages for severe accident sequences that remain at the saturation temperature of the water. As long as
high pressure during the entire core damage the fuel rods are in a two-phase fluid environ-
period. For these stages, core uncovery is caused ment, even up to very high void fractions, heatup
by the boil-off of water from the core region, of the fuel rods will not be significant. 8

which cause.s a relatively slow depletion of the If water fails to enter the core following initia-
core water inventory. This type of core uncovery tion of core uncovery, the water in the core will be
is typical of sequences where loss of water from boiled off gradually, and the upper part of the fuel
the system is slow, for example, small-break loss- rods will be exposed to a steam environment and
of-coolant accidents or station blackout they willheatup. Aboveatemperatureofapproxi-
sequences. It would also be typical of sequences mately 1100 K, the zircaloy cladding can fail
where mass is depleted rapidly during the early because of loss of mechanical strength, either
stages of the accident but is replaced by injection from ballooning (localized radial expansion) and
systems, such as the accumulators in a pressurized bursting a,9,10,11when the internal pressure of the

water reactor. We describe the core damage states rods exceeds the system pressure, or from collaps-
for high-pressure sequences, then the differences ing when the pressure inside the rods is below the
in the core damage states caused by low-pressure system pressure. Figure 2 depicts the damage state
sequences. Appendix B presents more detailed of the core with ballooned and burst cladding of
information on the core damage stages, fuel rods.

3.1 High-Pressure Sequence Collapse of cladding onto fuel pellets doesnot
affect subsequent cooling of the core as water is

Figure 1 shows the expected sequence of core added, but ballooning of cladding may block a
damage stages t_,pical of high-pressure boil-off substantial portion of the flow area of the core and
accident conditions. This sequence can apply to restrict the flow of water. The blocked region may
both PWRs and BWRs. However, to simplify the continue to heat up to the next stage of core
discussion we describe the sequence mainly in
terms of the expected behavior of PWRs; only
where differences in behavior are expected to be a. M.H. Schankula et al., "Recent Post-Irradiation
significant do we discuss the behavior of BWRs. Examination Results from Battelle FLHT-2 and
The sequence starts with core uncovery and ends FLHT-4Test Assemblies," presentationat the Severe
in either the termination of the damage Accident Research Program Partners Review Meet-
progression for a particular state or melt through ing, Idaho Falls, Idaho, April 1-14, 1989.
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage

Temperature Sequence
(K) event

Coolant Core
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generation -_

_No f 'Termination_
I of core damage J

progressionJ
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1500 zircaloy
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nsfer

Z102 djh-1293-01

Figure 1. Core damage progression, showing consequences of adding sufficient water.
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage
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Figure 1. (continued).
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage
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Figure 1. (continued).
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage
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Figure 1. (continued).
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Figure 2. Fuel rod ballooning and failure around 1100 K in the central part of the core.

degradation. However, complete blockage of the rate of energy release from the oxidation of the

core is unlikely. At this stage, sufficient water to cladding exceeds that from decay heat. At higher
thecore can terminate further core heatup. We temperatures, il can be several orders of magni-
estimate the required rate of water flow through tude higher than the power from decay heat, unless
the core in Section 5. the oxidation rate is limitcd by t;_e supply of

zircaloy or steam.
The next stage of core degradation, beginning at

approximately 15t)0 K, is the rapid oxidation of During the rapid oxidation stage in the absence
the zircaloy cladding of the fuel rods by steam. In of emergency coolant injection, the flow of steam

the process, hydrogen is produced and a substan- through the core may be insufficient to supply all
tial amount of heat is released. For small increases the steam that can be consumed in the oxidation

in temperature, the oxidation rate increases expo- of the zircaloy in the core. In small-scale experi-
nentially. Since the oxidation of the zircaloy clad- ments that simulate the boiloff of water inventory
ding by steam is exothermic, the oxidation is in the core, such as the PBF Severe Fuel Damage
autocatalytic in character. The rate of oxidation (SFD) experiments, 12,13 the steam supply
increases with temperature, which is increased by through the experimental fuel bundle completely
the energy release from the oxidation, so the pro- converts to hydrogen when the bundle tempera-
cess feeds on itself. At approximately 1500 K, the ture exceeds approximately 1500 K. Although the
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temperature of the fuel rods in the upper part of of the control material (B4C) with the stainless
the bundle is over 1500 K, rapid oxidation does steel cladding. 15 After its release from the rods,
not take place because of the lack of steam in the the control material flows to the lower part of the
upper part of the bundle is "steam starved." A core where the temperature is low, and it solidi-
similar restriction of oxidation in the upper part of fies in the space between the fuel rods. The solidi-
the core from steam starvation is expected in a fied control material may become part of a lower
PWR experiencing a high-pressure boil-off, crust in the subsequent development of a cohesive

debris bed in the core, 16or it may eventually relo-
If water is added ,to the core during the rapid cate to the lower plenum if the temperatures in the

oxidation stage, steam will be rapidly generated lower core region become high.
because of the high rate of heat transfer from the

fuel rods to the incoming water,, but the rate of Besides producing steam and hydrogen, adding
hydrogen generation will depend on the tempera- water to the core after loss of the control material

. ture response of the core. In the lower region of in the upper part of the core may also lead to recrit-
the core where fuel rods are quenched, hydrogen icality if the incoming water contains little or no
generation will stop. However, in the upper part boron to absorb neutrons. To determine the spe-
of the core where the oxidation of zircaloy may cific conditions that would lead to recriticality,
have been steam-starved before water is added,

one would need analyze the combined thermal-
the addition of water to the core would provide hydraulic response, core damage states, and neu-
the steam necessary for oxidation. If the sudden tronic behavior.
revival of oxidation in the upper part of the core
generates energy at a rate higher than the rate of
heat transfer to the water, the temperature of the With the onset of rapid oxidation of zircaloy,
rods will escalate. This could happen when the the temperature in the core can escalate to the
temperature of the rods is high, when the oxide melting point of zircaloy (approximately 2150 K)

in a few minutes. The melting of the zircaloy

layer on the surface of the cladding is thin, or cladding usually does not immediately lead to a
when the water causes the oxide shell to break up,
exposing unoxidized zircaloy. All of these condi- downward flow of the zircaloy if it is constrained

by a protective layer of zirconium dioxide from
tions contribute to high oxidation rates. 14 earlier oxidation of the zircaloy. If the molten zir-

If water is added to the core at a sufficiently caloy stays in place, it will start to dissolve some
rapid rate during the early phase of oxidation UO2 fuel. 17 Upon cladding breach, the molten
when the core temperature is less than 1500 K, zircaloy and some dissolved UO2 flow downward

and freeze in the cooler, lower region of the core.the core can be quenched and core damage prog-
ress will cease. However, if the addition of water Together with the solidified control material from

earlier downflows, the relocated zircaloy andis slow or intermittent, or if the core is not com-

pletely covered with water, the core will heat up UO2 form the lower crust of a developing cohe-
to the next stage of degradation. We estimate the sive debris bed. Because of limited heat losses,

the molten material relocated to the top of therequired rate of water flow through the core to
stop further core damage in Section 5. crust eventually stops freezing. Figure 3 presents

the conceptual state of the core at this stage.

When the temperature in the core reaches about
1700 K, the stainless steel cladding of the control The next stage of development of the lower
rods melts. The control material, Ag-In-Cd in the crust is its radial growth from the center toward
case of most PWRs, will already be molten at this the periphery of the core. Because of decreasing
time (the melting point is approximately 1100 K) temperatures near the periphery (from slower
and will be released upon failure of the control heatup because of decreasing power densities and
rod cladding. In the case of BWRs, the control enhanced steam cooling), relocating materials
blades may fail at a slightly lower temperature freeze at higher elevations toward the periphery
(approximately 1600 K) owing to the interaction of the core. Thus, the lower crust is expected to
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Oxidized intact
. rods

High-temperature
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Figure 3. Formation of the lower crust from relocatedcontrol material.

take the shape of a crucible. The material sup- shatteredto forn] a particulate bed, as is believed
ported by the crust will be a pool of molten mate- to havehappenedduring theTMI-2 coolant pump
rial and submerged rod stubs in the process of transient.17,Ixll"the temperatureof the peripheral
melting. As the submergedrod stubs melt away, fuel rods is still below the temperature for rapid
mechanical support of rod stubs above the molten oxidation ot' zi rcaloy by steam, they will be

pool is lost, and further slumping of the rod stubs quenched by the incoming water. It) Since the

into the pool oc_;urs. Some fuel rod remnants are average temperature of the core at this stage of

expected to be submerged in the pool as hmg as core heatup is fairly high, copious production of
some rod remnants stand above the pool. Figure 4 steam is expected. As a result, the pressure of pri-
illustrates the state of the core al this stage of core

mary system will rise. The generation of hydro-
damage progression, gen will also increase as water is added to the

If water is added to the core before complete core. it is estimated that, in the TMI-2 accident,

slumping of fuel rod remnants into the molten one-third of the hydrogen generated during the
pool occurs, the top surface of the molten pool entire accident was produced within a few min-
may freeze to form an upper crust (Figure 5) and utes after water was delivered to the core at
the fuel rod remnants above that surface may be 174 rain into the accident by a reactor coolant
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Partially oxidized
rods

High-temperature
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Zr02/U02
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structural material
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Figure 4. Growth ()fa cohesive debris bed in the central part of the core.

punap.2(;21Similarly, high rates of hydrogen gcn- PBF SFD 1-4 cxpcrmlcnl. A particulate debris bed
eration were also observed in the PBF SFI)-ST 22 was Ionllcd in the upper part of the SFD I-4 test
and the LOFT LP-FP-223 tests when the test bundle, though the bundle was never retlooded by
bundles were being reflooded after liquefaction water. I:_The formation of a particulate debris bed
of the cladding and fuel occurred, in this experiment was due to the shattering of irr.a-

diated t'ucl pellets after the cladding had relocated

if no water is added to the core during the to the lower part of the core.
growth of lhe cohesive debris bed, the entire upper
part of the core will eventually sink into the molten If the particulate bed is shallow or composed of
pool in the ccnler of the core. Before its complete relatively large panicles, the conlinued adding of
immersion into the molten pool, the upper part of water will quench the particulate bed. In the

I

the core may retain a rod-like geometry, or, alter- process, steam and hydrogen will be generated.
natively, it may disintegrate into small particles However, because of limited water ingress into
even without lhe addition of water. The possibility the particulate debris bed, the steam and hydro-
of the latter scenario has been denlonstrated in the gen generalion rate will be quite low and
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Figure 5. Formation of a particulate debris bedoil top of the cohesive bed.

ir_dependerlt of the rate of water added to the core, steam inside the bed is generally irtefficicnt ;rod
as long as water covers the debris bed. Because gradual heatup of the bed will eventually lead it:,
control material would have relocated tt) the melting of the particles, 2t_which will add to the

lower part of the cqre at the lime of particulate growth ()f the cohesive debris bed.
debris bed l'ortnation, recriticality may he a otto-
tern if unborated water penetrates the debris bed.

If the cohesive bed is radially thin and small,

If the patliculatc bed of shattered fuel pellets in adding water may gradually cool the bed and the

the upper part of the core is sufficiently deep or is progress of core damage may be stopped, l-h)w-
composed of sufficiently small particles, water ever, a thin and small cohesive bed could mean
can be prevented from penetrating the bed. This is thal a large fra.cli(m of core materia, l remains OUt-

usually referred to as dryout of the particulate side of the ct_hesive bed and ntay have formed a
bed. The dryout of particulate beds have been stu- deep particulate bed that is beyond the (try_ut
died extensively, both theoretically and exper- limit. Such a particulate bed resting on the cohe-

irnentally. 24+_2_(The conditions for dryout are sive bed shields water from the upper surface of
discussed in Appendix B). After dryout, cot)ling the cc,hesive bed and prevents it from being
of the particulate bed by natural convectitm of cooled.
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage

If the cohesive bed is large, its subsequent core material into water invariably generates

evolution depends little on water addition. 3t Its large amounts of steam. In addition, if the molten
interior will continue to heat up and melt until stream of core material breaks up rapidly in

only a thin crust remains, regardless of water water, a steam explosion is also possible, 31

addition (Figure 6). Failure of the crust, either though it is not likely at high pressures. At the

mechanically or by melt-through, can lead to the time of relocation, any unoxidized zirconium in
relocation of the enclosed molten core material t_

the molten material can be oxidized by steam to
the lower plcnum of the vessel (Figure 7). The release energy and produce hydrogen. Recritical-
relocated amount depends on the amount of mol-
ten material in the core and on the location of the ity could also be a problem if the control material

failure point on the crust, is left behind in the core and the relocated mate-
rial breaks up in unborated water in the lower pie-

For most severe accidents, there is generally a num. However, it is extremely unlikely that the

pool of water in the lower plenum of the vessel at molten core material would attain the proper
the time of core relocation. Release of molten geometry to reach criticality.

; / Void

i

-i-" Upper debris
bed

Upper crust

Molten metal
and ceramic

_./ Control, structural,
and cladding material
solidified between

, fuel rods

Z102-WHT- 1293-09

Figure 6. Melting of the interior of a cohesive debris bed, with corresponding thinning of its crust.
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Figure 7. Crust failure and relocation of core material to the lower plenum.

in the TMI-2 accident, the progress of core ciently large amounts of core material in consoli-

damage was essentially terminated with the dated form, the presence of water in the lower
relocation of approximately 20 metric tons of core plenum cannot prevent the heatup of the mate-
material into the lower plenum of the vessel. The rill. 32,33In addition, the inner surface of the vessel
material partially broke up to form a particulate may be ablated by the relocating core material,

bed and was quenched by the water in the lower and the vessel is likely to fail from creep rupture
plenum. The increase ill pressure of the primary of the vessel lower head. 34The failure mode of the
system at the time of relocation (224 min into the reactor pressure vessel and the subsequent acci-
accident) indicates that both hydrogen and steam dent progression to the exterior of the vessel is not
were produced for a short period of time after the part of the scope of the present report.
relocation. There is no evidence that the reactor

ever became critical again. For postulated acci- 3.2 Low-Pressure Sequence
dent scenarios in general, however, relocation of
core materials to the lower plenum is not limited The sequence of core damage stages in a low-
to 20 metric tons. Calculations show that, for suffi- pressure environment is typical of large or
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage

intermediate loss-of-coolant accidents or other tion, the pellets near the bursting site will be
sequences where the system depressurizes expelled from the fuel rod at the instant of burst-
quickly. Core uncovery that results in substantial ing of the cladding. However, the remainder of
core damage will likely still be typical of a slow the pellets in the rod are likely to be unaffected.
boil-off because the accumulator safety injection Approximately two of the three hundred pellets
system should keep the core relatively cool until stacked in the fuel rod may be immediately
the inventory is depleted or until the system pres- expelled, settling on the lower core support plate
sure is sufficiently high to permanently terminate as relatively cool shards and fragments of frac-
injection. Many of the phenomena are similar in tured fuel. This does not constitute fuel relocation
the high- and low-system-pressure environments, in the TMI-2 sense, but the displaced mass is still
so only differences between the two need be dis- significant. Two-thirds of one percent of the core
cussed. These differences include cladding bal- corresponds to a fuel nnass of several hundred
Iooning behavior, control rod rupture, and steam kilograms.

explosions. One difference not explicit in these
states but important in later calculations is that the 3.2.2 Control Rod Failure. When control rods
total injection capacity for the low pressure case fail, the time to failure and the distribution of con-
includes be'_ the high- and low-system-pressure trol materials in the low-system-pressure envi-

emergency core coolant injection systems, ronment will be quite different than in the
high-pressure case. When the control rod clad-
ding fails in a high-system-pressure environment,

3.2.1 Cladding Ballooning. The scenarios for the control materials slump to the bottom of the
ballooning and bursting of fuel rod cladding is

core. In a low-system-pressure environment, con-
different for accidents at high and low system trol rod failure occurs much sooner after reactor
pressures, in the high-system-pressure environ-

scram. Were the cladding to fail, the control mate-
ment, the differential pressure between the fuel- rials, driven by the cadmium pressure, would
cladding gap and the system is small, so the spray from the ruptured rods onto adjacent rods.
cladding undergoes substantial ballooning betore If the molten control material sticks to the fuel

it ruptures at an elevated temperature (about rods, the timing of material relocation and the

1250 K or higher). In a low-system-pressure spatial distribution of relocated and refrozen
environment, the differential pressure is high, so material may be altered, which can affect the
the chtdding experiences little ballooning before formation of the lower crust tot latter core dam-
it violently bursts. Negligible civ'cumfcrential

age states.
expansion of the cladding prior to bursting is

expected, so flow restriction is not an issue. 3.2.3 Steam Explosions. When molten core
materials come in contact with water at system

While ballooning in a low-system-pressure envi- pressures lower than about 5 MPa, steam expio-
ronment is not expected to produce significant sions are more likely than at higher pressures. The

flow restrictions, as in the high system p,,:ssure mechanics of steam explosions can be partitioned
case, bursting at low system pressure presents a into four stages: (a) quiescent mixing of fuel and
different kind of problem, in the high-system- coolant, (b) triggering of the explosion, (c)escala-
pressure environment, bursting of the cladding is tion and propagation of the explosion, and (d)
not expected to move the fuel pellets because of vapor expansion and work production. 35 It is the
low differential pressure between the inside and mechanics of triggering that makes steam explo-
the outside of the fuel rods. With a low system sions improbable under high-pressure conditions
pressure, bursting is violent because at the instant and a major concern under low-pressure condi-
of bursting the gas inside the fuel rods, which is at tions. In the fuel-coolant interaction prior to trig-
a much higher pressure than the system, causes gering a steam explosion, a vapor film exists
the pellet adjacent to the bursting site to slam between molten fuel and the coolant. This film is
toward the opening. Since fuel pellets are highly susceptible to hydrodynamic instabilities, which

fragmented alter a brief period of reactor opera- may be initiated by a number of different external
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Progressive Stages of Core Damage

sources. The result tJf the instabilities is local film pulses of a few atmospheres may be sufficient to
collapse, which permits coolant jets to impinge on Irigger an explosion. External perturbations to
the molten surface. Coolant then penetrates into system pressures of this order may occur from a
the molten mass and, as the coolant turns to vapor number of different sources so that, at low pres-

and expands, it induces breakup of the melt. Under sures, steam explosion becomes an issue when-
high system pressures, however, the vapor film is ever coolant and molten core materials come into
substantially more resistant to collapse. Although contact. With respect to the sequence of core dam-

no experiments have been conducted at a pressure age states, the issue of steam explosion appears
of about 5 MPa, an extrapolation of the results of when molten control materials are released from
small-scale experiments suggests that an external the control rods, when the zircaloy melts and liq-
pulse of about 14 MPa would be required to trig- uefies the fuel, and when molten materials are
ger an explosion at this pressure. At pressure of a released from the cohesive debris bed toward
few atmospheres, on the other hand, pressure lower elevations in the reactor vessel.
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4. INSTRUMENT RESPONSE DURING CORE DAMAGE
AND WATERADDITION

P:,ecognizing the capabilities and limitations of recovery. Hnwever, they should indicate the pres-
the plant instrumentation is crucial in understand- ence of coolant in the upper plenum, which would
ing the state of the core during an accident, panic- provide evidence that water was reaching the core
ularly when water is added. In this section we region.
describe the types of instrumentation that have

The second system uses sensing lines at the top
the capability to identify the status of the core

of the vessel and the hot legs in conjunction with
during a severe accident, we discuss how this

a sensing line at the bottom of the vessel to pro-instrumentation could be used to determine the
vide inferred water level measurements based on

stages of core degradation (see Figure 1), and we
discuss the effects of adding water to the system, differential pressure. Two separate measurements

of level are made: one from the hot leg to the bot-
We describe the instrumentation in general terms,

tom of the vessel, the other from the top of the
but recognize that the number of instruments vessel to the bottom of the vessel. Both of these
available, installation locations, and methods of

installation can vary from plant to plant. For each measurements would provide information on the
stage in the core damage sequence, we discuss approach to core uncovery as well as an indica-tion of the level of water in the core and lower
potential instrument response and correlate this

plenum regions.
response with other instrument responses.

System conditions must be taken into account
4.1 Instrumentation when using differential pressure for measuring

water level in the vessel. For severe accidents that

From the perspective of accident management occur over long periods of time and characterized
personnel, there are three main types of measure- by a slow core boiloff, the vessel flows are low
ments available for monitoring the state of the and do not contribute greatly to overall pressure
core: water level, temperature, and pressure, drop. In this situation, the measured differential
There are also other measurements that could pressure can provide accurate estimates of the

indirectly support a determination of core condi- water level. However, in severe accidents where
tions, for example, source range power measure- transient and two-phase-flow conditions are pres-
ments as an indication of core liquid level. A brief ent, the indicated water level is much less accu-
description of each of these types of measure- rate because of uncertainties in frictional pressure
ments follows, losses.

Pressurizer level could provide an early indica-4.1.1 Water Level Measurements. Reactor
tion of mass depletion in the RCS if there is not

vessel water level is measured using one of two
water leaking from the upper regions of the pres-

different types of systems. One system uses surizer (either through a break or a failed relief
heated junction thermocouples located at five

valve). This measurement could be used to proj-
elevations in the upper plenum to indicate when ect core uncovery time. However, there would be

the water level passes certain points in the upper large uncertainties in this time for accidents
plenum, including a position near the top of the where inventory is decreasing at a slow rate,
core. This measurement does not extend into the

because the pressurized is at a much higher eleva-
core region and, therefore, does not provide any tion than the core, and there is a significantinformation on the water level in the core or lower

amount of inventory that must be depleted
plenum regions. If the core has uncovered and

between the time that the pressurizer empties and
reached high temperatures, the performance of the core uncovers.
the heated junction thermocouple may be

degraded and their capability to accurately indi- 4.1.2 Temperature Measurements. Under-
cate water level may be compromised during core standing the core temperature conditions is an
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important contributor in determining the state of thermowells installed in the hot-leg pipes. The
the core during severe accidents. Two measure- time response of the RTDs is affected by the mat-
ments are used in PWRs as an indication of core ing between the elements and the cavity in the !
temperature: core exit thermocouples (CETs) and ihermowell and by the thickness of the thermo-
hot-leg resistance temperature devices (RTDs). well walls. The range ol' the hot leg RTI)s is gen-
Both of these measurements are considered to he erally specified as 644 k (700°F), which is
indirect measurements of core temperature substantially below the upper limit that would be
because there are situations that could occur when needed for the latter stages of severe accidents.
these measurements would not accurately indi- However, the range could be increased signifi-
cate core temperature, cantly (up to about 1200 K) to provide additional

information during severe accidents.

Core exit temperature measurements are
obtained from chromel-alumel thermocouples The hot-leg RTDs would provide an indication
located in the upper core support plate. The ther- of core temperature hut would significantly lag
mocouple junctions are mounted horizontally in the time-temperature response ot"the core. Major
tlow holes on the upper core support plate about contributors to the lag would be heat transfer to

the upper plenum and hot-leg structures, whichsix to eight inches above the top of about 30 to
40 percent of the fuel bundles. As this distance is would cool or heat the eMuent from the core, and

the transit time of the fluid. The transit time
about an assembly width, the thermocouples pro-

would vary during a severe accident and could bevide a representative wdue of the outlet tempera-
ture of the fluid flowing out of the individual significantly different for different types of severe
assemblies. In plants designed by Westinghouse accidents. These restrictions on performance
and Combustion Engineering, the thermocouples must be considered when relying on hot-leg

RTDs to indicate core temperatures.enter through the top of the reactor vessel. In
plants designed by Babcock and Wilcox, the ther- 4.1.3 RCS Pressure Measurements. Pres-
mocouples enter through the bottom of the reactor

sure sensors exist at several locations in the pri-
vessel and are routed through instrument tubes

that pass through the core region. The routing of mary cooling system. Measurements may be
these thermocouples through the core exposes taken at the hot-leg outlets and in the pressurizer.
them to high temperatures during severe acci- The sensors at the hot-leg outlets provide absolute

pressure measurements with a very sho_-I
dents, which can affect their accuracy, response time and have a range of zero to

20.7 MPa. Low pressures are read from a narrow-

These sensors are qualified to 1533 K, though range scale (zero to 4.1 MPa) and are accurate
the temperature uncertainty has the potential to down to approximately 1.5 MPa. The uncertainty
increase significantly above about 147(I K. At in the measurement increases rapidly below this
temperatures exceeding 1670 K, temperature pressure level, however, so that there can be little
errors may be large, and the trends of the indi- confidence in an absolute measurement on the

cared temperatures may also be unreliable. (For order ()f an atmosphere. Four sensors providing
example, the indicated temperature may be rela- absolute measurement of pressure also exist in the

tively flat while the actual temperature continues pressurizer. These sensors operate over a more
to climb.) Recognizing these limits, the sensors restricted range (I 1.7 to 17.2 MPa) and also have
can provide useful information (luring the early a very short response time.
stages of core degradation, but will likely be unre-

liable in later stages. 4.1.4 Other Measurements. Though not ()rig-
inally (lesigned for this purpose, measurements

RTDs contain precision temperature sensing other than those discussed above can contribute
devices made of platinum wire that undergo a valuable information for untlerstanding the pro-
change in resistance when the temperature gressionofc()re damage. The following measure-
changes. These assemblies arc mounted in ments are discussed: source range monitors,
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self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs), plant them to be stored outside of the reactor vessel and
radiation measurements, hydrogen measure- inserted axially into specially designed core
ments, containment pressure, and containment instrument thimbles located throughout the core.

temperature. There is, therefore, the possibility that these mov-
able SPND could be inserted into the core during

Ex-vessel source range monitors are used dur- a severe accident to monitor degraded core condi-
ing plant startup to measure power by detecting tions in local regions and map the extent of core
neutrons. During the TMI-2 accident, the source damage. However, because the specially
range detectors exhibited an increased signal out- designed core instrument thimbles form part of
put when the core uncovered and when the core the pressure boundary for the RCS, their failure
relocated to the lower plenum. 36 Although these when the movable SPND system is in use would

ex-core detectors may be useful for substantiating provide a direct path for fluid, fission products,
information from instrumentation installed in the and possibly core material to escape into the con-

RCS, caution should be used in relying on them tainment. The capability of this system to operate
as the primary source of information. Because the under severe accident conditions and the possible
detectors are located outside the vessel, it is not negative consequences from the use of the system

possible to determine whether changes in their would require further evaluation before it is con-
signals result from changes in water level or core sidered an acceptable tool for appraising the
configuration in the core region, changes in water condition of a degraded core. Further evaluation
level in the downcomer region, or simultaneous would require additional plant-specific informa-
changes in both regions. Use of the source rallge tion and is beyond the scope of this report,
detectors to understand degraded core conditions
for a plant would require a study of such plant- Radiation monitors or radiation measurements
specific details as location of the detectors, their using sampling systems could be used to indicate
range, their sensitivity to a wide range of core and when appreciable fission products have been
downcomer water levels and core material dis- released from the fuel. These systems would need

tributions, and correlation of their outputs for var- to have sufficient sensitivity that accident man-
ious detector locations, agement personnel could distinguish between fis-

sion products present in the coolant under normal

SPNDs are fission source chambers used in operating conditions and the additional fission
products released during core degradation. Radi-reactors to obtain estimates of thermal neutron
ation monitors on RCS letdown systems and sam-

flux. Although the detectors are intended to pro- piing systems for the RCS coolant could provide
vide measurements during full-power operation, important information if the RCS leak rates are

they can be used during accidents to detect small. For large RCS leak rates, more global radi-
changes in neutron fluxes at signal levels a few ation measurements would likely provide early
times above background noise when the most indications of core damage.
sensitive range is selected. 37,38A means to dis-

play the SPND output (current) would likely be Hydrogen monitors or measurements of hydro-
needed to adequately identify the small changes gen concentration from sampling systems could
indicative of changes in vessel water level and be used to estimate the time when core tempera-
relocation of core material, tures were high enough to initiate cladding oxida-

tion. Time delays in transporting the hydrogen to
SPNDs in PWRs are generally configured in the detectors and in obtaining samples and analy-

one of two ways. In some plants the SPNDs are ses would need to be included in the time
built into instrument thimbles at fixed axial loca- estimates.
tions and are installed at various radial locations

in the core so they can be used to provide both Containment pressure and temperature would
radial and axial neutron flux profiles. In other provide information that could help distinguish
plants the SPNDs are part of a system that allows some of the latter stages of core degradation.
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High containment pressures and temperatures superheat that results from a loss of inventory in
could be used in conjunction with other measure- the hot leg for sequences where inventory deple-
ments to indicate reactor vessel lower head tion is not rapid and the pressure is declining. A
failure, sustained measurement of subcooling from the

RTDs or th_ CETs should indicate the effective-

Other measurements that support severe acci- ness of adding water during this stage of accident
dent management may be available from plant progress.
process instrumentation. The types of informa-

tion available and how they would be used would Pressure. Pressure response could assist in
depend on systems and conditions that are plant- identifying some accident sequences, but would
specific. For example, in some plants an estimate not be effective in determining whether core
of cavity temperature may be available from heat- uncovery is imminent or has occurred. Pressure
ing and ventilation system temperature measure- history, however, could be correlated with other
ments. The capability to exploit these temperature measurement responses to indicate that core
measurements for a wide spectrum of severe acci- uncovery is likely. Pressure measurements would
dent conditions would depend on such variables assist in identifying systems with the capability to
as the location of the measurements, their capa- inject water when there are failures in ECC sys-
bility to survive harsh environments, and the tems. An increase in pressure following water
availability of support systems such as site battery addition should indicate effective core cooling for
electrical power. Because of the plant-specific sequences where inventory loss is slow, whereas
nature of these systems, we do not included them negligible RCS or containment pressure increases

in our following.discussion, would indicate large system breaks.

4.2 Distinguishing Stages of Level. If the sequence is proceeding slowly

Core Degradation and the primary coolant pumps are not running,
the heated junction thermocouple-based system

An understanding of core conditions would aid would provide an accurate water level measure-
accident management personnel in determining ment and indicate the approach to core uncovery.
which accident management strategies could be The differential pressure-based system would
most effective and in assessing the effectiveness track the water level in the upper plenum, the
of them. We examined the capability of instru- core, and the lower plenum. Both systems may be
mentation to identify the stages of core damage inaccurate for rapidly progressing transients or
for PWRs, as shown in Figure 1.Table 3 summa- when the primary coolant pumps are running. The
rizes the expected instrument responses, and the pressurizer level would early indicate RCS inven-
following discussion additionally explains the tory depletion. It could be used to project time to
core damage stages. We discuss temperature, core uncovery as long as the possibility of large
pressure, and level measurements and other uncertainties is recognized. Raising water level
selected measurements that may be useful for measurements would indicate effective water
identifying the state of the core and the effects of addition.

adding water.
Other Measurements. Source range moni-

4.2.1 Accident Initiation tO Core tor output and SPND output may not correlate
Uncovery. well with the approach to core uncovery because

a lowering of the upper plenum water level may

Temperature. Core exit thermocouples result in only small changes in their output,
(CETs) would generally be ineffective in identify- Reductions in RCS pump power or pump current
ing the approach to core uncovery prior to fuel measurements could be used to identify a reduc-
rod heat up. RTDs would also be relatively inef- lion in RCS inventory if the pumps continue to
fective but may indicate the small amount of run during this portion of an accident.
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Z Table 3. Possible instrument response for core damage stages.

O"1 Core damage stage Other instruments
_') (temperature range) Temperature instruments RCS pressure instruments Level instruments _
t_ Subcool_ monitor:notan
7:_ Accident initiation to core CETs: ineffective in indicating Ineffective in indicating the Heated TC: will indicate the t_
¢_ uncovery the approach to core approach to core uncovery but approach to core uncove,'3' if accurate indicator of the _

uncovery, necessary to indicate which the RCS pumps are not approach to core uncover)'.
oo ECC systems-may be running.

RTDs: may indicate slight effectively used.
superheat after hot leg Vessel DP: will indicate the
empties, depending on the approach to core uncovery.
RCS pressure response.

Core uncovery to ballooning CETs: a reasonable indicator Ineffective in indicating core Heated TC: will indicate core Source Range Monitor: may
of fuel rod cladding of core uncovery. Would uncovery but necessary to uncovery if RCS pumps are indicate decrease in core level.
(saturation to 1 I00 K) exceed saturation and could indicate which ECC systems stopped. Would not indicate Very low signal would require

approach core fuel rod may be effectively used. An core level, proper interpretation.
temperatures, increase after water addition

would indicate core cooling of Vessel DP: will indicate core SPNDs: may indicate decrease

RTDs: should exceed some fuel rods. uncovery. Should track level in core level. Would require
saturation temperature but in core and lower plenum, special interpretation.

to would be much less than fuel
o', rod temperatures.

Fuel rod cladding ballooning CETs: could follow trends in Ineffective in indicating core Heated TC: will indicate core Source Range Monitor and
and rupture ( 1100 K to 1500 fuel rod temperature. Relation heat up but necessary to is uncovered but not how far SPNDs: may track changes in
K) to core temperature would indicate which ECC systems core damage has progressed, core level with proper

depend on steam flow and may be effectively used. An " interpretation.
droplet entrainment rates, increase after water addition Vessel DP: will indicate

would indicate core cooling of approximate level in core or Radiation Monitors: should

RTDs: would show saperheat some fuel rods. lower plenum, indicate fuel rod gap releasebut there may be a large time
but would lag core delay, depending on
temperatures and may reach instrument location and
upper range limit, accident conditions.



Table 3. (continued).

Core damage stage
(temperature range) Temperature instruments RCS pressure instruments Level i.struments Other instruments

Early and late rapid zircaloy CETs: should follow early A large RCS pressure increase Heated TC: will indicate core Source range monitor and
oxidation (1500 K to 2100 K) trends in fuel rod temperature, may occur when cladding is uncovered but not how far SPNDs: may track changes in

Upper temperature range may oxidation is rapid and RCS core damage has progressed, core level with proper
be exceeded later (1644 K). leaks are small. It may be Upper range may be interpretation.

difficult to distinguish this exceeded. Junction relocation
RTDs: would show superheat increase from other accident may occur. Radiation monitors: should
but would lag core progression pressure changes, indicate radia_on release but
temperatures and may reach Necessary to indicate which Vessel DP: will ipdicate there may be a large time
upper range limit. ECC systems may be approximate level in core or delay, depending on

effectively used. lower plenum. Metallic instrument location and
relocation may block pressure accident conditions.
tap during latter portions of
this stage. Hydrogen monitors: hydrogen

may be detected indicating
high core temperatures.

Debris bed formation (>2100 CETs: failure would occur in Pressure changes will depend Level instruments would Radiation monitors: should
to K depending on conditions) high-temperature regions, on the amount of cooling. If likely be failed but their indicate radiation release but
-,.! CETs output may seem debris beds are not coolable, failure may not be obvious, there may be a large time

reasonable after failure as pressure changes could be delay, depending on

false junctions may form. small. May observe a large instrument location and
pressure increase when the accident conditions.

RTDs: temperatures would core :,elocates. It may be
likely exceed their upper difficult to distinguish from Hydrogen monitors: hydrogenfrom zircaloy oxidation would
range, other accident-related pressure

changes, likely be measured but would
not help distinguish this
damage stage.

Lower head attack by molten CETs: failure would occur in Pressure would not be Level instntments would Radiation monitors: should
core debris (> 1700 K for high-temperature regions, effective in indicating lower likely be failed but their indicate radiation release but
metals, >2700 K for ceramics) However, the output of the head attack. A sharp reduction failure may not be obvious, there may be a large time _r_

Z CETs may seem reasonable as in pressure and a reading delay, depending on
false junctions could form. equal to containment pressure instrument location and

_11 would indicate RCS boundary accident conditions.
_rl RTDs: temperatures would failure. It would be difficult to

likely exceed their upper distinguish vessel and Hydrogen monitors: hydrogen _1
_'3 range, ex-vessel failures, from zircaloy oxidation would

likely be measured but would '_0
not help distinguish this

"" - damage stage, o
oo
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4.2.2 Core Uncovery to Ballooning of necessary to ensure that changes in vessel water
Fuel Rod Cladding. level will be observed. Accident management

personnel may need training to properly interpret
Temperature. CETs would depart significantly level changes from the signal trends.
from system saturation temperature and may

approach 1100 K .for some core conditions. 4.2.3 Fuel Rod Cladding Ballooning
Strong radial temperature differences will likely _ and Rupture
be indicated by the CETs. Hot Leg RTDs should

be higher than saturation temperatures but signifi- Temperature, CETs should follow the trends

cantly lower than core temperatures. A measure- of core temperature, though entrained liquid may
ment of decreasing superheat by CETs and RTDs still be present at some radial locations and could
would signify energy removal from the core but cool the associated CETs. As a result, there may

should only be considered as indicative of core be large radial variations in indicated tern-
recovery when a continuing, long-term decrease peratures. RTDs will respond more slowly to ris-
is measured. Entrainment of fluid from the core ing core temperatures. Although their
or draining of pressurizer liquid may produce a temperatures should be much lower than the
short-term decrease in superheat while core tern- CETs, it is likely that their upper range (672 K)
peratures remain high. CET- and RTD-measured will be exceeded. Effective water addition would

temperatures would continue to rise if water addi- be indicated by a long-term decrease in both CET
tion was ineffective, and RTD temperatures.

Pressure. Pressure response would not dis- Pressure, Pressure response could not be used
tinguish this core damage stage from the previous to distinguish this core damage stage from the pre-
one. It could be used to estimate when fuel rod vious one. A continued measurement of pressure
ballooning conditions are reached if it is com- would be important in the selection of ECC sys-
bined with a reliable indication of core tempera- tems with the capability to deliver needed quanti-
ture. A continued measurement of pressure would ties of water. A sharp increase in RCS pressure
be important in the selection of ECC systems with following water addition should indicate effective
the capability to deliver needed quantities of core energy removal, but no RCS pressure
water. A sharp increase in RCS pressure follow- increase would be experienced for large breaks.
ing water addition should indicate effective core Containment pressure trends would be difficult to
energy removal, but no RCS pressure increase use in identifying this core damage stage.
would be experienced for large breaks. Contain-
ment pressure trends would be difficult to use in Level, Core level would be below the range of
identifying this core damage stage, heated junction thermocouple-based systems.

Differential pressure-based level measurements
Level. Core level would be below the range of would indicate core and lower plenum levels if

heated junction thermocouple-based systems, the transient is slow and the primary coolant
Differential pressure-based level measurements pumps are not running. Long-term trends of
would indicate core and lower plenum levels if increasing level would indicate effective water
the transient is slow and the primary coolant addition during this core damage stage.
pumps are not running. Long-term trends of
increasing level would indicate effective water Other Measurements. Source range moni-
addition during this core damage stage, tor and SPND outputs should correlate with ves-

sel water level changes. There may be a need for
Other Measurements. Source range moni- special signal conditioning, displays, and opera-

tor and SPND outputs should correlate with ves- tor training to ensure that the signals are properly
sel water level changes. Use of special signal interpreted. Plant radiation monitors would
conditioning and display equipment for the measure increased radiation levels following

source range monitor and SPND signals may be cladding rupture. The measured increase could be
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delayed significantly from the actual rupture phase. This condition could result in erroneous
time, depending on the accident type and condi- readings if the core is cooled. Differential
tions and the monitor location. Radiation moni- pressure-based level measurements may indicate
tors would not provide reliable indications of the core and lower plenum levels if the transient is
effectiveness of water addition, slow and the primary coolant pumps are not run-

ning. However, metals may begin to relocate dur-

4.2.4 Early and Late Rapid Zircaloy ing the latter part of this coredamage stage.This
Oxidation metal could cover or otherwise interfere with the

pressure tap in the lower vessel, which would

Temperature. CET-measured temperatures cause level errors. Level would not help to distin-
should be high and should indicate a rapidly guish this core state from the previous one.
increasing temperature. If temperature history is

Other Measurements. Source range moni-
plotted, a change in the rate of temperature
increase may be obvious as oxidation begins, tor and SPND outputs should correlate with ves-
Errors in CET-measured temperatures will sel water level changes if the level is still in the

increase when core temperatures exceed 1450 K. core region. The need for special conditioning
and training for these measurements would apply.

Errors may be either positive or negative, depend-
ing on the routing of the CETs into the vessel Plant radiation monitors would continue to mea-
(from the bottom through the lower plenum and sure increased radiation levels. The measured

increase could be delayed significantly from the
core or from the top through the upper plenum)
and on the magnitude of the temperature. The actual rupture time, depending on the accident
upper range (1644 K) of some CETs may be type and conditions and the monitor location.

Radiation monitors would not provide reliable
exceeded. There is potential for the CETs to pro-

indications of the effectiveness of adding water.
vide inaccurate trend information (indicating near

Measurement of hydrogen by monitors or sam-constant temperatures when core temperatures
are rapidly increasing). RTDs may indicate a piing stations would indicate that this core dam-
much higher rate of temperature increase. The age stage was occurring. There may be a time
RTD-measured temperatures would likely exceed delay, depending on RCS leak rates, leak loca-
their upper limit. The effects on core temperature tion, and measurement method and location.
of adding water could be difficult to determine 4.2.5 Debris Bed Formation
because in the short term there is potential for

increased oxidation, which would increase fuel Temperature. CET temperature readings
rod temperatures, could have significant errors in both magnitude

and trend. RTD measurements would not distin-

Pressure. If the system is closed or has a guish this core state from the previous state and
small break, the pressure should increase rapidly, would likely be outside their operating range. It is
Since there are other conditions that can cause a unlikely that the effects of adding water will be
rapid pressure increase, this measurement would accurately indicated. !,ong-term temperature
need to be correlated with other measurements, reductions measured by the CETs may not indi-
Pressure alone would not distinguish this core care adequate core cooling since false thermocou-
damage stage, but continued measurement of pie junctions may have formed outside of the
pressure would be important in selecting ECC hottest regions (for plants where the CETs are
systems with the capability to deliver needed routed through the core).
quantities of water.

Pressure. A sharp increase in pressure would
Level Core level would be below the range of likely occur as core material relocates to the

heated junction thermocouple-based systems, lower plenum if water is present. The magnitude
There is the possibility that some heated thermo- of the pressure increase would depend on the
couples would form false junctions during this material and system conditions not measured and
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so would not be understood by accident manage- lower plenum or of the wall of the reactor vessel
ment personnel. Identifying the time of core lower plenum.
material relocation would require close correla-

tion of the plant measurements, together with a Temperature. Neither the CETs nor the
knowledge of ongoing operator and plant control RTDs would reliably indicate lower head failure.
actions that would aftect pressure. There are no commonly installed temperature

instruments for the vessel lower head material.

Level. Level magnitudes and trends would not Containment temperature could rise sharply but
distinguish this core state. Relocated material may be insensitive to core relocation for long
would likely cover the lower differential pressure time periods, depending on the measurement
tap, which would cause large errors in the mea- location.
surement. Whether the relocation of material

would result in level changes that are sufficiently Pressure. A rapid drop in pressure could
large that they could be distinguished from other indicate failure of the RCS boundary. However,
level changes is not known. The water level may the lower head is just one of many possible RCS
be low or it may be high and increasing while core failure locations.
material melts and a debris bed forms and grows.

Other Measurements. Most SPNDs would Level. The effect of the relocated core mate-

be failed, though the failure of some may not be rial on the pressure tap in the lower head would
obvious. Source range monitors would likely cause this measurement to be unreliable.
indicate different flux levels when materials relo-

cate. Correlation of source range monitor output Other Measurements. The effect of the
with pressure measurements may allow identifi- molten core material on the source range detec-
cation of material relocation, but this has not been tors is not known. Hydrogen and radiation level

confirmed. Hydrogen and radiation level mea- measurements would be very high but would not
surements would not help distinguish this core help distinguish this core state from several of the
state from the previous core state, previous core states. Containment pressure would

show a rapid increase, but this would also be the

4.2.6 Lower Head Attack by Molten case with the failure of other locations in the
Core Debris RCS. Identification of core relocation may be

possible if gases generated during core concrete

There are no commonly installed instruments interaction can be detected, for example high con-
that would indicate the heatup of the debris in the centrations of CO or CO2.
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5. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EFFECTS OF ADDING WATER
AT DIFFERENT CORE DAMAGE STAGES

We performed two types of calculations to General Electric's BWR/6 reactor design 4! is
characterize the effects of adding water at various used as a model BWR whenever it is necessary to
stages of core damage. Initially, we developed a differentiate between BWRs and PWRs.
simple model that approximated the energy trans-

fer processes and mass balances for adding water Sources of energy in the core after reactor
during the initi_._stages of core degradation. We scram can be examined based on the nominal
used this model to estimate the amount of water

parameter values. These sources include the
that would be necessary to prevent progression decay heat, the release of energy from oxidation
from one ct, re damage state to the next. We then of zircaloy in the core, and the energy stored in
used a SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model of a PWR

core materials, which is a function of average
to examine the effects of adding water at several core temperature. We evaluated the relative mag-
core damage stages. Results from both of these nitudes of these energy sources during severe
calculations follow, accidents based on nominal PWR values. Appen-

dix B, Section B-3, summarizes the details from

5.1 Simple Model Results this evaluation. To simplify the analysis, we con-
sider only UO2 and zircaloy in the early stages of

In this section, we present results from simpli- core degradation; ZrO2 is added to the analysis as
fled bounding calculations to estimate the mini- the zircaloy is oxidized by steam.
mum rate of water addition that could prevent the
core degradation from progressing to a higher
state. We also estimate the time required and the Table 4 presents the nominal values of PWR
total amount of water injected through the core to parameters used in the evaluation of parameters

and for the bounding analyses performed in theremove its energy. The calculations include those
remainder of this section. Note that zircaloy corn-

for a core at the following initial temperatures:

(a) 1000 K (predamage state), (b) 1200 K (the prises approximately 19% of the total core mass.
ballooning state), (c) 1500 K (the early rapid The fuel mass in a BWR 41 is much higher than

that in a PWR (157,000 kg for a BWR versusoxidation state), and (d) 2000 K (late rapid oxida-
tion state). When debris beds are formed in the 100,000 kg for a PWR) and, more significantly,

the zircaloy in a BWR as a fraction of total core
core, because of the degradation of heat transfer

mass is also higher (30% for a BWR versus 19%
resulting from drastic decreases in heat transfer

for a PWR) because of the presence of zircaloy
areas, the rate of water being added becomes sec- channel boxes around the fuel assemblies.
ondary to the ability of water to remove energy
from the debris bed. We have estimated the criti-

cal limits of heat removal for the debris beds as a Decay heat from radioactive materials is the

function of their characteristics, which we present predominant energy source in a reactor after
in Appendix B. scram. Over a short time interval, the oxidation of

zircaloy by steam can also be a significant energy
5.1.1 Calculation Parameters. The simple source. In the first hour after scram in a small-
calculations for determining the amount of water break LOCA, most of the stored heat in the fuel

necessary to prevent progress to the next core during reactor operation (relative to coolant satu-
damage state use nominal parameter values cal- ration temperatures), residual fission heat, and
culated from information contained in Standard decay heat would be transferred to the coolant.
Safety Analysis Reports for a Westinghouse four- The core temperature would be near the satura-
loop reactor 39 and a B&W 205 reactor. 4° Values tion temperature of the coolant. Therefore, energy
of nominal parameters are within approximately release during the first hour of a small-break
10% of the specific values of large PWRs. LOCA may be ignored in calculating the stored
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Table 4. Nominal PWR parameters, energy of core materials. For this reason, we com-
pute the decay energy release only for times after

Rated power (MWt) 3500 the first hour after scram. Table 5 presents the
results. The assumptions used in the computa-

UO2 mass (kg) 100000 tions are that (a) the reactor has operated continu-
ously for one year at full power after a fresh

Zircaloy mass (kg) 23000 loading of fuel, and (b) the conversion fraction of
U-238 to an actinide for each fission of U-235 is

Cladding thickness (mm) 0.65 0.9. The 1979 ANSI Standard 42 is used as the
decay heat model. The decay heat data shown in

Fuel rod outside diameter 9.75 Table 5 can be used to estimate the time required

(mm) to dry out the core after core uncovery.

Number of fuel rods 53000 5.1.2 Calculation Approach. The objective of
adding water to degraded cores is to arrest core

Core height (m) 3.66 damage progress and stabilize the core so that
recovery from heatup of the core can be achieved.

Volume of fuel rods (m3) 14.5 To prevent further hea_up of the core, the rate of
adding water must be such that the rate of heat

Core region free volume 17.6 transfer from the core to the water must be greater
(m3) than the rate of heat generation within the core.

Heat transfer from core materials to the incoming
Core bypass and inlet 21.6 water includes vaporization of the water and
annulus volume (m 3) superheating the steam to nearly the peak temper-

ature of the core materials. In the subsequent for-
Primary system volume 350 mulation, it is assumed that injected water flows
(m3) to the core through the downcomer and the lower

Table 5. Energy from decay heat of a nominal PWR.

Time after scram

(h)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I

- Cumulative energy 0 137 252 354 448 536 619 698
(GJ)

Energy addition in w 137 115 102 94 88 83 79
preceding time interval
(MJ)

Average power in w 38 32 28 26 24 23 22
preceding time interval
(MW)

Average power in w 1.09 0.98 0.81 0.75 0.7 0.66 0.63
preceding time interval

(% of full power)
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plenum of the reactor vessel. It is further assumed addition to prevent the core from heating up to the
that the incoming water is heated to saturation rapid oxidation stage. The initial temperature of
before it reaches the high-temperature portion of the core is taken to be 1200 K, the limiting tern-
the core, so there is no heat transfer to subcooled perature of the core to be 1500 K, and the mini-
water from the high-temperature portion of the mum temperature for the core to have entered the
core. Vaporization takes place in the lower eleva- rapid oxidation stage. Again, the high tempera-
tions of the core, and the steam is superheated in ture portion of the core is taken to be 2.75 m in
the upper elevations of the core. Reflooding a core height. Unlike the calculations for the predamage
at high temperatures is a complicated process that stage, the calculations for the ballooning stage
involves film boiling, transition boiling, and include energy input from oxidation. At 1500 K,
nucleate boiling. The purpose of this study is not the power from oxidation of zircaloy is approxi-
to model the reflooding process in detail, but mately 1.8 times that from decay heat.
rather to provide rough estimates of water addi-
tion rates that can adequately remove energy from In the calculations for the ballooning stage, it is
degraded cores. These estimates can then be used assumed that the fuel rods in the central 80% of
as guides for detailed code calculations if more the core have ballooned, and the flow area in the

precisely defined rates are desired. Based on this ballooned region is reduced by 40%. Conse-
philosophy, nominal values of heat transfer coeffi- quently, the hydraulic diameter in the ballooned
cients or heat transfer fluxes will be used in the region is reduced by approximately 50%. The cal-

calculations. Appendix B documents detail the culations yield a minimum required rate of water
model developed for the simplified calculations, addition at 34.4 kg/s for the ballooned region. The

calculated flow through the unblocked peripheral

5.1.3 Water Addition During Predamage region is calculated based on the assumption that
and Ballooning Stages. The temperature the pressure drop in the core is uniform across the

core. This gives a required minimum rate of flow
range during predamage core heatup can be con-
sidered to be from the saturation temperature of through the peripheral region at 17.3 kg/s. The
the water to 1100 K, when fuel rod ballooning is total minimum required flow through the core is

51.7 kg/s, or 820 gpm, again within the capacity
expected to occur. Based on the formulation of the high-pressure injection system (a minimum
described in Appendix B, we perform a represen- 'of two operating pumps) if most of the injected
tative calculation t;or a temperature at 1000 K

water goes through the core. The time required to
over a 2.75-m height of core (75% of the height of completely quench the core is calculated to be
the core). The system pressure is taken as 192 s, and the total amount of water added to the
6.9 MPa. The criterion determining the minimum

core during quench is 9930 kg. Note that the
rate of adding water to the core is that the core be

stored energy in three-fourths of the core at
prevented from heating up to 1100 K. Between

1200 K is equivalent to the heat of vaporization of
1000 K and 1100 K, the oxidation of zircaloy is

12,000 kg of water (see Table 4). The minimum
negligible, so only the decay heat is considered in

required amount of water calculated is somewhat
the core heatup during quench. The minimum rate less than that. This is due to the effect of steam

of adding water is determined to be 30 kg/s, or cooling, which more than compensates for the
470 gpm (water volume measured at 300 K).
This is within the injection capacity of most PWR heating of the upper portion of the core during
high-pressure injection systems if most of the quenching the lower part of the core.

injected water goes through the core. The time The above results show that a core heated to
required to completely quench the core is calcu- less than 1200 K can be recovered with full-

lated to be 225 s, and the total amount of water capacity injection from the high-pressure injec-
added to the core during quench is 6700 kg. tion system if most of the injected water goes

through the core. However, to translate water

We performed a calculation for the ballooning injection rates into the primary cooling system to
stage to determine the minimum rate of water rates of water flow through the core, detailed code
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calculations for specific loss-of-coolant scenarios a core at high temperature, the time required to
are necessary, cool the core is much shorter than for a core at low

temperature, otherwise the core would progress to

5.1.4 Water Addition During Rapid Oxida- a higher stage (higher temperature) of degrada-
tion Stage, We performed two calculations to tion. This is because of the rapid escalation of tern-
determine the minimum required rates of water perature caused by the rapidly increasing
addition to a degraded core during the rapid oxidation rate as the temperature increases.
oxidation stage, one at an initial temperature of Because of heat transfer to superheated steam, the
1500 K (early rapid oxidation stage), the other at total amount of water required to cool the core is
an initial temperature of 2000 K (late rapid oxida- not very sensitive to the initial core temperature.
tion stage). For the early rapid oxidation stage,

If the rates of water added to the core are higherthe determining criterion is that the core be pre-
than those calculated above, the additional hydro-

vented from heating up to 1800 K, a temperature
slightly below the transition temperature from the gen production during the brief periods of tern-
slower Cathcan-Pawel oxidation kinetics 43to the perature escalation before the complete cooldown

of the core is calculated to be limited to 55 kg dur-
more rapid Urbanic-Heidrick kinetics. 44 For the
late oxidation stage, the determining criterion is ing the early oxidation stage, and to 20 kg during

the late oxidation stage.
that the core be prevented from heating up to the

melting point of zircaloy, or 2 100 K. Above 5,2 SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3
2100 K, large debris beds may form in the core
from material relocation. Calculation Results

The following describes our water addition cal-
The height of the high-temperature portion of

culations performed using the SCDAP/RELAP5/
the core is again assumed to be 2.75 m, and all the
fuel rods are assumed to have ballooned, contrib- MOD3 b computer code.

uting to a flow blockage of 40%, as indicated by 5.2.1 Approach. We used the SCDAP/
code calculations, i° The minimum required rates RELAP5/MOD3 b (series 87) computer code to
of water addition are calculated to be 148 kg/s, or calculate the transient response of the Surry plant
2350 gpm, for an initial temperature of 1500 K, during a TMLB' station blackout scenario. The
and 1230 kg/s, or 19,500 gpm, for an initial tern- plant model has the capability of calculating the
perature of 2000 K. These required rates are potential effects of RCP seal leakage, countercur-
clearly much above the water addition capacity of rent natural circulation in the hot legs, and creep
the high pressure injection system, but they are rupture failure of the ex-vessel piping resulting

within the injection capacity of the accumulators from high-temperature and high-pressure condi-
if the system pressure is lowered to 0.7 MPa tions. We selected the Surry plant for this analysis

below the accumulator set-point (approximately because the model had already been developed
4.2 MPa). If the cold legs of the primary cooling and TMLB' calculations suitable to initialize cai-
system are filled with water, operation of the culations for the present analysis had been
reactor coolant pumps can also provide the neces- performed, c Appendix C describes the Surry
sary flow through the core. plant model in detail.

For an initial core temperature of 1500 K, the The station blackout calculations assumed the
time required to completely quench the core is cal- accident was initiated by the loss of all onsite and
culated to be 64.6 s, and the total amount of water offsite ac power. Coincident with the TMLB' ini-

added to the core during quench is 9540 kg. For an tiation was the initiation of reactor coolant pump
initial core temperature of 2000 K, the time (RCP) seal leaks of 21 gpm, which represent the
required to completely quench the core is calcu- "
lated to be 7.6 s and the total amount of water b. C. M. Allison et al. (Eds.), SCDAP/RELAP5/

added during the quench is 9350 kg. Note that for MOD3 Code Mammal,to be published as a NUREG.
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maximum leakage with which the plant would be station blackout calculations d because they I

allowed to operate. The seal leakage increased to assume that the operator is successful in restoring
250 gpm when the liquid at the pump reached sat- power to the high-pressure injection system
uration temperature, simulating partial failure of (HPIS). Restoration was assumed when the core
the pump seals. The loss of electrical power reached temperatures that correspond to, the
resulted in a reactor scram and coastdown of the threshold of several early core damage stages.
reactor coolant and main feedwater pumps. The
main feedwater and turbine stop valves closed, We used simple models of the HPIS and its
causing the steam generator pressure to increase control logic in this analysis. The control logic for
to the relief valve set point. Initially, the steam 'the HPIS contains a pump curve that controls the
generators were the_principal means of removing flow rate based on the pressure of the plant. We
energy from the RCS when the pump seal leaks, developed a head-versus-flow curve from
resulting in a much smaller amount of energy information in the Surry Final Safety Analysis
removal. The secondary water inventory Report. Two out of three HPIS pumps were
decreased as heat transferred by natural circula- assumed to be operating with flow into the three
tion from the primary to the secondary system cold legs. The shutoff head for the pumps was
vaporized the secondary side water. Once the modeled as 17.9 MPa and the total flow into each
steam generator secondary side inventory had of the three loops with no back pressure on the

boiled away, the heat removal capability of the pumps was modeled as 25.11 Kg/s. The coolant
steam generators was significantly diminished, from the HPIS was modeled as entering the cold
As a result, the core decay heat exceeded the leg just upstream ot' the vessel cold leg nozzle.

energy dissipated through the liquid flow out of
the seal leaks, and the heat transferred to the In Calculation 1, the HPIS was initiated when

vapor in the steam generator secondaries. The the maximum core cladding surface temperature
temperatures and pressures in the RCS increased reached 1500 K. We chose this temperature
until the pressure reached the PORV set point, because it corresponded to the initial temperature
The RCS pressure remained high until the void- of the rapid oxidation stage. This temperature
ing in the cold legs uncovered the RCP seal leaks, occurred at 208 minutes alter the station blackout
At this time, the vapor discharge out the seal leaks began. Interaction between the relatively cold
in combination with heat transfer to the vessel HPIS fluid and the hot cladding resulted in shat-

and ex-vessel structures exceeded decay power, tering of some of tile oxide shell that had formed
resulting in gradual RCS depressurization. Dur- on the fuel rods. The SCDAP oxide shattering
ing this depressurization, the core uncovered and models used for this calculation are based on
heated up to relatively high temperatures. Water best-estinaate assumptions derived from applica-
addition was initiated during the core heatup ble experimental data. 45 The primary reason for
phase, allowing oxide shattering is to account for the

effect of cooling on the brittle zirconium oxide

We performed four calculations with SCDAP/ formed on the exterior of the fuel rods. This cool-
RELAP5/MOD3 to evaluate the effects of adding ing shatters the oxide which exposes fresh
water. These calculations differ from previous zircaloy to RCS steam and allows oxidation to

continue at a rapid rate when it previously would
have substantially slowed. Criteria in the model

d. K. S. Quick and D. L. Knudson, "SCDAP/
c. C. A. Dobbe and D. L. Knudson, "SCDAP/ RELAP5/MOD3 Analysis of RCS Water Addition
RELAP5/MOD3 Analysis of a Surry TMLB' viaHPl DuringaqMLB' Scenarioin the Surry Power
Sequence for FIN A6884," Volumes I and 2, AF Station," Analysis Notebook, EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
108.000,EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho, 1992. 1993.
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that must be met folioxide shattering to take place reached 1200 K, rather than 1500 K. We chose this

are ' temperature because it represents an earlier stage
of core damage than occurred in Calculation 1.

1. A beta phase thickness of less than or equal

to 0.1 mm The following section describes and explains
the four calculations. Table 6 summarizes the dif-

2. A cooling rate greater than 2 K/s for four ferent parameters between the four calculations.
consecutive time steps within the tempera- The calculations generally would not run to later
ture range of 1150 K to 1560 K. times than are presented because of problems with

condensation and the effect of noncondensible
Calculation 2 was identical to the first calcula-

gases.
tion, with the exception that the PORVs were
latched open after the fuel rods had quenched. As

5.2.2 Results. Our discussion of results from
will be explained in the following section, we ran
this calculation because the fuel rods began heat- the four calculations concentrates on the time
ing up again after the initial quench. We antici- frame of the station blackout transient that fol-

lows HPIS initiation. As a result, the parameterspated that opening the PORVs would remove
additional energy, which would reduce the RCS used to illustrate the system behavior for the cal-
pressure and keep the HPI flow rates at a higher culations will only show the transient response
level. Because the amount of coolant entering the beyond the approximate time when the HPIS is
system in this scenario would be much greater, the initiated. We briefly discussed the portion of the
core would be much more likely to stay covered transient that took place prior to HPI initiation in
with water, the previous section; Reference 46 discusses the

TMLB' sequence in detail.

Calculation 3 was identical to the first calcula-

tion, with the exception that the HPIS was initi- Calculation 1, HPIS Actuation at 1500 K.
ated when the maximum core surface temperature The HPIS was initiated when the maximum core
reached 1800 K, rather than 1500 K. As will be surface temperature reached 1500 K, which was

explained in the following subsection, the first 208 minutes after the station blackout transient
two calculations indicate that adequate energy began. Examination of the calculation's results
could be removed from the core to stop core dam- show that zircaloy oxidation began about 24 min-
age progression if HPI water were added if the utes prior to this time (about 184 minutes after the
core temperatures had not exceeded 1500 K. This sequence began). During this 24-minute period,
calculation was run to determine whether core about 30 kg of hydrogen was produced, and the

damage progression could be stopped if the core rate of oxidation was continually increasing.
was at a higher temperature when the HPI water

began entering the system. Table 6. Summary of the different parameters
between the four calculations.

There are uncertainties as to the capability of the

zircaloy shattering models to predict the energy Calculation
generated from oxidation because this model was
developed recently and has not undergone signifi- Parameter 1 2 3 4
cant testing against experimental data. As a result
of these uncertainties, we performed an additional HPIS initiated at 1500 K X X -- m

calculation at a lower temperature where oxidation
and shattering of the cladding were not as strong HPIS initiated at 1800 K -- -- X
an influence on the calculated temperatures. Cal-
culation 4 was identical to the first calculation, HPIS initiated at 1200 K __ m w X

with the exception that the HPIS was initiated
when the maximum core surface temperature PORV latched open -- X --
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About five minutes after HPIS injection was densation in the cold legs during this time period.
initiated, there was sufficient cooling of the high- Following recovery at about 226 minutes, the col-
temperature portions of some fuel rods that the lapsed level slowly drops until it is below the core
modeling conditions were met for oxide shatter- midplane at 265 minutes. The increase in level
ing. Sufficient water reached the core that the after this time results in the temperature decreases
rods were cooled and oxide shattering only observed in Figure 8,
occurred for a brief period. By 215 minutes, all
in-core oxidation had ceased, and by 220 minutes
the cladding was quenched. This rapid reduction Changes in the collapsed core liquid level can

of core temperatures prevented core damage from be related directly to interactions between the sys-
progressing to the next core damage stage, where tern pressure and the HPIS flow rates. Figure 10
oxidation would become more rapid. The large shows the system pressure for the period follow-

quantities of steam produced during core quench- ing 200 minutes. At HPIS initiation (208 minutes),
ing caused the RCS pressure to rise. This pressure the pressure has decreased to about 11 MPa as a
rise resulted in a reduction of HPIS llow, and the result of flow through the pump seal leaks and

core liquid level began to decrease by 225 min- energy transfer to the steam generators and the
utes. The collapsed liquid level in the core system structure. Following HPI initiation, the
dropped to about 1.5 meters above the bottom ol pressure rises in response to the steam being pro-
the core (about 40% of the core height) at duced by the HPIS fluid flashing as it cools the
260 minutes before increasing HPI flow rates fuel rods. The pressure remains relatively constant

began to add water to the core region and raise the from about 215 minutes until about 220 minutes
core level again. The calculation was halted as the core quenches. Following core quench, the
shortly after 275 minutes, as the system was pressure declines slowly and then drops rapidly

reaching a state where the energy being removed between about 222 and 226 minutes. This rapid
from the core was approximately equivalent to drop in pressure corresponds to high rates of con-
the energy being removed from the system, pri- densation taking place in all cold legs. At about
marily through the pump seal leaks. 226 minutes, all pump seals are calculated to be

covered, and water is flowing from the system
rather than steam. Since the flow of water through

Figure 8 shows the cladding surface tempera- the leaks removes iess energy than ,_team,the pres-
tures along the center (high power) fuel channel

sure begins increasing again until 240 minutes,
for Calculation I. Quenching of the lower eleva-

where it has reached 13.7 MPa. As the top of the
tions of the hot channel begin shortly after injec-

core uncovers, energy transfer from the fuel rods
tion is initiated at 208 minutes, and the upper

to the system decreases. This reduction in energy
elevations are quenched by about 217 minutes.

transfer to the system results in a reduction in pres-
The entire core was quenched by about 220 min-
utes. At about 240 minutes, the temperature of the sure during the period between 240 and 270 min-utes. From 270 minutes until the calculation was

upper elevations of the core begin to increase stopped, the pressure increases slowly and appears
again and reach 1000 K at 270 minutes. A slight
reduction in temperature at the upper elevations to be approaching a quasi-steady value.
follows.

Figure 11 shows the HPIS mass flow rates for

The cladding temperature response closely fol- one coolant loop. Initially, the HPIS mass flow
lows the collapsed liquid level in the core, as rates increase from 0to 17.5 kg/s over about a two-
shown in Figure 9. Water enters the core follow- minute period. Because of the initial pressure rise
ing HPIS injection and causes the collapsed level described above, the HPIS flow rates begin

to slowly rise until it approaches the top of the decreasing by 211 minutes and drop to about
core region at about 220 minutes. The sharp drop 12 kg/s by 215 minutes. As a result of the pres-
and recovery in level between about 222 and sure decline between 215 and 226 minutes, the

226 minutes appears to be the result of rapid con- HPI flow rates increase back to about 17.5 kg/s.
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' Figure 8. Cladding surface temperatures along the center fuel channel for Calculation 1.
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Figure 9. Core coI!apsed liquid level for Calculation 1.
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Figure 11. HPIS massflow rate for Loop A in Calculatio_l 1.
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The pressure increase between 226 and 240 min- Whether the core level recovers and the upper por-
utes results in the reduction of HPIS flow rates to tions of the fuel rods remain cool in the long term
13 kg/s by 240 minutes. Between 240 and depends on the size of the breaks and the charac-
270 minutes, the mass flow rates increase teristics of the HPIS pumps. If the breaks are not
because of a pressure decline over this period, large enough to remove the core decay heat, the
Beyond 270 minutes, the HPI mass flow rates pressure will rise and reduce the amount of water

flatten out as the system approaches equilibrium, injected. A quasi-steady condition will be reached
where the upper portion of the core will uncover

Figure i2 shows the mass of hydrogen created until the energy removal from the break is equiva-
as a result of oxidation of the zircaloy cladding, lent to the energy being removed from the portion

From 200 to 215 minutes, the hydrogen mass of the core that is cooled. We investigated in Cal-
increases at a steady rate, while limited oxidation culation 2 a possible accident management strat-
takes place in the upper levels of the core. By egy to prevent core damage when the break is too
215 minutes, the core has been cooled below the small to remove core decay heat.
temperature criterion for oxidation. The total
mass of hydrogen generated for this calculation is Calculation 2, HPIS Actuation at 1500 K,
approximately 67 kg. PORV Opened Following Initial Core

Quench. A management strategy to remove
Results from Calculation I show that HPIS additional energy from the system could be effec-

injection rates have the capability to initially tive for sequences where the break size is not large
remove the stored energy from the fuel rods if the enough to remove core decay heat. Feeding and
HPIS is initiated before the maximum core tern- bleeding the secondary side of the steam genera-
perature exceeds 1500 K. It also shows that a tors, or opening the pressurizer PORVs would be
second uncovery of the core and heat-up of the the likely means of removing the energy. Opening
upper portions of the fuel rods is possible, the pressurizer PORVs was selected for
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Figure 12. Hydrogen mass generated through oxidation in Calculation 1.
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evaluation because recovery of feedwater was shown in Figure 14. The additional mass injected
believed to be more unlikely for the TMLB' causes the core collapsed liquid level (Figure 15)

sequence. With the HPIS operational, this repre- to initially decrease owing to steam condensation,
sents a primary feed and bleed strategy, and then to increase after about 226 minutes as

the injection rapidly adds water to the system. At

Calculation 2 duplicated the initial portion of the time the calculation was stopped the core was
Calculation 1 up to the time of the second core about seventy percent full, with the level increas-
heat up. The PORVs are latched open at ing as the HPIS flow rates remained high.
225.75 minutes, which corresponds to the time

of minimum pressure (following HPIS injection) Figure 16 shows the cladding surface tempera-
for Calculation 1 This action prevents the pres-

" tures along the center fuel channel. Since the open
sure from increasing, which allows the HPIS to PORV will maintain the RCS pressure at a rela-
continue injecting at high mass flow rates. With a

tively low value, HPIS injection rates remain
large amount of. coolant entering the system, the high, and the core will remain covered, resulting
second heat-up observed in Calculation 1 is pre- in low core temperatures.vented. The calculation was halted at 250 minutes

because it was apparent that the core damage pro-
gression had been stopped. Results from Calculation 2 indicate that use of

primary system feed and bleed after the initial
A comparison of the system pressures for Cal- core recovery will prevent core damage from

culations 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 13. Opening progressing to a more severe core damage state.
the PORVs rapidly reduces the pressure to the sat- Without this capability or some other means of
uration pressure of the hotter portions of the RCS. removing decay heat from the system, there is a
The pressure stabilizes about 2 MPa lower than range of break sizes and HPIS flow characteris-
the minimum pressure predicted for Calcula- tics where a second heatup could occur, which
tion 1. The lower pressures for Calculation 2 pro- would result in additional core damage at upper
duce much higher HPIS mass flow rates, as levels of the core.
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Figure 13. A comparison of system pressures for Calculations 1 and 2.
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Figure 16. Claddingsurfacetemperaturesalongthe center fuel channelfor Calculation2.

Calculation 3, HPIS Actuation at 1800 K. Figure 17 showscladdingsurfacetemperatures
Calculation 3 assumesthat the HPIS initiates along the center fuel channel. Quenching of
when the maximum core surface temperature the lower elevation of the core begins shortly
reaches 1800 K. This temperature occurs after the HPIS is initiatedat 212 minutes,andthe
212 minutes after the station blackout sequence upper locationsare quenchedby about225 rain-
begins,which is about28 minutesafter cladding utes. A second heatup is shown for the upper
oxidation begins.During this 28 minute period, elevationsof thecoresimilar to Calculation 1.
approximately 58 kg of hydrogen is produced and
the rate of oxidation increases rapidly at the time Examination of the results for all axial and
of HPIS initiation, radial core locations shows that a cohesive debris

bed is calculated to form in the center channel at

Following HPIS initiation, the injected coolant axial nodes 3 and 4 (between 0.73 and 1.5 meters

enters the vessel and begins filling the core. The from the bottom of the core), but no debris beds
stored energy in the core is greater in this caicula- are calculated for other core locations. The debris
tion than in the first two and results in larger bed temperature in Figure 17 shows a rapid heat

amounts of vapor being formed as the HPIS water up to about 1900 K at 215 minutes. The debris is
flashes in the core. The rate at which the core fills calculated to begin cooling shortly after it is cov-

in this calculation is, therefore, slower than Cal- ered with water, and this cooling trend continues
culations 1and 2, and the core does not totally fill for the remainder of the calculation. The debris

with water until about 230 minutes. At approxi- bed cools to about 875 K at about 264 minutes,
mately 214 minutes (about 2 minutes after HPIS when the temperature of the upper portions of the
initiation), a cohesive debris bed forms in the cen- core exceed the temperature of the debris bed.
ter channel near the bottom of the core. The

results indicate that this debris bed is cooled over Figure 18 compares the core collapsed liquid
a period of time and remains cooled even though level for Calculations 1 and 3. As in Calcula-
the upper regions of the core uncover and begin to tion 1, the level for Calculation 3 shows a steady
heat up in the latter part of the calculation, increase until the core is full (about 228 minutes).
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Figure 18. Comparison of core levels for Calculations 1 and 3.
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Rapid condensation in the cold legs causes a densation in the cold legs should also occur at
slight reduction in level at about 235 minutes. By about 235 minutes, which causes a rapid decrease f

240 minutes, the level begins a steady decline, in the pressure. At about 237 minutes flow from
and the level decreases to about 40% of the total the pump seal leaks transition from steam to liq-
core level at 270 minutes, then it begins to uid, which decreases the amount of energy being
increase just before the calculation was stopped, removed from the system. After this time, the

pressure begins to rise, and the general trends are
similar to those discussed for Calculation 1.

Figure 19 shows the system pressure for this
calculation. Following HPIS initiation, the pres- HPIS mass flow rates were strongly influenced
sure initially decreased to 10 MPa as a result of by the pressure swings discussed above. Fig-
condensation in the cold leg. As the HPIS-injected ure 20 shows that the general trends in flow for
water begins to cool the core, the energy removed Calculation 3 are similar to Calculation 1, but the
from the fuel rods vaporizes the water, and energy flow rate magnitudes show wider swings because
added from oxidation combines to rapidly the pressure changes are larger. Both the pressure
increasatl_hepressure from 10MPa to 16 MPa. The and HPIS flows for both calculations approach a
magnitude of the pressure rise is about 2 MPa quasi-steady value at the end of the calculations.
larger than Calculation 1 because there is
additional stored energy and because the oxidation Figure 21 compares the hydrogen generated for
rates are higher. At 219 minutes, the pressure lev- Calculations 1 and 3. Well over twice as much
els off for a brief period before showing a steady hydrogen is generated when HPIS injection is
decline between 227 and 237 minutes, where it delayed until the peak cladding temperature
reaches a low of l l.5 MPa. Several factors con- reaches 1800 K. Although core damage progres-
tribute to this pressure decline. First, the HPIS sion was stopped in both calculations, the larger
injection reduces the fuel rod temperatures to amounts of hydrogen from Calculation 2 would
below I lO0 K, so cladding oxidation would no require additional accident management mea-
longer be important (see Figure 17). Rapid con- sures to ensure that detonation or deflagration do
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Figure 19. Comparison of system pressures for Calculations 1 and 3.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the hydrogen mass generated for Calculations 1 and 3.
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not threaten containment integrity or damage crit- removal from the core. To increase assurance that
ical equipment, the HPIS injection would stop core damage pro-

gression, we performed a fourth calculation that
This calculation, unlike Calculations 1 and 2, assumed the HPIS was initiated at a maximum

predicts the formation of a cohesive debris bed in core surface temperature of 12{}0K. This tempera-
the core. Although this debris bed is calculated to ture corresponds to a time 198 minutes after the
cool, there is uncertainty in the capability of thc station blackout transient begins. This is approxi-
water to cool a debris bed this thick, based on the mately 14 minutes after cladding oxidation

modeling assumptions used in the Surry model, begins. During this 14-minute period, only 10 kg
Although the calculation predicts that the debris of hydrogen has been produced, and the oxidation
bed cools, there is sufficient uncertainty in the rates are small at the time of HPIS initiation.
debris bed heat transfer that injection of water

when the core reaches 1800 K should be consid- Figure 22 shows the cladding surface tempera-
ered as having a low probability of successfully tures along the center fuel channel. Shortly after
preventing core damage progression. The second HPIS injection is initiated, the fuel rod cladding
core uncovery and heat up for this calculation temperatures all decrease rapidly to saturation,
could be mitigated using the same feed and bleed and the entire core is quenched by 208 minutes.
accident management strategy demonstrated in Figure 23 shows the collapsed liquid level in the
Calculation 2. core and, as expected, the level rises rapidly until

the core is reflooded at 208 minutes. The core

Calculation 4, HPIS Actuation at 1200 K. level approaches a quasi-steady value before the
The calculations performed for HPIS injection at calculation stops. The level could eventually
1500 K to 1800 K have uncertainties associated decrease and a second heatup would take place,

with the capability of the oxidation models and the depending on the size of the break and the charac-
debris bed models to accurately predict the energy .teristics of the HPIS system.
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Figure 22. Cladding surface temperatures along the center fuel channel for Calculation 4.
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Figure 23. Collapsed core liquid level for Calculation 4.

Figure 24 shows the system pressures for Cal- energy is lower, and the energy added by cladding
culation 4. The period of time shown in the plot is oxidation is small. The amount of hydrogen gen-
from 190 minutes to 215 minutes, where the cal- erated is small, so major accident management

culation was stopped. At HPI initiation (198 min- measures to deal with the hydrogen would not be
utes), the pressure shows a slight decrease caused necessary. It is still possible, however, that the
by condensation, followed by a rapid increase as PORVs would need to be opened so that energy
HPIS fluid is flashed in the core. The HPIS water can be removed from the system and the HPIS

cools the core rapidly, and the pressure increase can operate near full capacity.
lasts for only one minute, until the energy being
transferred from the fuel rods is relieved through 5.2.3 Conclusions. Results from the SCDAP/

the pump seal leaks. After the initial increase, the RELAP5/MOD3 computer code indicate that
pressure decreases for the remainder of the HPIS injection will initially prevent progress to
calculation, higher stages of core damage if the HPIS is initi-

ated when peak core temperatures range from

Figure 25 shows the HPIS mass flow rates, 1200 K to 1800 K. However, as the temperatures
which because of the inverse relationship with get higher, there is greater uncertainty in the out-

pressure, shows steadily increasing rates from come of water injection. Above 1500 K, debris
199 minutes to the end of the calculation. The beds are calculated to be formed and there are

flow rates slow from 12.5 kg/s to 10 kg/s shortly large uncertainties in the capability to provide
after initiation as a result of the brief pressure rise long-term energy removal. Depending on the size
described above. After this period, the increasing of the break and the characteristics of the HPI
mass flow rates go to 15 kg/s by the end of the pumps, there is also the possibility of a second
calculation, heat up for the TMLB' sequence. An accident

management strategy involving use of the PORVs
The results from this calculation show that the to initiate RCS bleed and continued injection with

system has a high probability of recovering if the HPIS to feed the RCS was demonstrated to be
access to the HPIS is gained when core stored successful.
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Figure 25. HPIS mass flow rate for Loop A in Calculation 4.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An evaluation of the capability of adding water Many were selected from reviews of strategy
to prevent core damage was completed for the evaluations sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory

five plants examined in Severe Accident Risks: Commission or performed by the nuclear indus-
An Assessment of Five U.S. Nuclear Power try. The results show that accident management
Plants (draft) (NUREG-1150). Results indicate strategies for the early core damage stages con-
that 80 percent or more of the core damage Ire- centrate on ensuring there is adequate water injec-
quency is due to sequences where core uncovery tion and RCS heat removal. During the latter
may be prevented if additional and innovative stages of core degradation, strategies are added to

recovery actions are implemented. Time frames prevent vessel failure and to control hydrogen and
necessary to implement these actions depend very fission products. Strategies to prevent contain-
much on the plant and the accident sequence. If ment failure are not included in this study.
times available for initiation are relatively short,

(for example, less than 1 hour) the likelihood for
success would be low. Some of the times are Results from Table 7 indicate that core damage

much longer, exceeding 17 hours. For these progression can be stopped and the core can be
sequences, the likelihood of successful operator recovered (core material returned to near satura-
intervention would be high. tion temperature) if the high-pressure injection

system operates at full capacity prior to the fuel
The unmitigated core damage sequence rod ballooning stage. The inventory depletion that

presented in this study consists of the following precedes core uncovery can be determined using
stages: (a) core uncovery to fuel rod ballooning, the RVLMS, and initial heatup of the fuel rods
(b) ballooning and rupture of fuel rod cladding, would be measured by core exit thermocouples or
(c) early rapid oxidation of zircaloy cladding by hot-leg RTD readings in excess of fluid saturation
steam, (d) late rapid oxidation of zircaloy clad- temperature. Injection by the HPIS would stop
ding by steam, (e) formation of a debris region the core damage progression. A possible negative

from relocated molten zircaloy and liquefied fuel consequence of adding water would be pressur-
in lower regions of the reactor core or at the lower ization of the RCS, which would reduce HPIS

core support plate, and (f) the relocation of core water flow into the system. Other adverse effects
debris to the lower plenum of the reactor vessel, would likely be insignificant.
Concurrent with the formation of a cohesive

debris bed near the bottom of the core, a particu-
late debris bed may also form on top of the cohe- The calculated results at all core damage stages
sive debris bed from fuel pellets or oxidized show that the capability to maintain long-term
cladding. These five stages of core damage are core energy removal depends on the amount of
characterized by temperatures ranging from energy being transferred from the core to the
1100 K (ballooning of the fuel rod cladding) to water or steam, the amount of energy being
3100 K (melting of the UO2 fuel). Table 7 lists the removed from the RCS, and the characteristics of
core damage states and their temperature ranges the safety injection system. If the injection system
and describes the possible positive consequences head is low or the flow strongly depends on pres-
of adding water, the potential negative conse- sure and the energy transferred from the core to
quences, potential accident management strate- the water exceeds the energy being removed from
gies to prevent progressing to the next core the RCS, the reactor core may reach a stable
damage stage, and potential long-term accident condition where a portion of the core remains
management strategies to mitigate accident conse- uncovered for a long period of time. Even if core
quences, damage is initially stopped by injection, the core

may uncover again, and core damage could pro-
Not all of the accident management strategies ceed unless the energy removal from the RCS is

discussed in Table 7 were evaluated in this report, equal to or exceeds the core decay heat.
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Table 7. Effects of water addition on a degraded core.

Potential positive Potential negative Potential accident management Potential long-term accident
Core damage stage consequences of water consequences of water strategies to prevent progression to management suamgles to mitigate
(temperature range) addition addition next damage stage accident consequences

From core uncovery Injection at nominal HPIS Steam generated during Use HPIS if RCS pressure is low Ensure long-term borated ECC
to ballooning of fuel rates or greater would prevent recovery could pressurize the enough for nomhml HPIS flows or water supplies (refill BWST from
rod cladding advance to the next stage (clad RCS, which could reduce use LPIS if pressure is low. external sources, etc.)
(saturation to ballooning stage with HPIS injection rates. If initial RCS pressure is above
1100 K) temperatures >1100 K). pressure for nominal HPIS flows,

Insmunents remain well within use steam generator feed and bleed
measurement ranges, to reduce RCS pressure so that

HPIS flow is at least nominal, or
use RCS feed and bleed.

Depressurize the steam generator
for temporary reduction of RCS
pressure.
Restart RCS pumps for temporary
core cooling

Fuel rod cladding Injection at nominal HPIS Steam generated during Use HPIS if RCS pressure is low Ensure long-term borated EL-X2
ballooning and rates or greater would prevent recovery could pressurize the enough for nominal HPIS flows or water supplies (refifl BWST from
rupture (1100 K to advance to the next stage RCS, which could reduce use LPIS if pressure is low. external sources, etc,)

___. 1500 K) (rapid zircaloy oxidation with HPIS injection rates. A small If initial RCS pressure is above Depressuri_ the RCS using the
temperatures >1500 K) amount of hydrogen would be pressure for nominal HPIS flows, PORVs to initiate the
Instnunents remain within generated but its effects on the use steam generator feed and bleed accumulators or the LPIS if HPIS
measurement ranges, system would not be to reduce RCS pressure so that is not available.

significant. HPIS flow is at least nominal or
use RCS feed and bleed.

Depressurize the steam generator

for temporary reduction of RCS O_
pressure.

Restart RCS pumps for temporary _--t=
core cooling, m

O

Early rapid zircaloy HPIS injection rates will likely Steam and hydrogen generated Use HPIS if RCS pressure is low Ensure long-term borated ECC
oxidation (t500 K to prevent advance to the late would cause pressurization of enough for nominal HPIS flows or water supplies (refill BWST from
1800 K) rapid oxidation stage the RCS. Significant amounts use LPIS if pressure is low. external stmrces, etc.) ta,

(temperatures > 1800 K). The of hydrogen may be produced. Restart RCS pumps for temporary If initial RCS pacssme is above
Z uncertainty that injection will The effectiveness of adding core cooling, pressure for nominal HPIS flows, ca

be successful in stopping core water will be difficult to use steam getmrmm feed and ¢_O
_t_ damage is much larger than determine because CETs will bleed to reduce RCS pressure so
t'tl during the previous stage, approach their limits, that HPIS flow is at least nmninal,

Relocation of control material or use RCS feed anti bleed, o
may begin.

Depressarize tbe RCS using tbe _.ga
PORVs to initiate the

-- accmmflators or the LPIS if HPIS O
t_ is not available.Oo
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Z Table 7. (continued). Q
C: =
_0 Potential positive Potential negative Potential accident management Potential long-term accident __,
t'rl management strategies to mitigate =
C') Core damage stage consequences of water consequences of water strategies to prevent progression to

(temperature range) addition addition next damage stage accident consequences _"t'3 =
Inject very high ECC rates, if Inject ECC at the maximum rates

¢_, Late rapid zircaloy Simple calculations indicate Injection rates must be high at t_.._ oxidation (1800 K to very high (near full because core heatup is possible. If very high rates are not possible.
tj_ 2100 K) accumulator) rates may proceeding rapidly. Delay possible, the effectiveness of If pressure is high, depressurize _t7
oo prevent the advance to stages times (resulting from filling adding water to prevent progress to the RCS using the PORVs to

where debris beds are formed, piping, downcomer and lower the next core damage stage is not increase HPIS and initiate the O
Code calculations predict plenum) would become more assured, accumulators or the LPIS.
HPIS rates will prevent important for adding water. Ensure long-term borated ECC =]
advance to the next core Hydrogen and steam eD
damage stage but there is a generation would cause rapid water supplies (refill BWST from =external sources, etc.) _.
large degree of uncertainty in system pressurization. The
the results because a debris effectiveness of adding water Initiate vessel cavity flooding if it _.
bed is predicted to form. would be difficult to determine is projected to be effective for the Q
Although it is predicted to because many CETs would not plant conditions, u_
cool, modeling may have be operating properly.
contributed to excessive heat
transfer.

Particulate debris bed There is potential that adding There is the potential that The effectiveness of adding water Inject ECC at the maximum rates
formation (>2100 K, water could cool and prevent adding water will not cool the in preventing progress to the next possible.

t.,n depending on advance to the next core debris. Steam generation could core damage stage is not assured. Ensure long-term borated ECCto
conditions) damage stage. There is also the be high, depending on the water supplies (refill BWST from

potential that water injected debris bed porosity, power external sources, etc.)

during this stage would cool level, and temperature. Initiate vessel cavity flooding if it
debris during later stages if it Hydrogen generation could be is projected to be effective for the
relocates to the lower plenum, high, depending on the amount

of unoxidized zircaloy, its plant conditions.
location, porosity, and In, date hydrogen control
temperature. Water injection measures.
may cause CE'I_ to give low Irtidate fission product control
temperature readings when measures.
core temperatures remain high.

Cohesive debris bed There is the potential that There is a high likelihood that The effectiveness of adding water Inject ECC at the maximum rates
formation (>2100 K water addition will cool and the crust will not stabilize and in preventing progress to the next possible.
depending on stabilize the crust preventing relocation will occur, core damage stage is not assured. Ensure long-term borated ECC
conditions) relocation. The molten pool Interaction between the molten water supplies (refill BWST from

will also begin to cool and fuel and the injected water external sources, etc.)

eventually solidify, could cause steam explosions. Initiate vessel cavity flooding if itIt will be difficult for plant
accident management is projected to be effective for the
personnel to recognize this plant conditions.
stage. Peripheral Initiate hydrogen control
thermocouples may show the measures.
core is cool when it is not. Initiate fission product control

measures.



Table 7. (continued).

Potential positive Potential negative Potential accident management Potential long-term accident

Core damage stage consequences of water consequences of water strategies to prevent progression to management strategies to mitigate
(temperature range) addition addition next damage stage accident consequences

Lower head attack by Failure of the lower head may Steam and hydrogen generated The effectiveness of adding water Inject ECC at the maximum rates
molten core debris be prevented, may raise the RCS pressure so to prevent progress to the next core possible.
(>1700 K for metals, that the vessel will fail earlier damage stage is not assured. Ensure long-term borated ECC
>2700 K for than otherwise. The melt water supplies (refill BWST from
ceramics) ejection will be more external sources, etc.)

dispersed, which will increase
the likelihood of DCH. Use of Initiate vessel cavity flooding if it
water to cool the outside of the is projected to be effective for the
lower head may be delayed if plant conditions.
operators believe adding water Initiate hydrogen control
is being effective in stabilizing measures.
the core. Initiate fLssion product control

measuges.

t.da



Conclusions and Recommendations

If the core temperatures are greater than ited amounts of water are added to the vessel.

1500 K (the rapid oxidation stage), the simple Code calculations with HPIS initiated at 1800 K

calculations indicate the HPIS flow rate would be predict that the intact fuel rods would quench but
below the water addition capacity that would pre- formation of a small debris bed is predicted. The
vent core damage from progressing to a higher calculation indicates that this debris bed cools

stage. However, the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 slowly, but this cooling is likely influenced by the
results indicate that HPIS injection is adequate to modeling of the bed, which includes some poros-

prevent progression to the next core damage stage ity of the bed. The capability of water to remove

when it is injecting at its nominal rate. It should energy from a cohesive debris bed depends on the

be possible to identify the onset of rapid oxidation bed's size, the power density of the bed, the
from the CETs. However, this stage lasts only a porosity, and the thermal conductivity of the
short time, so actions to add water would need to

materials composing the bed. The power density
be implemented very quickly. Methods for
depressurizing the RCS, for example, opening the and the thermal conductivities depend on the
power-operated relief valves (PORVs), were design and operating parameters of the reactor.
found to be effective in removing decay heat Although the code predicts cooling of this debris
when the break is relatively small, bed, the success of adding water is uncertain for

this and more advanced core damage stages

Additional hydrogen will be produced when because the debris bed characteristics are uncer-
water is injected during the rapid oxidation stage, tain. As a result, alternate accident management
but the amount is not significant compared with strategies, such as adding water to the reactor
the hydrogen that would be produced if the core vessel cavity, should be considered when CETs
damage progression is unmitigated. Because tern- exceed 1500 to 1800 K or significant quantities of
perature measurements would become unreliable hydrogen are detected, lmplcmentation of these
during this stage, confirmation of core recovery alternate strategies would need to be pursued

would require examination of the long-term until there were long-term indications of core
trends of many instruments. Hydrogen detection recovery.
monitors could identify this stage, but there
would likely be a substantial delay between the
time when hydrogen generation begins and when Detection of the formation of cohesive debris

the hydrogen is detected, beds and more advanced stages of core degrada-
tion would be very difficult using instrumentation

Relocation of core materials first occurs when
currently installed in nuclear power plants. Tern-

the stainless steel cladding of the control rods perature measurements would not be accurate and
fails. Besides molten stainless steel, the reiocat-

would not have signatures unique to these core
ing materials would also include control material

damage stages. Interpreting the response of sys-
(generally Ag-ln-Cd or B4C). Some zircaloy may
also be liquified by the molten control materials tem pressure to water addition after the formation

at this stage. If unborated water is added to the of a cohesive debris bed could be counterintui-
core after the control materials have relocated, tive. Core materials would be in several configu-

there is the possibility of re-criticality of the reac- rations simultaneously: a cohesive bed, a
tor. However, the recriticality issue is beyond the particulate bed, and loose debris. Larger cohesive
scope of this report, debris beds and particulate beds would result in

smaller amounts of materials in the form of loose

If a cohesive debris bed is formed in the core debris. If adding water to the core produces a

region from the relocation of core materials rapid pressure rise, it is more likely that the cohe-
(stainless steel, control materials, zircaloy, fuel, sive and the particulate beds are small, and energy
and their eutectics), energy removal from the can be easily removed from them by the incoming
degraded core cannol be assured, cven if unlim- water. If there is only a small system pressure rise
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Conclusions and Recommendations

during water addition, the debris beds are more The possibility of steam explosions at the time
likely to be large, and energy cannot be efficiently of relocation of molten materials to the lower pie-
removed from their interiors. Because they can- num is a negative effect that'has not been eva-
not be easily cooled, the interiors of large debris luated in this work. This complex issue is
beds are likely to melt and eventually relocate to currently being evaluated by separate programs
the reactor vessel lower plenum, within the NRC.
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Appendix A

1. SUMMARY

This report identifiespostulatedsequenceswhere water addition into

the primarysystemwill reduce the core damage frequency(CDF) as determined

in the NUREG-I]50and supportingdocumentationsuch as NUREG/CR-4550for the

five plants describedtherein. The timing of the water injectionsystem

failures is estimatedbased upon the defined sequenceof events. Plant

conditionswhich may preventsufficientwater additionare reviewed.

For the five plants studiedin the NUREG-1150program,examinationof

the postulatedsequenceshas revealedthat insufficientwater being added to

preventcore damage occurs in all of the sequences. The results for the five

plants are summarizedbelow.

Surry

At Surly, 1/% of the CDF is due to sequencesinvolvinginjectionsystem

failures in which no feasiblerecoveryaction could be implemented. The

sequencesinvolve interfacingsystem (V sequence)loss of coolant accidents

(LOCAs),large and medium break LOCAs, and anticipatedtransientswithout

scram (ATWS)events. However,the remaining83% of the CDF is due to

sequencesin which core uncoverymight be preventedif additionaland

innovativerecovery actionswere implemented. The CDF could be reducedup to

67%, if additionalonsite ac power sourceswere provided;up to 10%, if the

reactorvessel was depressurizedso that availablelow pressure injection

systemscould be utilized;up to 4%, if additionalstoredwater sourcesor if

refillingof the refuelingwater supply storagetank (RWST)could be continued

for an indefiniteperiod of time; and up to 2%, if additionalreactorscram

proceduresand deviceswere implemented.

Of those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalonsite ac power

sourceswere provided,the injectionsystemsare not availablebeginningat

the accidentinitiation. For approximately27% (basedupon CDF) of these

sequences,the core uncovers in approximatelyone hour and successfulaccident

managementactionswould have to be initiatedwithin this time frame to
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prevent core damage. For the remaining 73%, the time of core uncovery ranges

from approximately two to seven hours, which allows more time for actions to
be taken.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif the reactorvessel was

depressurizedso that availablelow pressure injectionsystemscould be

utilized,the high pressure injectionsystem is failed immediately. For

approximately53% of these sequences,the time at which the core uncoversis

not specifiedin the NUREG-]]50documentation. For 21% of these sequences,

the time to core uncoveryranges from approximately15 to 50 minuteswhich is

a relativelyshort period of time for initiationof the necessaryaccident

managementactions. For the remaining26%, the time of core uncoveryranges

from approximately50 minutesto 17 hours.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalstoredwater

sourceswere providedor if refillingof the RWST could be continuedfor an

indefiniteperiod of time, the high pressuresystem fails in the recirculation

mode. The time of core uncoveryis greater than ten hours for all of these

sequenceswhich should allow personnelsufficienttime to completethe

necessaryactions.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalreactorscram

proceduresand deviceswere implementedthe high pressure injectionsystems

are failed immediately. The time to core uncoveryfor these sequencesis not

specifiedin the availabledocumentation.

Zion

At Zion, only 4.4% of the CDF is due to plant damage states (PDSs)

involvinginjectionsystem failuresin which no feasiblerecoveryaction could

be implemented. These PDSs involveV sequences,and large and medium break

LOCAs. However, the remaining95.6% of the CDF is due to PDSs in which core

uncoverymight be preventedif additionaland innovativerecovery actionswere

implemented. The CDF could be reducedup to 86%, if pump seal LOCAs, loss of

componentcooling,or loss of servicewater suppliescould be prevented;up to

4%, if additionalonsite ac power sourceswere provided;up to 3.5%, if
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additional stored water sources or tf refilling of the RWSTcould be continued

for an indefinite period of time; and up to 2%, if additional reactor scram

procedures and devices were available.

The times of injection system fatlures at Zton are summarized below.

However, estimates of the ttme to core uncovery were not available for most of

the PDSsand are omitted.

For those PDSsthat might be prevented if pumpseal LOCAs, loss of

componentcooling, and loss of service water could be prevented, the injection

systems are failed initially. For those PDSsthat might be prevented if

additional onstte ac power sources were provided, approximately 50% (based on

CDF) involve initial failures of the high pressure injection systems. The

remaining 50% involve failures of the high pressure injection systems in the

recirculatton mode. Of those PDSsthat might be prevented if additional

stored water sources or if refilling of the RWSTcould be continued for an

indefinite period of time, all involve failures of the high pressure injection

system in the rectrculatton mode. Finally, of those PDSsthat might be

prevented tf additional reactor scram procedures and devices were available,

all involve initial failures of the high pressure injection systems.

Sequoyah

At Sequoyah, 20% of the CDF is due to sequences involving injection

system failures in which no feasible recovery action could be implemented.

The sequences include a V sequence, large and medium break LOCAs, and ATWS

events. However, the remaining 80% of the CDF is due to sequences in which

core uncovery might be prevented if additional and innovative recovery actions

were implemented. The CDFcould be reduced up to 46%, if failures of the high

and low pressure recirculation systems could be eliminated; up to 26%, if

additional onsite ac power sources were provided; up to 5% if the reactor

vessel was depressurtzed so that available low pressure injection systems

could be utilized; and up to 4%, if additional stored water sources or if

refilling of the RWSTcould be continued for an indefinite period of time.
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For those sequences that might be prevented if failures of the high and

low pressure rectrculatton systems were be eliminated, the injection system

failures occur in the recirculation mode. For 76% (based upon CDF) of these

sequences, the time to core uncover_ is estimated as being greater than 17

hours which is adequate time for a wide range of accident managementactions.

For the remaining 24%, the range of time to core uncovery is estimated as

being from 45 minutes to 17 hours.

For those sequences that might be prevented if additional onstte ac

power sources were provided, all involve initial failures of the high pressure

injection system. For 68% of the sequences, the time to core uncovery is

approximately one hour. For the remaining 32%, the time of core uncovery

ranges from approximately two to seven hours.

Of those sequences that might be prevented if the reactor vessel was

depressurized so that available low pressure injection systems could be

utilized, all involve initial failures of the high pressure injection system.

The time to core uncovery for these sequences is not specified.

Of those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalstored water

sourcesor if refillingof the RWST could be continuedfor an indefinite

period of time, all involvefailureof the high pressure injectionsystem in

the recirculationmode. The time to core uncoveryfor these sequencesis rot

specified.

Peach Bottom

At Peach Bottom, 18% of the CDFis due to sequences involving injection

system failures in which no feasible recovery action could be implemented.

The sequences include large and medium break LOCAs, and very short term ATWS

events. However, the remaining 82% of the CDF is due to sequences in which

core uncovery might be prevented if additional and innovative recovery actions

were implemented. The CDFcould be reduced up to 42%, if a combination of

additional reactor vessel depressurization mechanismsand additional onsite ac

power supplies to the low pressure injection systems were implemented; up to

5%, if only additional onsite ac power sources were provided; and up to 36%,
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if a combinationof additionalreactorscram and reactordepressurizatlon

mechanisms were implemented.

For those sequences that might be prevented if a combination of

additional reactor vessel depressurizatton mechanisms and additional onsite ac

power supplies to the low pressure injection systems were implemented, the

high pressure core injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)

systems fail in approximately ten hours due to loss of room cooling or battery

depletion. Fo_ these sequences, the core uncovers in approximately 10 to 13

hours. This time frame should be adequate for implementation of accident

managementstrategies.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif only additionalonsite ac

power sourceswere provided,the HPCI and RCIC systemsfail at the start of

the sequence. For these sequencesthe time to core uncovery is approximately

one hour. Implementationof accidentmanagementstrategiesin this short time

period could have a low likelihoodof successunless they were well planned

and executed.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif a combinationof

additionalreactorscram and reactordepressurizationmechanismswere

implemented,the HPCI and RCIC systemsfail in less than one half hour due to

high suppressionpool temperature. The controlrod drive (CRD) injection

system is operating,but cannot mitigatethe sequence. For these sequences,

the time to core uncovery is not specified.

Grand Gulf

At Grand Gulf, all of the CDF is due to sequencesin which core

uncoverymight be preventedif additionaland innovativerecoveryactionswere

implemented. The CDF could be reducedup to 95%, if additionalonsite ac and

dc power sourceswere provided;up to 1.5%, if additionalreactorvessel

depressurizationmechanismswere implemented;up to 1.5%, if additionalpump

room coolingwas provided;and up to 1.6%, if a combinationof all of the

recoveryactionswere implemented.
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For those sequences that might be prevented if additional onstte ac and

dc power sources were provided, 99% of the sequences (based upon CDF) tnvolve

tntttal failures of the HPI systems. The time to core uncovery for these

sequences is approximately one hour. The remaining 1% tnvolve late failures

of the operator to activate the firewater system. The time to core uncovery

for these sequences is approximately twelve hours.

For those sequences that might be prevented if additional reactor vessel

depressurtzatton mechanismswere implemented, more than 99% involve initial

failure of the high pressure core spray system (HPCS). For these sequences,

the CRDand RClC systems are operating, but are not sufficient to make up the

coolant loss. The time to core uncovery is approximately one hour.

The sequence that might be prevented if additional pumproom cooling was

provided involves late failure of the HPCSdue to pumproom heatup. The CRD

and RCIC systems are operating, but are not sufficient to make up the coolant

loss. The time to core uncovery is estimated as more than 12 hours.

Finally, the sequence that might be prevented if a combination of all of

the recovery actions were implemented involves a late failure of the firewater

system. The time of core uncovery is estimated as more than 12 hours.

The majority of the Grand Gulf sequencesproceedto core damage in about

one hour. Therefore,accidentmanagementactionswould need to be well

plannedand executedto successfullypreventcore damage.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the potential consequences of water addition to a degraded

core during a severe core accident is important for the development of

effective accident managementstrategies. While the need to add water to cool

the damagedcore is not at issue, the effects of water addition on the system

must be understood to ensure proper strategies can be developed. This issue

arises primarily because ]) water contacting high temperature corium can

generate pressures which may, for example, threaten the primary system

boundary or require immediate operator action to mitigate, 2) unborated water

entering the core may lead to recriticality, and 3) steam generation

accompanying water addition may lead to rapid oxidation of zircaloy cladding

and significant hydrogen generation rates which may require specific operator

action. Obviously, to correctly assess these effects and thereby optimize

managementstrategies requires a knowledge of the characteristics of the

damagedcore states in terms of configuration and coolability during the

accident sequences.

Results presented in the NUREG-. _ program identify potentially

important system failures. Identification of the dominant accident sequences

and plant damage states (PDSs) conveys the most probable sequences to accident

managers and system modelers. With detailed information about the dominant

accident sequences, accidents can be more effectively modeled. Knowledge of

sequence progression and timing can enable accident managers to focus on

vulnerable systems and develop innovative accident mitigation procedures.

This report is part of a programto assessthe potentialeffectsof

water additionto the vesselduring a severeaccident. The objectivesof this

project are I) to identifypostulatedsequenceswhere water additioninto the

primarywill reduce the core damage frequencyas determinedfor the five

plants studied in the NUREC-1150program,2) to estimatethe time at which the

core uncovers for identifiedaccident sequences,and 3) to review factorsthat

may preventaddition of water.
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This report presents an examination of the five plants studied in and

the results obtained from the NUREG-1150program. 1 The accident sequences

defined there are examined in terms of what injection systems are or are not

available for the addition of water. Injection system failure mechanisms are
identified and the time of failure and the time at which the core uncovers are

estimated. The contributions to the core damagefrequency are determined for

the various injection system failure mechanisms. Results from this

examination can be used to identify the sequences and systems that should be

modeled for other tasks in this program to evaluate the potential consequences

of water addition to a degraded core.

Descriptionsand importantsystemdesign featuresof the five plants

analyzedare described in Section3. The methodologyused to obtain the

informationis discussed in Section4. Section5 presents,for each plant,

the dominant accidentsequences,the injectionsystem failuremechanisms,the

estimatedtime of failure,the estimatedtime at which the core uncoversfor

each sequence,and the contributionof each injectionsystem failuremechanism

to the total plant core damage frequency.
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3. PLANTFEATURES

The five commercial plants examined in this report are those that were

analyzed in the NUREG-1150program (see Reference 1.) The five plants are:

- Surry Unit I; a three-loopWestinghousePWR rated at 788 MWe and housed

in a sub-atmosphericcontainment.

- Zion Unit I; a four-loopWestinghousePWR rated at 1100 MWe and housed

in a large, dry containment.

- SequoyahUnit I; a four-loopWestinghousePWR rated at 1148 MWe and

housed in an ice condensercontainment.

- PeachBottom Unit 2; a GeneralElectricBWR-4 rated at 1150 MWe and

housed in a Mark I containment.

- Grand Gulf Unit I; a General ElectricBWR-6 rated at 1250 MWe and housed

in a Mark Ill containment.

Importantsystem design featuresfor the five plants are describedin

Tables I through 5.
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Table 1. Summaryof design features at Surry Unit 1.1

1. High Pressure Injection (HPI) a. Safety injection and recirculation
system with 2 trains and 3 pumps.

b. Charging system provides normal makeup
flow with safety injection crosstie to
Unit 2.

2. Low Pressure Injection (LPI) a. Low-pressure injection and
recirculationsystemwith 2 trains and
3 pumps.

3. Heat Removal Systems a. Power conversion system.
b. Auxiliaryfeedwatersystem (AFWS)with

3 trains and 3 pumps (2 motor driven
pumps, I turbinedriven) and crosstie
to Unit 2 AFWS.

4. ReactivityControlSystems a. Controlrods.
b. Chemicaland volume control systems.

S. Key SupportSystems a. dc power providedby 2-hour design
basis stationbatteries.

b. Emergencyac power provided by I
dedicatedand I swing diesel generator
(both self-cooled).

c. Componentcoolingwater provides
normal coolingto reactorcoolantpump
thermalbarriers.

d. Servicewater is gravity-fedsystem
that providesheat removalfrom
containmentfollowingan accident.
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Table 2. Sunmaaryof design features at Zion Unit 1.1
, iii i ii i,ii iiiiire,i,

1. High Pressure Injection a. Two centrifugal charging pumps.
(HPI) b. Two 1500 pstg safety injection (SI) pumps.

c. Charging pumps inject through boron
injection tank.

d. Provides seal injection flow.
e. Requires componentcooling water.

2. Low Pressure Injection a. Two residual heat removal (RHR) pumps
(LPI) deliver flow when RCS is below about 170

pstg.
b. Heat exchangers downstream of pumpsprovide

rectrculation heat removal.
c. Rectrculation mode takes suction on

containmnt sumpand discharges to the RCS,
HPI suction, and/or containment spray pump
suction.

d. Pumpsand heat exchangers require component
cooling water.

3. Auxiliary Feedwater a. Two 50 percent motor driven pumpsand one
100 percent turbine driven pump.

b. Pumpstake suction from own unit condensate
storage tank (CST) but can be manually
crosstted to the other unit's CST.

4. Emergency Power System a. Each unit consists of three 4160 VACclass
IE buses, each feeding one 480 VACclass 1E
bus and motor control center.

b. For the 2 units there are 5 diesel
generators, with one being a swing diesel
generator shared by both units.

c. Three trains of dc power are supplied from
the tnverters and 3 unit batteries.

5. ComponentCooling Water a. Shared system between both units.
b. Consists of 5 pumps, 3 heat exchangers, and

2 surge tanks.
c. Cools RHRheat exchangers, reactor coolant

pumpmotors and thermal barriers, RHR
pumps, SI pumps, and charging pumps.

d. One of 5 pumpscan provide sufficient flow.

6. Service Water a. Shared system between both units.
b. Consists of 6 pumps and 2 supply headers.
c. Cools componentcooling heat exchangers,

containment fan coolers, diesel generator
coolers, auxiliary feedwater pumps.

d. Two of 6 pumpscan supply sufficient flow.
iiiii
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Table 3. Summaryof design features at SequoyahUnit 1.1

1. High Pressure Injection (HPI) a. Charging system provides feed and
bleed cooling and seal injection flow
to the reactor coolant pump (RCP)
seals, with 2 centrifugal charging
pumps.

b. Safety injection system provides high
head injection,with 2 trains and 2
pumps.

2. Low Pressure Injection(LPI) a. Low pressure injection/recirculation
systemprovidesemergencycoolant
injectionand recirculationfollowing
LOCA, with 2 trains and 2 pumps.

3. Heat Removal Systems a. Power conversion system.
b. Auxiliary feedwater system, with 3

trains and 2 pumps(2 motor driven
pumps, 1 turbine driven pump.)

4. Reactivity Control Systems a. Control rods.
b. Chemical and volume control systems.

.5. Key Support Systems a. dc power, with 2-hour station
batteries.

b. Emergency ac power, with 2 diesel
generators for each unit, each diesel
generator dedicated to a 6.9 kV
emergency bus (these buses can be
crosstied to each other via a shutdown
utilitybus.)

c. Componentcooling water provides
cooling water to RCPthermal barriers
and selected ECCSequipment, with 5
pumps and 3 heat exchangers for both
Units 1 and 2.

d. Servicewater system,with 8 self
cooledpumps for both Units I and 2.
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Table 4. Summaryof design features at Peach Bottom Unit 2. a

1. High Pressure Injection a. High pressure coolant injection (HPCI)
Systems (HPI) system provides coolant to the reactor

vessel during accidents in which system
pressure remains high, with I train and 1
turbine driven pump(TDP).

b. Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system
provides coolant to the reactor vessel
during accidents in which system pressure
remains high, with 1 train and 1 (TDP).

c. Control rod drive system provides backup
source of high pressure injection, with 2
pumps/210 gpm (total)/1,100 psia.

2. Low Pressure Injection a. Lowpressure core spray (LPCS) system
Systems (LPI) provides coolant to the reactor vessel

during accidents in which vessel pressure is
low, with 2 trains and 4 motor driven pumps
(MDP).

b. Lowpressure coolant injection (LPC[) system
provides coolant to the reactor vessel
during accidents in which vessel pressure is
low, with 2 trains and 4 pumps.

c. High pressure service water crosstie system
provides coolant makeupsource to the
reactor vessel during accidents in which
normal sources of emergency injection have
failed (low RPVpressure), with 1 train and
4 pumpsfor crosstie.

d. Automatic depressurization system for
depressurfzing the reactor vessel to a
pressure at which the LP[ systems can inject
coolant to the reactor vessel; 5 ADS relief
valves/capacity 820,000 lb/hr.

3. Key Support Systems a. dc power with up to 12 hour station
batteries.

b. Emergency ac power from 4 diesel generators
shared between 2 units.

c. Emergency service water provides cooling
water to safety systems and components
shared by 2 units.
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Table 4. Continued.

4. Heat Removal Systems a. Residual heat removal/suppression pool
cooling system to remove heat from the
suppression pool during accidents, with 2
trains and 4 pumps.

b. Residual heat removal/shutdown cooling
system to remove decay heat during accidents
in which reactor vessel integrity is
maintained and reactor at low pressure, with
2 trains and 4 pumps.

c. Residual heat removal/containment spray
system to suppress pressure and remove decay
heat in the containment during accidents,
with 2 trains and 4 pumps.

5. Reactivity Control Systems a. Control rods.
b. Standby liquid control system, with 2

parallel positive displacement pumpsrated
at 43 gpm, but each with 86 gpmequivalent
because of the enriched boron.
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Table 6. Summaryof design features at GrandGulf Unit 1.1
im. .i iii i ii, .. ii _ ii

1. High Pressure Injection a. High pressure core spray (HPCS)system
Systems(HPI) providescoolantto the reactorvessel

duringaccidentsinwhichsystempressure
remainshighor low,with 1 trainand I
dieseldrivenpump (DDP).

b. Reactorcor iso1_tioncooling(RCIC)
systemprovidescoolantto the reactor
vesselduringaccidentsin whichsystem
pressureremainshigh,with I trainand 1
turbinedrivenpump (TOP).

c. Controlrod drivesystemprovidesbackup
sourceof highpressureinjection,with2
pumps/238gpm (total)/ll03psia.

2. Low PressureInjection a. Low pressurecore spray(LPCS)system
Systems(LPI) providescoolantto the reactorvessel

duringaccidentsin whichvesselpressure
is low,with I trainand I motordriven
pump (flOP).

b. Low pressurecoolantinjection(LPI)
systemprovidescoolantto the reactor
vesselduringaccidentsin whichvessel
pressureis low,with3 trainsand 3
pumps.

c. Standbyservicewatercrosstiesystem
providescoolantmakeupsourceto the
reactorvesselduringaccidentsinwhich
normalsourcesof emergencyinjectionhave
failed,with I train and I pump (for
crosstie.)

d. Firewatersystemis usedas a lastresort
sourceof low pressurecoolantinjection
to the reactorvessel,with 3 trains,I
MDP, 2 DDP.

e. Condensatesystemused as a backup
injectionsource.

f. Automaticdepressurizationsystem
depressurizesthe reactorvesselto a
pressureat whichthe LPI systemscan
injectcoolantto the reactorvessel,with
8 reliefvalves/capacity900,000]b/hr.
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Table 5. Continued.
ll,.

3. Heat Removal Systems a. Residual heat removal (RHR)/suppresston
pool cooling system removes decay heat
from the suppression pool during
accidents, with 2 trains and 2 pumps.

b. RHR/shutdowncooling system removes decay
heat during accidents in which reactor
vessel integrity is maintained and reactor
is at low pressure, with 2 trains and 2
pumps.

c. RHR/contatnment spray system suppresses
pressure in the containment during
accidents, with 2 trains and 2 pumps.

4. Reactivity Control Systems a. Control rods.
b. Standby liquid control system, wtth 2

parallel positive displacement pumpsrated
at 43 gpm.

5. Key Support Systems a. dc power with 1Z-hour station batteries.
b. Emergency ac power, with 2 diesel

generators and third diesel generator
dedicated to HPCSbut with crossties.

c. Suppression pool makeupsystem provides
water from the upper containment pool to
the suppression pool following a LOCA.

d. Standby service water provides cooling
water to safety systemsand components.
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each failure mechanismto the total CDF. Table 6 summarizesthe three

characteristic descriptions used for all five plants.

4.2 PLANT SPEC]I:FTCMETHODOLOGY

Surry

The first plant analyzed was Surry. Twenty eight dominant accident

sequenceswere identified tn the _UREG/CR-4550analysis (see Reference 2.)
These accident sequenceswere grouped tnto seven PDSs,also identified tn the

NUREG/CR-4550analysis. For each sequence,the meanCDF, the contribution of

that sequenceto the PDSCDF, and to the total plant CDFwere obtained from

Tables 5-3 and 5-4 of Reference 2. The status of the high pressure (HPI) and

low pressure injection (LPI) systemsand the motor and turbine driven

auxiliary feedwater systems (AFWS)were identified from information presented

in Sections 4.4 and 5.2 of Reference 2. Finally, for each sequencea brief

description of the reactor coolant systemstatus andpredicted range of times
at which the core uncoverswere obtained from the samereference. All of this

information was tabulated collectively.

In determining the CDFcontribution of each injection system failure

mechanism,not all of the characteristic descriptions in Tab]e 6 are
applicab]e for Surry. For the first characteristic, only the POWER,RECIRC,

FAIL, andATWSattributes apply; for the secondcharacteristic, both the HP!

and LPI attributes apply; and for the third characteristic, only the INIT and

RECIRCattributes apply.

Zton

The next plant analyzed was Zion. For this plant, 205 accident

sequenceswith a CDFgreater than 1.0 x 10e per reactor year were identified

in the NUREG/CR-4550analysis (see Table 5-4, Reference 3.) Becauseof the

large numberof accident sequencesfor this plant, the material gathered from

the NUREG/CR-4550was categorized by PDSsrather than by accident sequence.

The numberof PDSsidentified for this plant was58. These PDSswere then
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4. METHODOLOGY

This section first describes the overall methodology used in examining

accident sequences in terms of the injection system failure mechanisms, the

estimated times of failure, the estimated time at which the core uncovers, and

the contribution of each injection system failure mechanismto the total core

damagefrequency (CDF). This general description is followed by the details

of the methodology used for each plant. While the overall methodology was

similar for the five plants, someplant specific difference were encountered.

These differences were most commonlydue to differences in the types of

injection systems, to the types of failures identified, or to the basic

approach used in the NUREG/CR-4550analyses.

4.1 OVERALL METHODOLOGY

The overall methodology used is as follows. The dominant accident

sequences and their descriptions were obtained from the NUREG/CR-4550analyses

of Surry, Zion, Sequoyah, Peach Bottom, and Grand Gulf. 2'3'4'5'e For all of the

plants examined except Grand Gulf, the CDF information for the sequences were

obtained from the respective NUREG/CR-4550analyses. The Grand Gulf

NUREG/CR-4550analysis was unique amongthe five plants in that someof the

accident sequences were split amongdifferent plant damagestates (PDSs).

However, the contribution of each accident sequence to each PDSwas not

presented in the NUREG/CR-4550. Therefore, an alternative method for Grand

Gulf was necessary. This alternative method is described later in the Grand

Gulf plant specific methodology.

The contribution to the CDFof each injection system failure mechanism

identified in the step above was derived from the gathered information. This

derivation consisted of two steps. First, each sequence was binned with a

simplified three characteristic failure mechanismdescription which consisted

of the source or cause of the injection failure mechanism, which injection

system is failed, and at what time the system fails. The second step involved

sorting the similar characteristic combinations to obtain the contribution of
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Table 6. Description of injection systemfailure mechanismcharacteristics.
i iii11, , iiiiiii m i iii im I

Attrtbute-Nnemontc DescrtDtton

Characteristic 1 - Injection systemfailure mechanism

POWER Injection systemdoes not operate becauseof total or
partial power fatlure.

RECIRC Injection system operates Initially, fails in
rectrculatton mode.

FAIL InJection systemfatls due to hardware fatlure.

ATWS Injection systemfails due to ATWSinduced events.

OPERATOR Injection systemfatls due to operator error.

CCW/SW Injection systemfatls due to loss of componentcooltng
water/service water.

SAFETY Injection systemdoesnot operate due to safety injection
actuation fatlure.

Characteristic2 - Failedinjectionsystem

HPI High pressureinjectionsystemis failed.

LPI Lowpressureinjectionsystemis failed.

Characteristic3 - Timeof failure

INIT Injectionsystemfailsatmomentofrequestor soonafter.

RECIRC Injectionsystemfailsin recirculationmode.

LATE Injectionsystemoperatesfor sometime,thenfails.
i ii ii
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arranged into five plant damage state groups (PDSGs). The five PDSGs were

defined in the Zion accidentprogressionevent tree analysis.7 Similarto

that done for Surry, for each of the 58 PDSs, the CDF, the contributionof

that PDS to the PDSS CDF, and to the total plant CDF were obtained from Tables

5-2 and 5-4 of Reference3. Point estimatesof the CDF are reportedhere

insteadof the mean values becauseonly a limiteddata uncertaintyanalysis

was performedin the Zion NUREG/CR-4550analysis. The status of the HPI and

LPI systemsand the motor and turbinedriven AFW systemswere obtained from

Sections 4.4 and 5.1 of Reference3. Finally,for each sequence,a brief

descriptionof the reactorcoolant systemstatus and predictedrange of times

at which the core uncoverswere obtainedfrom the same reference. All of this

informationwas tabulatedcollectively.

The failuremechanismcontributionsto the total CDF were obtainedusing

the same method used for Surry. However,some additionalcharacteristic

attributeswere used in groupingthe injectionsystem failuremechanisms. The

characteristicattributeslisted in Table 6 applicablefor Zion were for the

first characteristic:POWER, RECIRC,FAIL, ATWS, OPERATOR,CCW/SW, and SAFETY;

for the second characteristic:HPI and LPI; and for the third characteristic:

INIT and RECIRC.

In labelingthe failurecharacteristics,two of the PDSs were split into

more than one failurecharacteristicdescriptions. PDS SIIBYYYYYwas split

betweenFAIL-LPI-INITand OPERATOR-LPI-RECIRC.The PDS CDF was split between

the two failuredescriptionsas 5.3E-07and 4.gE-06, respectively. The split

informationfor this PDS was obtainedfrom Tables 4.4-2] and 5-4 of

Reference3. Similarly,PDS TLCYNNYYwas split betweenATWS-HPI-INITand

FAIL-HPI-INIT. This PDS CDF was split betweenthe two failuredescriptionsas

5.BE-06 and 2.7E-07,respectively. The split informationfor this PDS was

obtained from Tables 4.4-51,4.4-61,4._-gI,4.4-101,4.4-131,4.4-141, and

5-4 of the same reference.
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Sequoyah

The next plant analyzedwas Sequoyah. Twenty three dominant accident

sequenceswere identifiedin the NUREG/CR-4550analysis (see Reference4.)

These accidentsequenceswere grouped into seven PDSs. As was done for the

previoustwo PWR plants,for each sequence,the mean CDF, the contributionto

the PDS CDF, the contributionto the total plant CDF, the status of the HPI

and LPI systems, the statusof the AFW systems,the status of the reactor

coolantsystem, and the predictedrange of times at which the core uncovers

were obtained. The accidentsequencesand mean CDFs were obtained from Table

5-3 of Reference4. The qualitativedescriptionsof the injectionsystems,

feedwatersystems,and the RCS statuswere obtainedfrom Sections4.4 and 5.2

of the same reference.

The failuremechanismcontributionsto the total CDF were obtainedusing

the same method used for the two previousPWR plants analyzed. The

characteristicattributesused in groupingthe injectionsystem failuremodes

for Sequoyahwere for the first characteristic:POWER, RECIRC,FAIL, and ATWS;

for the second characteristic:HPI and LPI; and for the third characteristic:

INIT and RECIRC.

Peach Bottom

The next plant analyzedwas Peach Bottom. Eighteendominant accident

sequencesleadingto core damage were identifiedin the NUREG/CR-4550analysis

(see Reference5.) These accidentsequenceswere grouped into four super

PDSs. For each sequence,the mean CDF, the contributionto the PDS CDF, the

contributionto the total plant CDF, the status of the HPI and LPI systems,

the status of the reactorcoolant system,and the predictedrange of times at

which the core uncoverswere obtained. The accidentsequencesand mean CDFs

were obtained from Table 5-7 of Reference5. The qualitativedescriptionsof

the injectionsystemsand the RCS statuswere obtained from Sections4.4 and

5.2 of the same reference.

The HPI systemsexaminedincludethe three systemslisted in Table 4:

the high pressurecoolantinjection(HPCI)system,the reactorcore isolation
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cooling (RClC) system,and the controlrod drive (CRD) system. The statusof

all three systemsare tabulatedin the resultssection.

The LPI systemsexaminedincludethe three systemslisted in Table 4:

the low pressure coolantinjection(LPC!) system,the low pressurecore spray

(LPCS)system,and the high pressureservicewater (HPSW) system. The status

of all three systemsare tabulated.

The contributionof the injectionsystem failuremechanismsto the total

core damage frequencywas obtainedusing the same method used for the PWR

plants. The characteristicattributesused in grouping the injectionsystem

failuremodes for Peach Bottomwere for the first characteristic:POWER, FAIL,

ATWS, and OPERATOR;for the secondcharacteristic:HPI and LPI; and for the

third characteristic:INIT and LATE.

6rand 6ulf

The final plant analyzedwas Grand Gulf. Seven accidentsequences

leadingto core damagewere identifiedin the NUREG/CR-4550analysis (see

Table 4.10-3 of Reference6.) These accidentsequenceswere grouped into

twelve PDSs. Of the five plants studied in the NUREG-1150analysis,this is

the only plant in which individualaccident sequencegroups were split among

more than one PDS. This was accomplishedby splittingthe cut sets that make

up each accident sequencegroup into the appropriatePDSs. Of the seven

accident sequencegroups, six were split into two or more PDSs. Only accident

sequenceTIB-13 was not split. The accidentsequencesthat were split between

more than one PDS were as follows. The three accidentsequences,TIB-16,

TIB-17,and TIB-2],were split among PDS-], PDS-2, PDS-3, and PDS-7; accident

sequenceTIB-4 was split between PDS-4,PDS-5, and PDS-6; accident sequence

TC-74 was split betweenPDS-g and PDS-IO;and, finally,accident sequence

T2-56 was split betweenPDS-11 and PDS-12. This atypicalapproach in the

NUREG/CR-4550analysisrequiredthat an alternativemethod be used here to

determinethe CDF contributionof each accidentsequenceto each of the PDSs.

This alternativemethod is outlinedlater in this section.
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Similarto the other plants studied,the informationobtained for this

BWR plant included,for each sequence(split and unsplit),the mean CDF; the

contributionto the PDS CDF; the contributionto the total plant CDF; the

statusof the HPI and LPI systems;the statusof the reactorcoolant system;

and the predictedrange of times at which the core uncovers.

The HPI systemsexamined includethe three systemslisted in Table 5:

the high pressurecore spray (HPCS)system,the RCIC system,and the CRD

system. The status of all three systemsare tabulatedin the results section.

The LPI systemsexamined includethe five systemslisted in Table 5: the

LPCI system,the LPCS system,the standbyservicewater (SSW) system,the

condensatesystem, and the firewatersystem. The statusof all five systems

are tabulated.

The contributionof the split accidentsequencesto each PDS CDF was not

presentedexplicitlyin the NUREG/CR-4550and had to be determined. Two

methodswere used. The first method utilized informationpresentedin

AppendixD of Reference6. For some of the accidentsequences,a complete

listingof how the accident sequencecut sets were distributedto the various

PDSs was provided. SequencesTIB-4, TC-74, and T2-56 were analyzedwith this

method. For the remainingaccidentsequences,this method was not possible

becausethe number of cut sets was so large that the complete list was not

presentedin the NUREG/CR-4550documentation. For these accident sequences,a

second method was requiredto determinethe contributionto the PDS CDF.

The secondapproach utilizedthe IntegratedReliabilityand Risk

AnalysisSystem (IRRAS),Version2.5,"loadedwith the latest Grand Gulf data

base.b IRRAS is a microcomputerbased probabilisticrisk assessmentmodel

a. !RRASVersion2.5,April I, 1991,IdahoNationalEngineeringLaboratory,EG&G
Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho.

b. Letter Report entitled Grand Gulf Unit I ProbabilisticRisk Assessment
RelatedData Base, Richard D. Fowler,et. al., EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls,
Idaho,Novemberg, 1990.
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developmentand analysistool. Using IPP_S,the contributionof three

accident sequencesto four PDSs CDFs was determined. The three sequences

analyzedusing IRRASwere TIB-16,TIB-17,and TIB-21.

In analyzingthe split sequenceswith IRRAS,the sequenceswere renamed.

SequenceTIB-16was split into sequencesSEQI6-A,SEQI6-B,SEQ16-C, and

SEQI6-D,which were distributedto P_S-I,PDS-2, PDS-3,and PDS-7,

respectively. The splits for sequencesTIB-17 and TIB-21 were similarly

defined. The mean CDF for each of the split sequenceswas determinedusing

the Latin HypercubeSampling (LHS) algorithmin IRRAS. A LHS random number

seed of 3571 was arbitrarilyselectedfor a sample size of 2000. It should be

noted that the calculatedCDFs are dependentupon the selectedrandom seed and

sample values. However,the fractionalcontributionof the split sequencesto

the total PDS CDF is relativelyconstantover a wide range of seed and sample

values. Therefore,the CDFs for the split sequenceswere determinedby

multiplyingthe IRRAS calculatedfractionalcontributionsfor each split

sequencewith the PDSs mean CDFs presentedin Table 5.3-I of Reference6.

The contributionto the total CDF, of the injectionsystem failure

mechanismsidentified,was obtainedusing the same method outlinedfor the

other plants analyzed° The characteristicattributesused in groupingthe

injectionsystem failuremodes for Grand Gulf were for the first

characteristic:POWER, FAIL, and OPERATOR;for the second characteristic:HPI

and LPI; and for the third characteristic:INIT and LATE.
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5. RESULTS

In this section,the resultsare presentedon a plant by plant basis.

The results includea table of injectionfailuremechanismsdescriptions;a

table of simplified,three characterinjectionfailuredescriptions;and,

finally,a table giving the core damage frequency(CDF) contributionfor each

injectionfailuremechanism.

5.1 SunnY RESULTS

The injectionfailuremechanismdescriptionsfor the dominant accident

sequencesat Surry are presentedin Table 7. Using these descriptions,and

the failurecharacteristicdefinitionslisted in Table 6, simplified,three

characterdescriptionsfor each accidentsequencewere obtained. These

simplifiedfailuredescriptionsare presentedin Table 8. These three

characterfailuredescriptionswere then sorted to obtain the CDF contribution

for each of the failurecharacteristics.Table 9 presentsthe CDF

contributionby failuremechanism,by which injectionsystem is failed, and by

the time of failure.

Powtr Failures

The results in Table 9 indicatethat the dominant injectionsystem

failuremechanism at Surry is due to the loss of ac power (67%of the total

CDF.) The reactorcoolant system (RCS)remains at high pressure,so that the

injectionsystem requiredfor coolantmake up is the high pressure system.

This system is unavailablefrom the start of the sequenceand remainsso

during the duration of the sequence. Even if the RCS could be depressurized,

the low pressure injectionsystemswould also be unavailabledue to the loss

of ac power.

There are eight sequencesinvolvingloss of power. In four of these,

the core uncovers in approximatelyI hour (SBO-Q,SBO-Q2,SBO-L and SBO-L2.)

These four sequencescontribute19% to the total CDF at Surry. For the
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remainingfour involvingloss of power, the time at which the core uncovers

varies from 2.5 to 7 hours from the loss of ac power (SBO-BATT,SBO-BATT2,

SBO-SLOCA,and SBO-SLOCA2.) The only recoveryaction possible for these

sequenceswould be to obtain an additionalsourceof backup ac power supply

for the injectionsystems. Whether a backuppower supplycould be initiated

in time to prevent core damage, is sequencedependentand would require

specific informationon the type of backup supply and the proceduresfor

initiatingit.

ReclrculatlonFatlures

Failureof the injectionsystemsin the recirculationmode occurs in 7

sequenceswhich makeup 15% of the CDF. One of these sequencesis the V

sequenceor interfacingsystemsLOCA (4% of the total CDF.) This sequence

resultsfrom the high pressurecoolant systemrupturingthe low pressure

system,leadingto a LOCA which bypassescontainment,therebypreventing

recirculationcooling. No viable recoveryactionsexist for this sequence.

Another four of the sequences(4% of the total CDF) involvea steam generator

tube rupture (SGTR),in which the RCS is not depressurized. This leads to

loss of core inventory,depletionof the refuelingwater storagetank (RWST),

and finallythe core uncoversafter more than ten hours. Possiblerecovery

actions for these sequencesincludecontinuedrefillingof the RWST or adding

an additionalwater source. The remainingtwo sequences(7% of the total CDF)

involvemedium and large break loss of coolantaccidents(LOCAs),in which the

low pressurerecirculationcooling is not established. Time at which the core

uncovers is less than 50 minutes for the medium LOCA and less than I minute

for the large LOCA. Because of the very short times involvedfor these two

sequences,no viable recovery actionsare apparent.

HardwareFailures

Failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof hardwarefailureoccurs in

11 of the sequences(14% of the total CDF.) Of these sequences,eight involve

failureof the HPI and three involvefailureof the LPI (10% and 4% of the

total CDF, respectively.) For all of the sequences,the injectionsystem are

failed at the beginningof the sequence. For the HPI system failures,the

time at which the core uncoversranges from less than 15 minutes to more than
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seventeenhours, dependingupon the RCS break size. For the LPI system

failures,the time at which the core uncoversranges from one to 50 minutes.

Becauseof these very short times, recoveryof the LPI system is not viable.

For those sequencesinvolvingfailureof the HPI system,one possiblerecovery

action would be to depressurizethe RCS so that the LPI system could be

utilized. However, since failureto depressurizethe RCS has been accounted

for in defining these sequences,new innovativedepressurizationmechanisms

would have to be deduced.

ATWS Event Fallures

Finally,two sequences(TKRZ and TKRD4;4% of the total CDF) involvean

anticipatedtransientwithout scram (ATWS)event which induces an

overpressurizationwhich fails the HPI system immediately. Furthermore,in

sequenceTKRZ, the RCS boundary is also failedby the initial

overpressurizationand the core uncoversin the early time frame. No viable

recovery actionsare apparentfor this sequence. For the other sequence,the

only feasiblerecoveryactionswould be to scram the reactorand then

depressurizethe RCS so that either the HPI or the LPI system could operate.

However, since failureto scram the reactorand subsequentfailureto

depressurizethe RCS has been accountedfor in definingthis sequence,new

innovativescram and depressurizationmechanismswould have to be deduced.
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C') Table 7. Injection failure mechanism descriptions for the dominant accident sequences at Surry.

c_
Injection System Status Auxiliary Feedwater Status RCS Status

Percent Contribution

Plant Damaqe State Accident Sequence Mean CD._.___F To PDS TO Total CDF MP..! LPl Motor Orivep Turbine Driven

LJl PDS-I Long Term SBO-BATT 1.0SE-OS 47.B 26.3 See note (a). See note (a). See note (a). Starts successfully RCS boundary remains_0 and continues to intact.
Blackout run, but battery

depletion occurs
at 4 hours. This
results in loss of
Instrumentation and

control power. Core
uncovers 3 hrs later.

SBO-SLOCA 5.3E-06 1!4.0 13.3 See note (a). See note (a). See note (a). Starts successfully Seal LOCA starts at 1.5
and continues to hours. Time of CU is

run, but battery dependent upon the l_

depletion occurs size and if the operator
at 4 hours. This depreasurizes the R_.

results in loss of Time of CU varies from
instrumentation and 11.5 to 5.9 hours from the

control power, loss of _ po_er.

SBO-SLOCAZ 3.3E-06 15.0 8.3 Same as sequence SBO-SLOCAexcept at both units.

_, SBO-Q 11.11E-06 9.9 S.S See note (a). See note (a). See note {a). Starts s-ccessfully Primary coolant dis-and continues to run. charge fr_ stuck open
t Core uncovers before pressurizer PORV leads

battery depletion, to CU in I hour. Lack
of AC prevents PORV block
valves from operating.

SBO-BATTZ 4.30E-07 11.0 I.I Same as sequence SBO-BATT except at both units.

SBO-Q2 3.ZE-07 1.5 0.8 Same as sequence SBO-Q except at. both units.

POS-2 Loss of Coolant SIH1 1.76E-06 118.5 4.4 Operates. Operates initially, Operates. Not required. Nediom size break

Accident but fails in {11"<0<6")in the RCS
recirculation mode. piping. CU time is dep-

endent on break size. For

11"break, CU time is < 50
min., for a 3.5" break,

CU time is <15 min. in-

dependent of secondary

depressur ization.

a. System unavailable at the time the transient is initiated due to lack of _ power.



Table 7. Continued.

Tn,i_tion System Status AuxlliarY F_ater _tatus RC_ Status

Percent Contribqtlon

PT4Mnt _)aNae State Aqcidqn t _nouence Mean CDF ToP_S To Total C01: HPI LP[ Notor Drive.. Turb ine 0riven

PDS-2 Loss of Coolant S,01 8.6E-07 14.3 2.2 Fails. Core damage occurs Operates. Not required. Same as SIH_.
with RCS at high

Accident, cont. pressure.

AHI 8.2E-07 13.6 2.1 Not required; RCS Operates initially, Operates. Not required. Large break (6"<D_ zg")in the RCS piping. Tiue
at low pressure, but fails in

recirculatton mode. of CU is dependent on
break size, but is on the
order of I min. or less.

SlDe 6.7E-07 11.6 1.7 Operates. Fails. Operates. Not required. Same as SIH1.

ADs 6.4E-07 10.9 1.6 Not required; RCS Operates, but accum- Operates. Not required. Same as AH1.
at low pressure, ulators fail to inject

borated makeup water
leading to core damage.
C0 time not specified.

5301 6.3E-07 10.2 1.6 Fails. Does not operate Operates. Not required. Very roll break
because RCS ts at (O < 0.5"). Time of CU Is

high pressure, dependent upon tl_ LOCA
I stze and tf secondary is

deprtssurtzed. With sec-
ondary depressurtzed,
ttme to CUts greater
than 17 hours.

$201 4.4E-07 7.5 1.1 Fails. Does not operate Operates. Not required. Sam11 break (0.5"<(Fc2")tn RCS piping. Wlth

because RCS is at secondary depressurized,
high press-_, time to CU is 45 rain.to

17 hours.

ADa 3.1E-07 3.4 0.8 Does not operate Fails. Operates. NOt required. Sameas AH,.
as RCS is at low

pressure.

POS-3 Short Tern SBO-L 4.7E-06 98.1 11.8 See note (a). See note (a). See note (a}. Fails. CU occurs at Remains intact._ approxtmetely I hour.
Blackout

SBO-L2 g.OE-08 1.9 0.2 Same as sequence SBO-L except at both units.

Z
a. Syst_ unavailable at the time the transi_t is initiat_ due to lack of AC power.
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Table 7. Continued.

|nJectton System Status Aqxtltary F_Flwater Status R_S Status

Pg_;gnt Contribution

Pl_nl;_ State _l_t _uence _ _ T9 Total COF _ IPl Motor (]riven T_i_;)InoOriven

t,h PDS-4 V Event V 1.6[-06 109.0 4.0 Operates initial- Fails initially. Operates. NOt _qut_d. Htgh pressure systm
00 ly, but unable to ruptures low pressure

rsc t rcu late. system.

POS-5 Transients T2LI)2 g.8(-07 SO.O 2.5 Fails follovtng Ooos not operate Fails. Does not operate as RCS boundary rmmtno
AFk#failure, because RCS is at p_r conversion intact.

high pressure, system is dtsableo.

T2LP 7.4(-07 37.4 1.9 Operates but PORVs Does not operate Fails. Ooes not operate as RCS boundary rlmins
fail to open, so because RCS is at power conversion intact.
feed and blood high pressure, system is disabled.
cooling fails.

TsALP 1.3(-07 6.3 0.3 Operates but PORVs Does not operate Fails. Does not operate as r _a_bmry remains
fail to open. so because RCS is at pover conversion '_, t.
feed and bleed high pressure, systm is disabled.
cooling fails.

T_LP 1.3(-07 6.3 0.3 Same as sequence TmALP except at both units.

_k_ 8.Z(-07 52.6 2.0 Oisebled by initial Onos not operate Operates. Not required. Initial pressure rise
, PDS-6 AI'WS T_Z fails RCS boundary

t,_ pressure rise. because RCS is at
(1_ high pressure, integrity.

TICRO4 6.4(-07 42.1 1.6 Emergency borstion 0nos not operate Operates. Not required. Continued discharge
pumps fail; conttn- because RCS is at through relief valves

power generation high pressure, leeds to core digt.
Nintains pressure

above RV sot points.

Charging pumps In-

operable due to
high pressure.

TT_,R 1.0(-07 5.3 0.3 Operates initial- O_ not _ate Operates. Not required. Loss of 56 integrity
ly. but unable to because RC$ is at continued high pressure
recirculate, high pressure, due to ATVS leads to loss

of core inventory and CU.



Table 7. Continued.

Inject ton SystemStatus Auxll iary Fe_bater Status RCSStatus
pgrc_t COn_ri_tio.

Pl_pn_Q4mae State _k;_ident Seouence _ TOPOS To Total COF HPI LPI 149totOrtven Turbine 9rtven

P9S-7 SGTR T_s 1.4(-06 76.1 3.5 Operates tn|ttal- Doesnot operate Operates. Not r_lutred. Loss of SGin_.egrity and
ly. but unable to becauseRCSis at high fatlurl to depressurize

leads to depletion of
rectrculate, pressure. RVSTtnvtntory and CU.

Reft 11trigI_T delays CU.
Tim to CU• 10 hours.

TTO_OD 2.1E-07 10.9 0.5 Fails. Doesnot operate Operates. Not rlqutr_d. Loss of S6 Integrity and
becauseRCSis at high failure to depressurize
pressure. Recircula- leads to CU.
tton is not possible.

TTL_ 1.1(-07 6.5 0.3 Operates but feed Doesnot operate Fatls. Inoperable due to Loss of core inventory
and bleed |s not becauseRCSts at SGTR. through SETRleads to CU.
successful due to high pressure.
RCSdepressurizatton
to mitigate S6TR;
unable to recirc-
ulate.

_;_ T_)DQQs l.lE-07 6.5 0.3 Operates initial- Ooesnot operate Operates. Mot required. Lossof $6 tntqrtty, stuck
, ly. but unable to becauseI_ is at openPORV.andfaJlm"e 1:odwreuurlze le_Is to

rectrculate, high pressure, dlpletian of It_T.
---1 Reft1ling RVSTdelays CU.

TtmI to CU• 20 hours.
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Table 8. Injectionsystem failuremechanismcharacteristicsfor the dominant
accidentsequencesat Surry.

Failure
Plant Damaqe State Sequence Me,,.a.nCDF Characteristics

PDS-I Long Term SBO-BATT I.IE-05 POWER-HPI-INIT
StationBlackout SBO-SLOCA 5.3E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT

SBO-SLOCA2 3.3E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT
SBO-Q 2.2E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT
SBO-BATT2 4.3E-07 POWER-HPI-INIT
SBO-Q2 3.2E-07 POWER-HPI-INIT

PDS-2 Loss of Coolant SIHI 1.8E-06 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC
Accident SID_ 8.6E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT

AHI 8.2E-07 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC
$ID6 6.7E-07 FAIL-LPI-.INIT
ADs 6.4E-07 FAIL-LPI-INIT
SaDI 6.3E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
S2DI 4.4E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
ADe 3.IE-07 FAIL-LPI-INIT

PDS-3 Short Term SBO-L 4.7E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT
Station Blackout SBO-L2 9.0E-08 POWER-HPI-INIT

PDS-4 V V 1.6E-06 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

PDS-5 Transients T2LD2 9.8E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
T2LP 7_4E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TsALP I.3E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TsaLP I.3E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT

PDS-6 ATWS TKRZ 8.2E-07 ATWS-HPI-INIT

TKRD4 6.4E-07 ATWS-HPI-INIT
TTKR I.OE-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

PDS-7 SGTR TTOoQs 1.4E-06 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
T7DIOD 2.IE-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TTLa I.IE-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
T7ODQQs I.IE-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

TOTAL 4.0E-OS
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Table g. Contribution by injection system failure mechanisms to the total core damage frequency at Surry.

Percent of failures by injection system

Failure Numberof Percent of HPI LPI
Mechanism Sequences Mean CDF, Total CDF Initial---Recirc,,, Initial Recirc,

POWER 8 2.7E-05 67 100 0 0 0 ,

RECIRC 7 5.9E-06 15 0 56 0 44

FAIL 11 5.7E-06 14 72 0 28 O-

ATWS 2 1.5E-06 4 100 0 0 0

TOTAL Z8 4.0E-05 100

,>
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5.2 ZION RESULTS

The injection failure mechanism descriptions for the dominant plant

damagestates (PDSs) at Zion are presented in Table lO. The simplified three

character fatlure descriptions are presented in Table 11. These three

character failure descriptions were then sorted to obtain the CDFcontribution

for each of the failure mechanisms. Table 12 presents the CDFcontribution by

failure mechanism, by which injection system is failed, and by time of
failure.

ComponentCooltng Water/Service Water Fatlures

The results presented in Table ]2 indicate that the dominant failure

mechanism is dbe to the loss of componentcooling water (CC') or service water

(SW) which induces a pumpseal LOCA(86% of the CDF.) Twenty eight POSs

contribute to this failure mechanism. Of these POSs, 26 involve failure of

the HPI and two involve failure of the LPI (86% and 0.02%, respectively.)

Of the 26 in which the HP! system is failed, 23 PDSs have the HPI system

unavailable from the start of the sequence and remains so for the duration of

the sequence (85.8% of the total CDF.) In the remaining three PDSs, the HPI

system operates initially,but then fails in the recirculationmode due to

loss of CCW or SW (0.2% of the total CDF.) All of these PDSs involvesmall

break sizes (0.5"< D < 2") either due to pump seal failure,or SGTR with RCS

depressurizedand pump seal failure. For this size break, the time at which

the core uncoversis approximately1.5 hour. One possiblerecoveryaction for

these PDSs would includebe to recoverthe CCW/SW in the time availableto

preventinjectionsystem failure. In fact, such recoveryactionshave already

been accountedfor in the originalNUREG/CR-4550analysis (see Reference3,

section4.6.2.12). Furthermore,since the time of the originalanalysis,the

Zion licenseehas committedto perform additionalactionsto preventthe loss

of CCW and SW and the resultingreactorcoolantpump seal failure (see

ReferenceI, page 7-3.) These actionsincludeprovidingan auxiliarywater

supply to each charging pump'soil cooler via either the SW or fire protection
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systems and to replace existing pumpseal O-rings with new heat-resistant

O-rings which will improve seal survivability.

The two PDSs (ANBYYYNNand ANBYYYNY,0.02% of the total CDF) in which

the CCW failure initiallyfails the LPI system,involvelarge LOCAs. The time

at which the co,reuncoversvaries from secondsto minutes. Becauseof this

very short time, viable recoveryactionsof the LPI system are not apparent

for these PDSs.

Power Fallures

Failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof loss of power occurs in 11

of the PDSs (4% of the total CDF.) Of these PDSs, nine involvefailureof the

HPI and two involvefailureof the LPI (4% and 0.002% of the total CDF,

respectively.) Of the nine sequencesinvolvingHPI failure,three occur

initiallyfrom lack of power and six fail in recirculationmode (2% and 2% of

the total CDF, respectively.) These latter six involvea partialpower loss

which fails the equipmentnecessaryfor switchoverto recirculationmode.

The two PDSs, in which the LPI system fails due to loss of power,

involvea medium and large LOCA with the LPI system failed initially(PDSs

SIRIYYYYRand ARIYYYYR,respectively.) The time at which the core uncoversis

less than 50 minutes for the medium LOCA and less than I minute for the large

LOCA.

Possible recoveryactions for the PDSs involvingloss of power would be

to obtain an additionalsource of backup ac power supply for the injection

systemsand recirculationswitchoverequipment. Whether a backup power supply

could be initiatedin time to preventcore damage, is dependentupon the PDS

and would requirespecificinformationon the type of backup supply and the

proceduresfor initiatingit.

Rectrculatton Fat lures

Failureof the injectionsystemsdue to recirculationsystem failures

occurs in two PDSs which makeup 0.5% of the total CDF. The first PDS is the V

sequence (0.04%of the total CDF) and is essentiallythe same as that
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described for Surry. As was discussed for that plant, no viable recovery

actionsexist for this PDS. The second PDS, HICYNXYY (0.5% of the total

CDF), involvesa SGTR and the RCS is not depressurized. This leads to loss of

core inventory,depletionof the RWST, and finallythe core uncovers.

Possiblerecoveryactions for this PDS includecontinuedrefillingof the RWST

or adding an additionalwater source.

Hardware Failures

Failureof the injectionsystemsdue to hardware failuresoccurs in six

PDSs which makeup I% of the total CDF. This tally of the PDSs includesPDSs

SIIBYYYYYand TLCYNNYYwhich are split betweentwo failuremechanismsas

describedin Table 11 and Table 12. Of the six PDSs, three involvefailureof

the HPI and three involvefailureof the LPI (0.13%and 0.87% of the total

CDF, respectively.) For all of the PDSs, the injectionsystem are failed

initially. The HPI systemfailures involvetransientsin which feed and bleed

coolingfails due to unavailabilityof a chargingpump and a safety injection

pump. The sequenceremains at high pressureas the RCS boundary remains

intactand is not depressurized. The time at which the core uncoversis not

specifiedfor these PDSs. The LPI system failuresinvolvea medium and two

large break LOCAs. The time at which the core uncoversranges from one to 50

minutes. Becauseof these very short times, recoveryof the LPI system is not

viable. For those sequencesinvolvingfailureof the HPI system,one possible

recovery actionwould be to depressurizethe RCS so that the LPI systemcould

be utilized. However, since failureto depressurizethe RCS using secondary

side cooling and the auxiliaryfeedwatersystem (AFW) has been accountedfor

in defining these sequences,new innovativedepressurizationmechanismswould

have to be deduced.

ATWS Event Fallures

Failureof the injectionsystemsdue to an ATWS event which inducesan

overpressurizationwhich fails the HPI systemoccurs in four PDSs (2% of the

total CDF.) This tally of the PDSs includesTLCYNNYYwhich is split between

two failuremechanismsas described in Table 11 and Table 12. For all of

these PDSs, the only viable recoveryactionswould be to scram the reactorand

then depressurizethe RCS so that either the HPI or the LPI system could
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operate. However, since failure to scram the reactor and subsequent failure

to depressurize the RCS using secondary side cooling and the AFWsystem has

been accounted for in defining these sequences, new innovative scram and

depressurization mechanismswould have to be deduced.

Operator Error Fallures

Failureof the injectionsystemsdue to operatorerror occurs in seven

PDSs which makeup,6.5% of the total CDF. This tally of the PDSs includesPDS

SIIBYYYYYthat is split betweentwo failuremechanismsas describedin

Table 11 and Table 12. For all of these PDSs, the failureoccurs in the

recirculationmode and the dominantcontributoris human error at switchover.

Three of these PDSs involvefailureof the high pressurerecirculationand

four involvethe low pressurerecirculation( 3% and 3.5% of the total CDF,

respectively.) The high pressure recirculationfailures involvesmall break

LOCAs. Possible recoveryactionsfor these PDSs includecontinuedrefilling

of the RWST or adding an additionalwater source. The low pressure

recirculationfailures involvemedium and large break LOCAs. The time at

which the core uncoversis less than 50 minutes for the medium LOCA and less

than I minute for the large LOCA. Becauseof the very short times involved

for these PDSs, no viable recoveryactionsare apparent.

Safety InjectionActuationFailures

Finally,two PDSs (less than 0.01% of the total CDF) involvefailureof

the safety injectionactuationsystemto operatewhich immediatelyprevents

the HPI systemfrom operating. One PDS involvesa small LOCA and the other

involvesa SGTR in which the RCS is depressurizedbelow the steam generator

safety valve set points. However,in both PDSs, RCS pressure remainsto high

to use the LPI system. Feed and bleed cooling is failed and the core

uncovers. The only viable recoveryactionswould be to either bypass the

failed safety actuationsignal or to depressurizethe RCS so that the LPI

system could operate. However,since failureto actuatethe injectionsystems

and subsequentfailureto depressurizethe RCS has been accountedfor in

defining this sequence,new innovativesafety actuationand depressurization

mechanismswould have to be deduced.
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Table I0. Injectionfailuremechanismdescriptionsfor the dominantplant damagestatesat Zion. ;;_

_[_ A_lxt1tary Feedwatt- Status RCSStat_
|nlectlenSystemStatus

Plant DammgtState CQFPoint Pgrcent Contribution
§_ouo Pl+n) pilmaaeState _ To POSG T9 Total COF kiP[ LPI Motor Driven Turbine Ortvlm

RCSboundaryrmmins
PDS-I Station 81ackout TRRRRSRR 4.7E-06 90 1.7 See note (s). See note (aS. See note (aS. Starts successfullyand co¢Ittnues to run. intact.

but bmt_ depletion
occursat S hours.Dis
resultsin lossof
Instrmmnt_tIon

controlIxxmr.Core
uncovers1.S hourslater.

SZRRRRYRR 4.1E-07 8.0 O.IS See note (aS. Seenots {aS. See note (aS. Otxtretes: SG's PIp ml failure leadsdepressurized, to S2break (0.S'<0<2").

SZRRRRSRR 8.2[-08 1.6 0.03 See note (aS. See note (aS. See note (aS. Starts soccossfully Pwmpml failure leadsand continuesto run. to S2break (0.5"(0c2").
but battery_ietlon
occursat 6 hours.Dis
resultsin lossof
instrumentation

controlIXx_er.Core
uncoversin less than

_;_ I.S hours later.

Faileddue to loss Doesnot_rate Operates. Rot _I_. l_u__cooll_
AccidentLossof Coolant SINBYYYNY 1.26-04 46 43 of CCV. becauseRCSts at fatlureVatarleadSandtOszPaPstzeSeal

POS-Z

highpressure, b_. One _Ion is
for_ breakfoll_ by
CCVfa I lure.

SZRBYYYRN 1.2(-94 46 43 Failed due to loss 9oes not operate Operates. Not required. Loss of service raterleadsb)_ ml fail-
of SV. becauseRCSis at urs and SZ size break.

high pressure. Oneaception is for SZ
break followed by SV
failure.

S2IBYYYYY 8._-06 3.1 2.9 Operatesinitially._ not operate Operates, Not required. _II break(0.S-<_2")
but fails in becauseRCSis at tnRCSpiptng. Ti--toCU
recirculation_; highpressure. Isnot specified.
see note (b).

a. Systemunavailableat the timethe transientIs initiateddue to lackof AC power.
b. Dominantcontributorto failureis_-_--__neFForat sw;tc)_v_r.



Table 10. Continued.

In]ect J_,, System Status ,,Ayxtlt@rv Feedmter Status RC5 $1;stuI
Plent _ge State COF Point Percent Contrfbutign

6rmm P1tql; OImi_ State Estimate ToP_ To Total COt= HPI LP_ _ Turbtml Ortv_

POS-Z Loss of Coolant SI[8YYYI"f $.4E-06 Z.1 2.0 Operates. Operates in||tally, Operates. Not required, lled|us break {Z'<O<6")
Accident, cont. but fails tn tnRCSpiptng. Tlmtoi2J

rectrculatton mole* or |S not specified,
Is fatled initially.

A[BYI_TY 4.9E-06 1.9 1.8 Not _qulred; RCS Operates initially, NOt redutr_l. Not redutred. Largnbreak (9_') inRC$
4t low pressure, but fails In piping, ibecirculation

rec|rculation mode: must be w|tched
see note (a). within ZO to 30 -,in.

A/ferrrtrf 1.4E-06 0.54 0.51 Not requfred; RCS Faf|ed due to cI Not raqufred. Not n_ufrm:l. Largebrmk (P>6") InRCS
at law pressure, cause failure of both p_ptng. TI of CU frm

RHR pumps, seconds to mtnu_es.

SZNBYYYIIR 3.8(-07 0.15 0.14 Fstled due to loss Does not operate Operates. Not required. Loss ofCCV lmdstopunp
of CCV. because RCS |s at Nalfa|lureindS21_eik.

high pressure.
S2IIYYYIIR 3.3E-07 0.13 0.1Z Operates tnitlally. Ooes not operate (]1:crates. Not required. Loss of CCVor SV leads

fails |n reclrc* because R¢Sts at to pap seal failure and

_;_ ulation --,de due to high pressure. S2 size break.

loss of COd or SV.

SZN[?YYIIII 2.3(-07 0.09 0.08 Failed due to 1oos Ooes not operate Operates. Nut required. Loss of SV lemds to pump
of SV. because RCS is at mllfitlureandS2stze

high pressure, bl_ik.

S2N[Y¥YN¥ 1.9E-07 0.07 0.07 Fat led due to loss Does not operate Operates. Not required. Loss of CCVleads to pump
of CL'V. because RCS ts at sual failure and S2 stzt

high pressure, brelk.

$2IBYYYIIY 1.8E-07 0.07 O.OE Operated |nltla_ly. Does not operate Operates. Not requital. Loss of CCWor SV leeds
fails |n r_circ- because RCS is at to Ixmp seal failure and

ulatton rode due to high pressure. SZ size break.
loss of CL'V or St/.

S21BYYIllR 6.8E-08 0.03 0.02 Operated |ntttally. Does not operate Operates. Not required. Loss of CL'V or SV leeds
fatls in reclrc- because RCS is at to p_p sesl failure and
ulatton rode due to high pressure. $2 s|ze break.
loss of CL_ or SV.

a. Oaltnant contributor to failure is burn error at su|tchover.

_3
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(_ Table 10. Continued.
|nJecticm Svstm Stat._ AvxillarY F_1[er $tat_ RCS Status

(_ Plant Oamge State COF Point P_r;en_ ContrtbuttQn
b-_ _rou 9 Plant Oamqe State (sttmte To POS_ To Total COl: HP[ LPI Hot9 r _)riv_m Tvrt_lne Ortven

OO POS-Z Loss of Coolant SZIIYYYYR 3.8E-08 0.01 0.01 Operated initially, Ooes not operate Operates. Not required. SiM|l break (0._'(I)<2")but fails in because RCS ts at |nRCS ptptng. TtmtoCU
Accident, cont. rectrculatton mode high pressure, ts not specified.

due to pe_ial loss
of AC power.

SZLBYYYNR 2.1E-08 0.01 0.01 Failed due to loss Available to Inject Operates. NOt required. Loss of CL_ or SV leeds
of CCV or SV. when core Is uncovered, to p_p smal failure and

but cannot because RCS $2 size bruk.

pressure is too h|gh.

ANBYYYNN 2.1[-08 0.01 0.01 Not requ|red; RCS Fatled due to loss Not required. Not _quir_l. Largtbruk (O>S') tnRCS
ts at low pressure, of SW and thus CCV. piping. Time of CU f_om

seconds to minutes.

SINBYYYNN 2.1(-08 0.01 0.01 Fatled due to loss Fatled due to loss Operates. Not required. 14edlmbrwk (Z'<_6") In
of SV and thus CCV. of Ski and thus C_"d. RCSpiping. Tim of CU is

not specified.

SINBYYYNY Z.IE-08 0,01 0.01 Failed due to loss Fatled due to loss Operates. Not required. Mldtumbreak (2"<1)<6") tn
of CL_. of CL_. RCSptptng. Tim of CU ts

-_ Large br_k JnRCSpiping.
Cr_ ANBYYYNY Z.l(-08 0.01 0.01 Not required; RCS Failed due to loss Not required. Not r_lUired.

ts at low pressure, of COd. TtmeofCUf_0ms_.tln.

SZLBYYNYY 1.9(-08 0.01 0.01 01sabled due to Available to inject Power excursion ts Not required. Stall break (O.5"<O(Z')
initial pressure when core Is uncovered, beyond the capebiltty in RCS piping initiates
rtse of ATI_ event, but cannot because RCS or the AFV system to AI"dS.

pressure ts too high. maintain SG v,ster level.

SZNNYNYNR 1.4E-08 <0.01 <O. Ol Fai led due to loss Does not operate as RCS Ogerates. Not required. Loss of CCV 1roadsto pump
or CCV. is at high pressure, seal failm_andS2breik.

SZLBYYYNY 1.3(-08 <0.01 <0.01 Failed due to loss Available to inject at Operates. Not required. Loss or sv luds to pump
of SV and thus CCV. CU, but RCS pressure see1 failure and SZ size

is too high. btl_k.

SZIIYYYYY 1.3(-08 <0.01 <0.01 Operated Initially, Goes not operate Operates. Not required. Stall break (O.S'(O<Z')
but fails Sn because RCS is at In RCSpiping. Time to CU
recircu|ation mode; high pressure. IS not specified.
see note [a).

a. _i_nt contributor to failure is human error at _itc_r.



Table 10. Continued.
(n.i_l_ionSystem Status Auxl Ii4_ F_i_er _;t@t_ RCS Status

Plant Oama_ State _ Point Percent _ontrit)ution

§r_)uo Plent _ee State _sttmat@ _ To Total CDF _ LPI Motor I)riv_l. Turbin_ _riven

P9S-2 Loss of Coolant SZNIYYYRR 1.ZE-06 <0.01 <O.O1 Failed due to loss Ooes not operate as RCS Operates. Not required. Loss of CCV leads to pumpof CCV. is at high pressure, seal failureandSZbroik.
Accident. cont.

S211YYNNR l.IE-_ <0.01 <0.01 Ol3erates initially. Oees not operate See note (aS. Failed or in Loss of W leads to
fails in recircula- because RCS is at mintenance, seal failure and SZ size
tton mode from par- high pressure, break.
tirol_ paver loss.

SZNNYNYNN I._-08 <0.01 <0.01 Failed due to loss _ not operate as RCS Ol_retos- Not required. Loss of _ leads to
of SW. is mt high pressure, sul fmilure__.

SII|YYYYY 7.8(-_ <0.01 (0.01 Operates. Operates initially. Operates. Not required. Medium break (_'(0(6")in R5 piping. TiM to
but fails in _ is not specified.
reclrculat ion mode;

note (by.

AIIYYYYY 7.BE-_ <0.01 <0.01 Not required: RCS Operates initially. Not required. Not required. La_b_ (0>6") In_
is at low pressure, but fails in pipiH. Recirculationmust be switched on

rocirculatian _; within ZO to 30 minutes.
note (bY.

O$_rmtes. Not required. Small break (0.5"<D<2")

._ SZLBYYYYN 7.7E-Og (0.01 <0.01 Fails due to safety Available to inject lnRCSpiping. TimmtoCUinjection actuation when core is uncovered, is not specified.
"-d signal failure, but cannot because RCS

pressure is too high.

SZNBYYNNY 6.6(-09 <0.01 (0.01 Failed due to loss Does not operate Failed due to turbine Failed due to turbine Lass of CCV leads to
of CL'V. because RCS is at trip failure, trip failure, seal failure and $2 sizebreak.

high pressure.

S2NRYYNflN 6.6E-09 <0.01 <0.01 Failed due to loss Ooes not operate Failed due to turbine Failed due to turbine Loss of Ski leads to p_mp
of SW. be_a_ RCS is at trip failure, trip failure, seal failure and SZ size

high pressure, break.

S2NNYNYNY S.6(-09 <0.01 <0.01 Failed due to loss Ooes not operate Operates. Not required. Loss of _ leads to pump
seal failure and S2 size

of C_. because RCS is at break.
high pressure.

SZINYYYNR 3.9E-09 <0.01 <0.01 S_ne as sequence SZIBYYYNY.

a. System unavailable mt the tim the transient is initiated due to lack of AC power.

b. Dominant contributor to failure is human error at switchover.

tJ_
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Table 10. Continued.

_[_ Injection System Status AvTqll iarv Feedmter Status RCS Status

,-., Plant Oemage State CI)F Point P_n_ _=ntrtbutton
_Pt §r_m Plenl; Qam_m Stilt Esttmte ToP_G To Total COF ___ LPI Notor Ortven Turbano 9_tven

00 POS-Z Loss of Coolant SZNIYYIINN 3.6E-09 <0.01 <0.01 Failed due to less Does not operate See note (a). Failed or tn Loss of SV leads to imp
of SV. because RCS ts at mlntanan_, noal failure and SZ size

high pressure, break.

ANI_Y Z.3E-09 cO.O1 <0.01 _ as sequence MB_I_r.

SIRIYYYYR Z.IE-O9 ¢0.01 tO.Of Operates. See note (a). Not required. Not raqutred. I_dt,I break (2"_cb ")in RCSpiping. Tim to CU
Is net specified.

MIYYYYR 2.1E-09 <0.01 <0.01 Not rululred; RCS See note (a). Itot required. Not required. Largebreak (i)_6") InR(3piping. Thee of CUts not
at low pressure, specified.

5211YYNYR 1.6[-09 <0.01 <0.01 Operates Initially. Does not operate See note (a). Failed or in Saall break (O.5"cl)(_')
fails tn rectrcola- because RC3 is at maintenance, tnRCSpiptng. TmtoCU
tim mode due to high pressure. Is not specified.

loss of kC poum'.

S2flIYYMR 1.1E-09 (0.01 ¢0.01 Failed due to loss Does not operate See note (a). Failed or In Loseof_CV leads te pump

of C_. b_.&use RC_ ts at itllltmlanct, seal fstlura _cl S2 size

_;_ high pressure, break.

PI)S-3 Transients TLCYMYY 6.1F-IM 52 2.2 Disabled due to Available to Inject Pouer e_urstno ts Not _qulred. RCS boundary relies
Initial pressure Vhen core Is uncovered Nst the cababtlity Intact.
rtse of AT_ event bet cannot because RCS of _ to mtntatn 56
or failed at start pressura Is t_o high. rater level, fatlure
of transiest, of turb|os trip fails

or failed at
start of transient.

TIAYYNYR 5.2[-06 44 1.9 Operates initially. Ooss not operate as See note (a). Failed or In tiC5 boundary rmitns
fails in recirc RCS is at high maintenance. Intact.
•,ode due to partial pressure.
loss of A£ pov_.

TICYYliYY 4.41[-07 3.7 0.16 Operates Initially, I)oes not operate Failed due to turbine Failed due to turbine RCS boundary rIlins
but fails in the because RCS ts st trip fatlura or trip failure or intact.
rectrcolation --de: high pressure, fatted at beginning, failed at beginoing.
seenora (b).

a. System unavailable at the ti m, the transient is initiated due to leck of AC poeer.
b. Oominont contributor to failure ts human error at swttchover.



Table 10. Continued.

_n_ipctton System Status Avxiliary FiNldmter Status

Plant I_ State CDF Point I_ _ributton
6rOUD Plant 9amine State Estimmte To PDS6 19 Total (_9G HPt tPl Motor Dravqm Turbine Di'tvqm

P9S-3 Transients. T|IIYYNYR 3.3/-06 0.28 0.01 Operates initially. Does not operate See note (a). Failed or in RCS boundary ltns
fails tn racirc. I itCS is at astl. intact.

cont. _ck due to partial pressure.
lose of AC po_r.

T1CYYU_ 1.9[-08 0.16 0.01 Operates initially. Does not operate Samnote (b). Failed or in RCS boundary Itns
but fails in the / ItCS ts at mintmance, intact.

recirculattan mode high prmure.
due to conrail
fan cooler failing
frm lack of JC poum'.

TLCY/W_ 1.0[-08 O.M <0.0; Food and blsed cool- Available to tnJlct See note (b). Failed or in RCS boundmr7 ItnS
ing fat1, due to sin- uhen core Is uncovsrsd mII. Intact.
availability of a but cammt because RCS
charging or safety prmumre is too high.
in34ct ino lamp.

TLAYmffit 2.S[-09 -0.01 <0.01 Feed and hlsed cool- bailable to tnJect See note (a). Fmi14d or tn lifts boundary Itns
trig fails due to un- m_on core is uncovered mtI. intact.

_;_ availability of both but cannot I RCS

._ a charging and pressure is too high.
safety injectim loWmp.

TLAYIYY 8.5[-09 <0.01 cO.Ol Disabled due to Available to inject Pouor excursion is Not required. RCS boundary _tno
initial I:_essure vhon cone is uncovered beyond the capability intact.
rise of AI_ event, but cannot I ItCS of the AFt/ system to

pI is too high. iintain $6 .--tor level.

1.1E-09 <0.01 (0.01 Failed due to loss Failed due to loss Failed or in Fatled or in ItC3 boundary retains
of CCe. of CCId. mmintonance, ml_. intact.

TNCYIYli 1.1[-09 (O.O1 <0.01 Failed due to loss Failed due to loss Fatled or in Failed or t_ _ boundary ItnS
of _. of _. ii_. mail. intact.

lllAYIIYll 1.0£-09 <0.01 <0.01 Failed due to loss Failed due to loss See note (m). Failed or in RCS boundary r_mtns
of SM. , of SV. mintenance, intact.

a. System unavailable at the tim the transient is initiat_ due to lack of _ po_.r.
b. One train unavailad)_ M to li:k of _ _ or Ii_. _ the other is failed or in it) at the start of the transient.

Z
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Table 10. Continued. ;;>

|n.iection Systm Status A_xi!iary F_water status RCS Status

(_ Plant IMmmg_ State COF Point P_rcent Contribution
_., 6roun pllnl; OesmmeState Estimate _ To Total COF HP[ LP[ NOtOr Driven Turbine Oriven
L_

PDS-4 S6TRs H]CYNXYY 1.3E-06 96 0.46 Operates initially, Does not operate Operates but SGs are Not required. SETR but RCS is not
but fafls tn the because RCS is at not depressurtzed, depressurtzed below the
recirculation mode high pressure, main safety velve set-

points of the $6. Loss of
due to core and RVST inventory from RCS ls
inventory being last
through SETR. never mitigated.

6MCYltYM 2.9E-08 2.1 0.01 Failed due to loss Does not operate Operates. Not required. S6TR with RCS depressu-rizeo below the rain
of SV. because RCS is at safety valve setpoints of

high pressure, the 56. One sequence

involves p_p seal fat l-
ure and $2 size break.

6mCYNYNY 2.9E-08 Z.l O.Ol Failed due to loss Does not operate Operates. Not required. SGTR vtth RCS depressu-rtzed below the --in
of CCI/. because RCS is at safety valve setpotnts of

high pressure, the SG. One sequence
involves pumpseal fail-
ure and $2 stze break.

_;_ 611CYNIiYY 5.6E-09 0.41 <0.01 Fails; large, early Does not operate Functions1. but Functional. but Reactor is not tripped;
overpressurization because RCS is at loss of inventory loss of inventory loss of inventory from
results in failure high pressure, prevents adequate prevents adequate S6TR prevents adequate

0 of safety injection heat transfer from heat transfer f_m secondary cooling; large,
system check valves core to SG's. core to S6's. early overl)ressurtzettonvttheut cooling results
and piping, in CO.

6RCYNYYN 2.ZE-09 0.15 <0.01 Failed due to Ooes not operate Operates. Not required. SGTR with RCS depressu-rized below the main

failure of safe- because RCS is at safety valve setpoints of
guards actuation high pressure, of the $6.
system.

PDS-5 Event V V 1.1E-07 i00 0.N Operates initially. Fail by initiating Operates. NOt required. HiS pressure sptmruptures low pressure
but fails in event, systm outside of
recirculation mode. cont_irm_t.



Appendix A

Table 11. Injectionsystemfailuremechanismcharacteristicsfor the dominant
plant damage states at Zion.

Plant Damage State Point estimate Failure
Group Plant Damage Sta_e CDF Characteristics

PDS-I StationBlackout TRRRRSRR 4.7E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT
S2RRRRYRR 4.2E-07 POWER-HPI-INIT
S2RRRRSRR 8.2E-08 POWER-HPI-INIT

PDS-2 Loss of Coolant S2NBYYYNY 1.2E-04 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
Accident S2NBYYYNN 1.2E-04 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT

S21BYYYYY 8.0E-06 OPERATOR-HPI-RECIRC
SIIBYYYYY° 4.9E-06 OPERATOR-LPI-RECIRC
SIIBYYYYY° 5.3E-07 FAIL-LPI-INIT
AIBYYYYY 4.9E-06 OPERATOR-LPI-RECIRC
ANBYYYYY 1.4E-06 FAIL-LPI-INIT
S2NBYYYNR 3.8E-07 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S211YYYNR 3.3E-07 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S2NIYYYNN 2.3E-07 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S2NIYYYNY 1.9E-07 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S21BYYYNY 1.8E-07 CCW/SW-HPI-RECIRC
S21BYYYNR 6.8E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-RECIRC
S211YYYYR 3.8E-08 POWER-HPI-RECIRC
S2LBYYYNR 2.1E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
ANBYYYNN 2.1E-08 CCW/SW-LPI-INIT
SINBYYYNN 2.1E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
SINBYYYNY 2.1E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
ANBYYYNY 2.1E-08 CCW/SW-LPI-INIT
S2LBYYNYY ].9E-08 ATWS-HPI-INIT
S2NNYNYNR 1.4E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S2LBYYYNY 1.3E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S211YYYYY 1.3E-08 OPERATOR-HPI-RECIRC
S2NIYYYNR 1.2E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S211YYNNR 1.1E-08 POWER-HPI-RECIRC
S2NNYNYNN 1.0E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
SIIIYYYYY 7.8E-09 OPERATOR-LPI-RECIRC
AIIYYYYY 7.8E-09 OPERATOR-LPI-RECIRC
S2LBYYYYN 7.7E-09 SAFETY-HPI-INIT
S2NBYYNNY 6.6E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S2NBYYNNN 6.6E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S2NNYNYNY 5.6E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
S21NYYYNR 3.9E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-RECIRC
S2NIYYNNN 3.6E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
ANIYYYYY 2.3E-09 FAIL-LPI-INIT
SIRIYYYYR 2.1E-09 POWER-LPI-INIT
ARIYYYYR 2.1E-09 POWER-LPI-INIT
S211YYNYR 1.6E-Og POWER-HPI-RECIRC
S2NIYYNNR 1.1E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INITI

a. This PDS is split betweenthe two failurecharacteristicsas shown.
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Appendix A

Table 11. continued.

Plant DamageState Point estimate Failure
Group _ plant DamaqeState CDF Characteristics

PDS-3 Transients TLCYNNYY" 5.8E-06 ATWS-HPI-INIT
TLCYNNYY° 2.7E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TIAYYNYR 5.2E-06 POWER-HPI-RECIRC
TICYYNYY 4.4E-07 OPERATOR-HPI-RECIRC
TINYYNYR 3.3E-08 POWER-HPI-RECIRC
TICYYNYR 1.9E-08 POWER-HPI-RECIRC
TLCYNNYR 1.0E-08 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TLAYNNYR 2.5E-09 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TLAYNNYY 8.5E-09 ATWS-HPI-INIT
TNCYNNYY 1.1E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
TNCVNNYN 1.1E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
TNAYNNYN 1.0E-09 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT

PDS-4 SGTR HICYNXYY 1.3E-06 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
GNCYNYNN 2.9E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
GNCYNYNY 2.9E-08 CCW/SW-HPI-INIT
GNCYNNYY 5.6E-09 ATWS-HPI-INIT
GNCYNYYN 2.2E-09 SAFETY-HPI-INIT

PDS-5 V V 1.1E-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

TOTAL 2.8E-04

a. This PDS is split betweenthe two failurecharacteristicsas shown.

NUREG/CR-6158 A-52



TAble 12. Contribution by injection system failure mechanismsto the total core damage frequency at Zion.

Percent of failures by injection system

Failure Number of Percent of tIP1 LPI
Mechanism PDSs Mean CDF Tot_l CDF Initial Recirc. Initial Recirc.

POWER ll 1.1E-O5 4 50 50 <<0.1 0

RECIRC 2 1.4E-067 0.5 0 100 0 0

FAIL 6_b 2.2E-06 1 13 0 87 0

ATWS 4b 5.9E-06 2 100 0 0 0

OPERATOR 7" 1.8E-05 6.5 0 46 0 54

CCW/SW 28 2.4E-04 86 99.7 0.2 <<0.1 0
I

SAFETY 2 9.9E-09 <<O.I lO0 0 0 0

TOTAL 60c 2.8E-04 100

a. PDS SIIBYYYYYis split betweenfailuremechanismsOPERATOR-LPI-RECIRCand FAIL-LPI-INIT.
b. PDS TLCYNNYYis split betweenfailuremechanismsATWS-HPI-INITand FAIL-HPI-INIT.
c. Total tally includesthe two split PDSs.
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5.3 SEOUOYAH RESULTS

The injectionfailuremechanismdescriptionsfor the dominant accident

sequencesat Sequoyahare presentedin Table 13. The simplifiedthree

characterfailuredescriptionsare presentedin Table 14. These three

characterfailuredescriptionswere then sorted to obtain the CDF contribution

for each of the failuremechanisms. Table 15 presentsthe CDF contributionby

failuremechanism,by which injectionsystem is failed,and by time of

failure.

The results in Table 15 indicatethat the dominant failuremechanismat

Sequoyah involvesrecirculationmode failuresand occurs in 12 sequenceswhich

makeup 64% of the total CDF. One of these sequencesis the V sequence (1% of

the total CDF.) This sequence is identicalto that describedfor Surry above.

As was discussedpreviously,no viable recoveryactionsexist for this

sequence. Another three of the sequences(4% of the total CDF) involvea SGTR

in which the RCS is not depressurizedsufficientlyto stop the loss of

coolant. This leads to loss of core inventory,depletionof the refueling

water storagetank (RWST),and finallythe core uncovers. Possiblerecovery

actionsfor these sequencesincludecontinuedrefillingof the RWST or adding

an additionalwater source.

The remainingeight sequences(59% of the total CDF) involvevery

small, small,medium, and large break LOCAs. Although for some of these

sequences,operator failureto properlyinitiatethe recirculationswitchover

is an importantcontributorfor this failuremechanism,these sequenceswere

not classifiedas an operatorerror mechanismas was done for Zion above. The

reason for this is that it was not clear from the NUREG/CR-4550(see

Reference4) which sequenceswere due to operatorerror and which were due

failures in the recirculationsystem. Three sequences($30cH2,SsOcHs,and

S3WIHs)involvesmall break sizes (breakdiameterless than a half inch.)

These three sequencescontribute35% to the total CDF. The time at which the

core uncoversfor these sequencesis greater than 17 hours. Two sequences

(S2H2 and S2Hs)involvesmall break sizes (breakdiameter between0.5 and 2
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inches.) These two sequences contribute 11%to the total CDF. For these

sequences, depending upon the break size, the time at which the core uncovers

varies from 45 minutes to 17 hours. The remaining three sequences (S1H_,

S1H4,andAH1) involve mediumand large break LOCAs. These three sequences

cont ibute more than 13% to the total CDF. The time at which the core

uncovers for these sequences is between 15 and 50 minutes for the mediumLOCAs

and less than 1 minute for the large LOCA. Possible recovery actions for

these sequences can be found in the discussion for Surry.

Power Fatlures

Failuresdue to loss of ac power involvefour sequencesand accounts

for 26% of the total CDF. In all of these sequences,the RCS remainsat high

pressure,so that the HPI system is requiredfor coolantmake up. The system

is unavailablefrom the start of the sequenceand remainsso for the duration

of the sequence. Even if the RCS could be depressurized,the low pressure

injectionsystemsWou'Idalso be unavailabledue to the loss of ac power.

Of the four sequencesinvolvingloss of power, in two of them, the core

uncovers in approximatelyI hour (SBO-Qand SBO-L.) These two sequences

contribute18% to the total CDF at Sequoyah. For the remainingtwo (SBO-SLOCA

and SBO-BATT),the time at which the core uncoversvaries from 2.5 to 7 hours.

Possiblerecoveryactionsfor these sequencesare the same as those discussed

for Surry power failures.

Hardware Failures

Failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof hardwarefailureoccurs in

5 of the sequences(7% of the total CDF.) Of these sequences,three involve

failureof the HPI and two involvefailureof the LPI (4% and 3% of the total

CDF, respectively.) For all of the sequences,the injectionsystem are failed

at the beginningof the sequence. For the HPI system failures,the sequences

all involvetransients(T2LIPI,TDcjt._P_,and TDc,LIPI)which result in loss of

main feedwater. Subsequentfailureof the power operatedrelief valves

(PORVs)to open for feed and bleed coolingcauses the core to uncover. For

the LPI system failures,the two sequencesinvolvelarge break LOCAs (ADsand
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ADo)in which the time at which the core uncovers is less than oneminute.

Becauseof this very short time, recovery of the LPI systemts not vtable.

For those sequencesInvolving fatlure of the HPI system, one posstble recovery

action would be to depressurtze the RCSso that the LPI system could be

utilized. However, stnce fatlure to depressurtze the RCSwas accountedfor in

defining these sequences,newinnovative depressurization mechanismswould
have to be deduced.

ATW$Event Fatlures

Ftnally, as was seen for Surry, two sequences(TKRZand TKRD4;3%of

the total CDF) tnvolve an ATWSevent which induces an overpressurization which
fails the HPI systemimmediately. Further discussion on these sequencescan

be found in the results for Surry.
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Table 13. Injection failure mechanism descriptions for the dominant accident sequences at Sequoyaho

Injection SystemStatus A_xtlter Y F_i_ter St4t_ RCSStatus

Perc,_ntr r_ntrtbut ion

Pl_n_ 04u_qe State Acct_eflt Seauem;e _ TOPOS TO Tgtal C01: _ I.PI Rgtor Driven Tvrbine Driven

POS-1 Slow Blackout S60-SLOCA 4.32£-06 86.4 7.S Seenote (a). See note (a). Seenote (a). Starts succossfully S_I LOCAstarts at 1.Sand continues to hours. Tim of CU Is
run. but battm_ d_t .pen the

depktton occurs slz. llnd tf the
at 4 hours. This dmprmu_rtzes the It£3.
results in logs of This of CUvaries from
tnstr_mmtatton and 2.5 to 5.9 hours from the
cantrol poser, lees of N: pmer.

SSO-Q 3.87E-07 7.7 0.7 Sos note (a). See nots (s). See note (s). Starts succxssfully Prtairy coolant dis-and continues to r_m. charge from stuck open
Core uncoversbefore prsssurtzer PORVleads
battery depletion, to CU tn 1 hour. PORV
Fails in sequence block valves are un-
TI-Z2 (141[). available due to no AC.

SBO-BATT 3.08[-07 6.2 O.S See note (a). Seenote (a). See note (i). Starts successful]y ItCSbom_daryrm_tnsand continues to intact.
run. but battery
deletion occurs
it 4 hours. This
results tn loss of

* instrumentation and
..j control pmmr. Core

uncovers 3 hr# ]atar.

POS-2 Fist Blackout S90-L 9.64E-06 100.0 15.9 See not (a). See note (s). See note (a). Fills. CU oct:Mrsit f_miirls lfltJiC_.ap_r_hltely I hour.

POS-3 Loss of Coolant _ 1.43E-05 40.2 25.0 Operates ln|tially. Not activated as Operetos. Not r_lUlred. Very Ira11 break
but fails tn RCSts at high (0 c 0.5"). Tm of CU

Accident i;ecirculation mode. pressure, deem:lent upon the LOCk
size imd if secondary is
depressurtzed. Mtth sac-
ondary dep_ssur tzed.
tim to CU is greltm*
th_ 17 Is_s_s.

m. Systemum_aviil_leat the timethe trmlsi_t is initiateddue to lack of _ power.

Z
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0 Table 13. Continued.

(_ Injection _vstem Status Auxiliar Y F_ter Status. R_ _tatu_
_-, Percent Con1_rib_tion

To Total CDF HPl LP[ Motor l)rive_. Tyr)l_ Ortv_
(:_ Plan_ 04maae State Accident Seauence _ ToPO%

PDS-3 Loss of Coolant S20cH_ 5.OZE-06 14.1 8.8 Operates. Operates initially. Operates. Not required. Same as S_.but fails in

Accident. cont. recirculation mode.

SIHz 4.88E-06 13.7 8.5 Operates initially, Operates initially Operates. Not required. Medium size break
but fails In and in reclrculation (Z'<D<6") in the RCS

piping. Time of CU is

recirculation mode. mode. dependent m break size.
For Z" break, the time

to CU is c 50 man., for

3.5" brmmk, the time to
CU is < 15 man. in(Jiep_euJ-

ent of secondary

depressur izat ion.

S2H) 4.50E-06 12.6 7.9 Operates initially. Not activated. RCS Operates. Not required. _mall break (O.S'¢D<Z')
but fails in Is at high pressure, in RCS piping. Withsecondary cl_ressur Ized.
recirculation mode. time to _ is 45 rain. to

17 hourl.

i

t._ 3.3 Operates. Operates Initially. Operates. NOt required. Same as S,H2.
O_ S1H_ 1.90E-06 5.3 but fails in

reclrculotion mode.

S=H3 1.7ZE-06 4.8 3.0 Operates initially, Fails to supply Operates. Not required. Sam as S2J12.
but fails in coolant to tiP[
recirculation mode. reclrculation macho.

ADs 1.29[-06 3.6 2.3 Fiat required; RCS Operates. but Not required. Not required. Large break (6"<0< 29")
at low pressure, accumulators fall to in the RCS piping. Timeof CU is dependent on

inject, leading to break size, but is on the

core damage. Time of order of 1 ,,in. or less.
CO is immediate.

AH1 9.98E-07 2.8 1.7 Not required; RCS O_erates initially, Not required. Not required. Same as N) s.
at low pressure, but fails in

recirculat ion mode.

S=WIH_ 6.34E-07 1.8 1.1 Operates. Operates initially. Operates. Not required. Sam as S_OcH.z.but fails in

recirculation mode.

Al)e 3.41E-07 I.O 0.6 Not activated as RCS Fails. Not required. Not required. Samm as AOs.
is at low pressure.



Table 13. Continued.

_n,|ect ion System Status Auxi 1tary Fe_lv_!:gr Status _ Status
Percent _ntri_ut lon

Plant O_mtele $tatml AGct_Y _ Semicm¢_ _ ToP"""""_ To Total CDF HF._! LPI Motor Orivq_ Turbine Driven

PDS-4 V Event V 6.50E-07 100.0 1.1 Operates initial- Fails tntttal]y. Operates. Not required. High pressure systemruptures low pressure
ly. but unable to system.
_c Ircu late.

PDS-S Transients T2LIp1 1.93F-06 73.9 3.4 Operates but PORVs Not activated as Fails. Does not operate as RCS boundary remains
fail to open, so RCS ts at high power conversion intact.
feed and bleed pressure, systlm is disabled.
cooling fat ls.

ToaL_Pt 3.38E-07 13.0 0.6 Sameas sequence T_LIP_.

Toc,L,pl 3.38E-07 13.0 0.6 Same as sequence T_-_P1-

PDS-6 ATlm3 TKRZ 1.40E-06 72.2 2.4 Disabled due to Not activated as Operates. Not required. Initial p_ssure risetnittal pressure RCS is at high falls RCS boundaryIntegrity. Very mat1
rise. pressure, break size.

TKRD, 2.39E°07 12.3 0.4 Emergency boration Not activated as Operates. Not required. Continued discharge
pumps fail: contin- RCS is at high through relltrf valvesleeds to core damage.
ued pover generation pressure.
maintains pressure!
above RV set points.
High pressure fat]s
charging pumps.

T_JCR 3.01E-07 15.5 0.5 Operates Inltially. Not activated as Operates. NOt required. Loss of $6 lntegrlty andbut reclrculation RCS is at high continued high I_asure
due to ATVS leeds to loss

ts not possible, pressure, of core inventory and CU.

POS-7 5GTR TsoOoOs 1.30E-06 76.0 2.3 Operates initially, NOt activated as Operates. NOt required. Loss of $6 Integrity _mdbut rectrcuIation RCS is at high failure to depreseurtze
leads to deplett_m of

is not possible, pressure; rectrc- RVST tnven_ry and (211.
ulation is not

possible. Refilling I_ST delays CU.

TsoL 4.14E-07 24.2 0.7 Operates but feed Not activated as Fails. Inoperable due to Loss of core inventory
and bleed is not RC5 is at high SGTR. through SGTR leads 1:o CU.
successful due to pressure.
RC5 depressurtzat ion
to mitigate SGTR;
reclrculation Is not

Z possible.

m,.
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Table 14. Injection system failure mechanism characteristics for the dominant
accident sequences at Sequoyah.

i ,i i i m, i i, i

Failure
P1ant Damaqe Stat;e Sea_lencQ _ _Characteristics

I

PDS-I Slow Blackout SBO-SLOCA 4.32E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT
SBO-Q 3.87E-07 POWER-HPI-INIT
SBO-BATT 3.08E-O/ POWER-HPI-INIT

PDS-2 Fast Blackout SBO-L 9.64E-06 POWER-HPI-INIT

PDS-3 Loss of Coolant S30cH2 1.43E-05 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
AccIdent S3OcH3 5.02E-06 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC

S1H2 4.88E-06 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
$2H2 4.50E-06 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
$IH4 I.90E-06 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC
$2H3 I.72E-06 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC
ADs I.29E-06 FAIL-LPI-INIT
AHI 9.98E-07 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC
S3WIH3 6.34E-07 RECIRC-LPI-RECIRC
ADe 3.4IE-07 FAIL-LPI-INIT

PDS-4 V V 6.50E-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

PDS-5 Transients T2L_P_ 1.93E-06 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TociLIP1 3.38E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
Toc,L1P1 3.38E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT

PDS-6 ATWS TKRZ 1.40E-06 ATWS-HPI-INIT
TKRD4 2.39E-07 ATWS-HPI-INIT
T_KR 3.01E-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

PDS-7 SGTR TsQOoQs 1.30E-06 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC
TsQL 4.14E-07 RECIRC-HPI-RECIRC

TOTAL 5.71E-05

_ __ ,,,
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Table 15. Contribution by injectinn syst_ failure mechanismsto the total core damagefrequency at Sequoyah.

Percent of failures b,¥ in.iection svstea

Failure Numberof Percent of HPI LPI
Mechanism Sequences Mean CDFI,, Total COF, |nitial Recirc, |nitial Recirc.

POKIER 4 1.5E-05 26 100 0 0 0

RECIRC 12 3.7E-05 64 0 7Z 0 28

FATL 5 4.2E-06 7 62 0 38 0

ATWS 2 1.6E-06 3 100 0 0 0

TOTAL 23 5.7E-05 100

:>
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Appendix A

5.4 PEACH BOTTOM RESULTS

The injection failure mechanism descriptions for the dominant accident

sequencesat Peach Bottom are presentedin Table 16. The simplifiedthree
t

characterfailuredescriptionsare presentedin Table 17. These three

characterfailuredescriptionswere then sortedto obtain the CDF contribution

for each of the failurecharacteristics.Table IB presentsthe CDF

contributionby failuremechanism,by which injectionsystem is failed,and by

tlme of failure.

Power Fallures

The results in Table 18 indicatethat the dominant failuremechanismat

Peach Bottom is due to loss of ac power (46% of the total CDF.) The reactor

coolantsystem (RCS) remainsat high pressure,so that either the high

pressurecoolant injection(HPCI)or the reactorcore isolationcooling (RClC)

systemsare required for coolantmake up. If the RCS can be depressurized,

the low pressure injectionsystemsare unavailabledue to the loss of ac

power.

A total of five sequencesinvolvethis scenario. Of these, three

(TI-BNU11,TI-PIBNU11,and TI-BUIINU21),involvelate failuresof the HPCI and

RCIC due to either loss of room coolingor due to batterydepletion(after

about ten hours.) The core is uncoveredafter about 10 to 13 hours due to

coolantboiloff. These three sequencescontribute41% to the total CDF at

Peach Bottom. In the remainingtwo (TI-BU11U21and TI-PIBUIIU21),the core

uncovers in approximately1 hour. These two sequencescontribute4.6% to the

total CDF. For the long term sequences,possiblerecovery actionsare to

providean alternativeon-site ac power supplyto the control rod drive system

or to the high pressure servicewater (HPSW)system for long term core

cooling. If the HPSW is to be used the reactormust also be depressurized.

For the short term sequences,the only viable recoverywould be alternative

sourcesof on-site ac and dc power. However,whether such power sourcescould

be initiatedin sufficienttime would have to be determined.
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Hardware Fatlures

Failure of the injection systems because of a hardware failure occurs

in two sequences (T3C-CUllX and T3A-CUIlX; 7% of the total CDF.) These

involvetransientswith failureto scram, the SLC operates,the HPCI and RCIC

fail, and depressurizationfails which precludeslow pressurecooling. The

core uncovers in less than 15 minutes. There are no feasiblerecovery actions

for these sequencesbecauseof the very short times for the core to uncover.

ATWS Events

Failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof an ATWS event occurs in

five of the sequences(36%of the total CDF.) Three (T3A-C-SLC,T3B-C-SLC,

and T2-C-SLC;32.6% of the total CDF) involvea transientwith failureto

scram and standby liquid control (SLC) system failure. The HPCI fails early

on high suppressionpool temperature. Then the reactor is either not

depressurizedor is manually depressurizedto use the low pressuresystems.

However in the latter case, the low pressuresystemswill always fail due to

low net positivesuctionhead (NPSH),harsh environments,or the inabilityto

keep the reactorvessel depressurized. The remainingtwo sequencesT3C-C-SLC

and TI-C-SLC (3.4% of the total CDF) are similar,except that a safety relief

valve is stuck open in the first case and in the latter,the sequence

initiatoris loss of offsite power. The only feasiblerecoveryactionsfor

these sequenceswould be to scram the reactorand then depressurizethe

reactor. However, since failureto scram the reactor and to depressurizethe

RCS was accountedfor in definingthese sequences,new innovative

depressurizationmechanismswould have to be deduced.

OperatorFailures

Failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof an operatorerror occurs in

six of the sequences(11% of the total CDF.) All of these sequencesinvolve

cases where the low pressuresystemsare requiredbut operatormiscalibration

of the reactorpressure sensorspreventsthe injectionvalves to open. Five

of the sequencesinvolvethe equivalentof a medium size LOCA and one involves

a large LOCA. For the medium LOCA cases the core uncovers in one to two hours

and for the large LOCA in about 15 minutes. Becauseof the relativelyshort

times involved,there are no feasiblerecoveryactions.
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Table 16. Injection failure mchantsm descriptions for the dominant accident sequences at Peach Bottom.

_X_ Injection System Status

Super /_'c 1dent _ Contrtbut ton
h-- Plon_ _nono State Sem_mce _ ToP_ T9 Total COF HPCI and CRO RCIC LPCZ LPCS and HPSV I_ Stot_a

O0
LOSP TI-EIAJll 1.6[-06 74.3 35.8 HPCI operatas initially. Fails in sam mmer See nots (a). See note (a). Cone dmoge occurs In

but fa! ls In ahou_ 10 as HPCI. about 13 hours dMe to
hours due to loas of coolant bo(loff.

roan cnoltng or battery
depletion:
ClIO- seenote (a).

TI-EUIIU21 1.9E-07 8.8 4.3 ItPCI filled frem cinema Fa|ls in sam rammer See note (a). See note (e). Core _ eccm's tn
cause failure of as HPCI. about sol hour.

gult tple batteries,
follomd by failurs
of dtasel generators:
au) - sannot. (.).

Tl-PIMU11 1.3E-07 6.0 Z.9 HPC! operates Initially. Fails tn sam runner See note (a). See note (a). Core dmoge occurs in
but fat Is tn about 10 as HPCI. about 10 to 13 hours.
hours due to loss of Fa! led open SiN causes
roos cooling or battery Illghtly fastm" boi]off
dopletion: thin for TI-IlIUll.
C20- seenote(-).

Tl-EUIIIN21 1.3E-07 6.0 2.9 HPCI fails initially; RCIC fails following See note (e). See note (a). Core demge occurs inCRO - see note (a). battery dmpletion or about 13 hours due to
due to harsh environ- cnolant bolloff.
Imnt.

Tl-P2V234WJIIB 8.7[-08 4.0 1.9 HPCl operates initially. Fails In same runner Fails inttiallyo mainly LP_ falls in sam The too stuck open SAYs
Z SRVs fail open; fails as HPCl. due to iisoalib_tton mnoer as LPCI; HPSV are equivalent to an $1
In about 0.5 to 1.0 of reactor pressure cannot be connected in LgCA. Core dmoge occurs
hour due to lou of sensors, so injection tim to prmmnt CO. in 1 to 2 hours.
veasel steam pressure, valvas do not open.
CRI) is operating but
cannot atttgate the
sequence.

T1-P18UI11RI 1.7[-08 0.8 0.4 HPCI failed due to Fails In same runner See note (a). See note (a). Core dmlge occvrs in
comma cause failure as HPCI. about 1 hour. Failed

of multiple batteries, open SRV c4usas slightly
folloved by failure faster bulloff than for
of diesel generators; TL-llUIIUZl.
C_) - seenote (a}.

e. Systan unovailable at the tim the transient is initiated due to lack of ac po_r.



Table 16. Continued.

Injection Sv,Jtem Status

Super Accident P_r_mt Contribution I_PCSand HPSM m_ status
Plant l_ae State Seauence _ _ T9 Tgtal CDF HPC! and CRO RCIC LPCI

Loss of Coslant SZ-VZV3V4NUll 2.1E-07 82.0 4.7 HPCI operates initially. Fails in same runner Fatls initially, minly LPCS and ItPSV fat1 in Nedium size '.OCA leads
but fails in about O.S as HPCI. due to miscalibration same manner as LPC[. to core damage tn 1 to

Accid_t to 1.0 hour due to loss of reactor pressure Z hours.
of vtssel stems pressure; sensors, so tnjactlos
CRO is operating but valves do not open.
cacti mitigate the LOCA.

A-VZV3 4.5(-08 18.0 1.0 Ig_I not activated as Fails in sam runner Fails initially, mainly LP_ fails in sam Large LOCA _tth no
RCS is at los pressure; as lqPCI, due to mtscoltbratton manner as LPCI; HPSM tn;Jactim lasds to core
CRD ts operating but of reactor pressure cannot be connected tn damg, in abo_'_ 15 rain.
cannot mitigate the LOCA. sensors, so injection tiw to prevent C0.

valvos do not open.

Transient T2-P2V234NUll 5.7(-08 41.3 1.3 HPCI operates initially, Fails in same manner Fails initially, due LPCS and HPSMfail in The _ao stuck open _rVs
2 ._RVs fall open, IqPC! as HPCI. to miscalibration same manner as LOCI. are equivalent to a
fatls in about O.S to of reactor pressure IdtMe LOCA. Core dmmge
1.0 hour due 1:o loss of sensors, so injection occurs in I to 2 hours.
vossel steam pressure: valvos do not open. !
CRD ts operating but
at IitigatI the

_;_ sequence.

tJ_ T3B-P2VZ34NU11 5.6(-08 40.6 1.3 Same as seque_e TZ-P2VZ34NU11.

T3A-PZVZ34NU11 2.5(-08 18.1 0.6 Same as sequenca TZ-P2V234NU11.

ATMS T3A-C-SLC 1.4(-06 73.1 31.4 HPCI falls tn less Fails in same runner Fails because of low LPCS and HPSMfall tn Reactor protection systmthan 0.5 hour due to as HPC[. not positive suction same mama" as LPCI. and standby 11qutd

high suppression pool head. steam in reactor control systam fat1
temperature; CRD is bulldlng, or inability lasding to core damage.
ogerating but cannot to keep the reactor
mitigate the sequence, depressurized.

T3A-CUlIX 2.8(-07 14.6 6.3 HPCI fails either due Fails in same manner Low pressure cooling LPCS and HPSM fail in Reactor protection syst_
to c_ponent fatlure, as HPCI. can not be initiated same rammer as LPCI. and depressurtzation
failing to start and because reactor fail; 2 SRVs stuck open;
run. or being out for depressurization fatls, core damage occurs in lessf iftmm mime.
maintenance; _ is

_rmting but cannot
mitigate the sequence.

Z
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(_ Table 1G. Continued. ;_

|njection System Status

_-" Super Acc 1dent P_rc_nt _.onl;r tbut ton
L,,h RCTC LPCI LPCS and HPSV R_ Status
O0 Plant Om_ae State Se_ence ._ _ _ _Q Total CDF HPI;| and CAD

ATVS, cont. T3C-C-SLC 1.1E-07 5.7 2.5 HPC[ falls In less Fails |n same manner Fa|ls because of 1or LPCS and HPSV fat1 in |nadvertemt open SRV,
than 0.5 hour due to as HPCI. net posJtlve suctton same manner as LPCI. reactor protection system

high suppression 13oo1 head, steam In reactor and standby l|qutd
temperature; CAD ts building, or Inability control system falls
operating but cannot to keep the reactor leading to core damage.
mitigate the sequence, depressur|zed.

TI-C-SLC 4.4E-08 2.3 1.0 Same as sequence T3A-C-SLC.

T38-C-SLC 3.3E-08 1.7 0.7 Same as _quence T3A-C-SLC.

TZ-C-SLC 2.7E-08 1.4 0.6 Same as sequence T3A-C-SLC.

T3C-CUllX 2.2E-08 1.1 0.5 HPC! fa|ls either due Fails tn same manner Low pressure cooling LPCS and HPSV fat1 |n Inadvertemt open SRV,
to component failure, as HPC[. can not be Initiated same manner as LPC[. reactor protection system
failing to start and because reactor and depressur|zat|on
run, or being out for depreasurization fails, fat1; core dlmage occursIn less than ftftmm
maintenance; CRD ts minutes.
operating but cannot

_;_ mitigate the sequence.

0_
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Table II. Injectionsystemfailuremechanismcharacteristicsfor the dominant
accident sequencesat Peach Bottom.

Failure
Super Plant Damaqe State Sequence Mean CDF Characteristics

LOSP TI-BNU11 1.6E-06 POWER-HPI-LATE
TI-BUl]U21 1.9E-07 POWER-HPI-INIT
TI-PIBNU11 1.3E-07 POWER-HPI-LATE
TI-BUIINU21 1.3E-07 POWER-HPI-LATE
TI-P2V234NUIIB 8.7E-08 OPERATOR-LPI-INIT
TI-PIBUIIU21 1.7E-08 POWER-HPI-INIT

LOCA Sl-V2V3V4NUII 2.1E-07 OPEP_FOR-LPI-INIT
A-VZV3 4.6E-08 OPERATOR-LPI-INIT

Transient T2-P2V234NU11 5.7E-08 OPERATOR-LPI-INIT
T3B-P2V234NU11 5.6E-08 OPERATOR-LPI-INIT
T3A-P2V234NU11 2.5E-08 OPERATOR-LPI-INIT

ATWS T3A-C-SLC 1.4E-06 ATWS-HPI-INIT
T3A-CU11X 2.8E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
T3C-C-SLC 1.1E-07 ATWS-HPI-INIT
TI-C-SLC 4.4E-08 ATWS-HPI-INIT
T3B-C-SLC 3.3E-08 ATWS-HPI-INIT
T2-C-SLC 2.7E-08 ATWS-HPI-INIT
T3C-CUIIX 2.2E-08 FAIL-HPI-INIT

TOTAL 4.5E-06
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Z Table 18. Contribution by injection system failure mechanisms to the total core damagefrequency at Peach _>
Bottom. =

0 Percent of f_ilure_ by injection system _"

& Failure Number of Percentof HPI LPI
Mechanism Sequences Mean CDF Total CDF Initial Late _niti_l Late

POWER 5 Z.1E-06 46 10 90 0 0

FAIL 2 3.0E-07 7 100 0 0 0

ATWS 5 1.6E-06 36 100 0 0 0

OPERATOR 6 4.8E-07 11 0 0 100 0

TOTAL 18 4.5E-06 100
:>
b,
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5.5 GRAND GULF RESULTS

The injection failure mechanism descriptions for the dominant accident

sequences at Grand Gulf are presented in Table 19. The simplified three

character failure descriptions are presented in Table 20. These three

character failure descriptions were then sorted to obtain the CDFcontribution

for each of the failure characteristics. Table 21 presents the CDF

contribution by failure mechanism, by which injection system is failed, and by
I

time of failur@.

Hardware Failures

The results in Table 21 indicate that the dominant failure mechanism at

Grand Gulf is hardware failure which contributes 86% to the total CDF. Nine

sequences contribute to this failure mechanism. This tally of sequences

includes the split sequences T1B-16, T1B-21, TC-74, and T2-56. The first two

sequences (82% of the CDF) involve a loss of offsite power which is

recoverable. The vessel is at high pressure and the high pressure core spray

(HPCS) and the CRDsystems are unavailable because of ac power failure. The

RCIC is demandedbut fails to run initially and the core uncovers in about one

hour. Possible recovery actions for these sequences would involve an

alternative source of ac power to the HPCSor CRDsystems. Whether such a

system could be actuated in time to prevent core damagewould have to be
determined.

SequenceTC-74 is split betweenPDSs 9 and 10 (1.2% and 1.5% of the

total CDF, respectively.) Both PDSs are initiatedby an ATWS, but the

sequenceof events that follow are differentfor the two PDSs. In PDS-9,the

ATWS event is followedby failureto depressurizethe reactorso that all LPI

systemscannot operate. The HPCS is requiredbut fails on demand;the RClC

and CRD systemsoperatebut are not sufficientto make up the coolantloss.

Core damage occurs in about one hour. In PDS-IO,the sequence followsthat in

PDS-9, except the HPCS operates initiallyand fails late due to harsh

environment. Core damage occurs in over twelve hours. Recovery actionswould
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have to involveeither an innovativemechanismto depressurizethe reactoror

some method of keepingthe HPCS pump room cooled.

Sequence T2-56 (much less than 0.1% of the total CDF) involvesa loss

of the power conversionsystem followedby failureto depressurizethe

reactor. The HPI systemsare demanded. The HPCS and CRD system either fail

initiallyand the RCIC fails late or vice versa. The systemsfail initially

due to miscalibrationof the water level sensorsand the operatorfails to

initiatemanually. The systemsfail late due to pump room heat up. Core

damage occurs after 12 hours. Possiblerecoveryactionsfor this sequenceare

the same as those discussedfor the TC-74 sequence.

Power Failures

Failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof loss of power occurs in

seven sequences(13% of the total CDF.) This tally of sequencesincludesthe

split sequencesTIB-16,TIB-17, and TIB-21 and the unsplitTIB-13. Sequence

TIB-17 is split betweenPDSs I, 2, 3, and 7. For this failuremechanism,

sequencesTIB-16 and TIB-21 only involvePDS-7.

The TIB-17 sequenceevents are identicalfor PDSs I, 2, and 3 (I.2_ of

the total CDF.) The HPCS, CRD, LPCI, LPCS, and standbyservicewater (SSW)

systems are not availablebecauseof loss of ac power. Two SRVs are stuck

open; the RCIC and firewatersystemsoperatebut are not sufficientto make up

for the coolant loss. The core uncovers in about one hour. The only feasible

recovery actionsfor this sequencewould be to supply additionalac power

sources to the HPCS and CRD systems. For PDS-7, the events are identicalfor

sequencesTlB-16, TIB-17,and TIB-21 (10.4%of the total CDF.) The HPCS, CRD,

LPCI, LPCS, and standbyservicewater (SSW) systemsare not availablebecause

of loss of ac power. The RCIC systemfails due to battery failureand the

firewatersystem is only capableof providingsufficientinjectionin the long

term. The core uncovers in about one hour. The only possible recoveryaction

for these sequenceswould be to provide an alternativedc batterysupplyto

the RClC system. Whether such a systemcould be initiatedin time to prevent

core damage would have to be determined.
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SequenceTIB-13 (1.6% of the total CDF) involvesa loss of offsite

power in which the HPCS, CRD, LPCl, LPCS, and standby servicewater (SSW)

systemsare not availablebecauseof loss of ac power. The RCIC system

operates initially,but fails late becauseof high containmentpressure. The

firewatersystem operatesuntil the reactorpressurerises above turbine

shutoffhead. Reactorpressurecan not be controlledbecauseof loss of dc

power. The core uncovers after 12 hours. Possiblerecoveryactionsfor this

sequencewould includea combinationof all the recoveryactionsdiscussedfor

this failuremechanism.

Operator FalIures

Finally, failureof the injectionsystemsbecauseof an operatorerror

occurs in four of the sequences(1% of the total CDF.) This tally of

sequencesincludesthe split sequencesTIB-14 and T2-56. The TIB-14 sequence

is split betweenPDSs 4, 5, and 6, but the sequenceevents are identicalfor

all three (1% of the total CDF.) The HPCS, CRD, LPCI, LPCS, and standby

servicewater (SSW) systemsare not availablebecauseof loss of ac power.

The RCIC operates initially,but fails on high containmentpressure. The

firewatersystem is availablebut the operator fails to activateit. The core

uncovers after 12 hours. The plant conditionthat causes the core to be

uncoveredis loss of ac power to the LPCI and LPCS. SequenceT2-56 involvesa

loss of the power conversionsystem in which the reactoris not depressurized

and high pressure injectionis required (much less than 0.1% of the total

CDF.) However,all high pressure systemsfail due to miscalibrationof the

water level sensors and the operatorthen fails to initiatethe systems

manually. Core damage occurs in about one hour. Possiblerecoveryactions

for these sequencesare to provide an innovativedepressurizationmethod so as

to utilizethe low pressuresystems.
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Table 19. Injection failure mechanismdescriptions for the dominant accident sequences at Grand Gulf. ;;_

(_ |nJeqtton !_vstemStatus

r_ Accident per_ent _cmtrtbutFtOn LPCS.S_, Ftrlmter
P_fnl_DamaaeStats _q]uence _ _ To Total COF ltPCSand CRO RCIC LPC( fnd _n(:lensate R_r_Status

POS-1$80 TIB-16 " 3.0£-06 93.25 73.1 S_ note (aS. Pumpfails to start Sm note (aS. _ not-,, (a), (b). Core damageoc_
wtth Otesel or r_. and (c). in about am hour.
Generator Failure
BZ-P3-IS-H2-M2-ST TIB-17 4._-08 1.43 1.1 See note (aS. Operates, but is not S_ note (aS. S_ notes (aS and (b); T_ stuck openSIWs

sufficiont to makeup ftrlmter and RCIC equt_lent to an SI
for the coolantlost _t_r are not LOCA.Core dmm_
from opon _Vs. sufficient, accurs tn ab_t u

hour.

TIB-Zt 1.7E-07 5.32 4,1 S_ note (a). Pumpfails to start S_ note (a). See notes (a). (b). One stuck open_ is
or run. and (c). _ivalent to an

LOCA. Core
occurs in _t one
flour.

POS-2 SBO TIB-16 3.9E-08 80.57 0.95 S_ as sequenceT18-16 of POS-I.
with Oiesel
Eer_rator Failure T10-17 8.0£-10 1.56 0.020 _ as seq_ce T10-17 of POS-I.

_;_ 82-P3-IS-HI-M2-ST
' T16-21 8._-09 17.77 0.Z1 Sameas sequenceT18-21 of POS-1. i-,J

t_

POS-3 SBO T16-18 1.7[-07 94.80 4.1 S_ as seq_ T1B-16 of POS-I.
with Diesel
Gemerator Failure T18-17 3.16-09 1.70 0.076 Saw as sequenceT1B-17 of POS-1.
B2-P3-I3-H1-MZ-ST

T10-21 6.4(-09 3.50 0.16 Sameas sequenceTIB-21 of PDS-1.

POS-4 SBO T1B-14 3.9E-08 100 0.95 S_ note (aS. Initially operates, See note (aS. Operator fails to Core dm ccc_,rs
with Diesel but high comirm_t _tlvete ft_ter after 12 hours.
(_neratorFatlure pr_sure _ RCIC system for coolant
BZ-P4-IS-H2-MZ-LT turbinetrip. injection;alsoseenotes(e) _ (c).

PDS-S SBO T18=14 1.3E-09 100 0.032 Sameas sequenceT18-14 of PDS-4.
with Diesel
_retor Failure
BZ-P3-IS-HZ-H2-LT

a. HPCS.CAD.LPCI. LPCS.and SSVsystemsunavailable because of ACpmmerfailure; available only uponrestoretim of either offstte or onstte pov_.
b. Fi_ter systemisonlycapableof providingsufficientinjectioninthe longterm (i.e.._ coolant_ has beenprovidedfor a ;xlriMof time.)
c. Condensatesystemisunavail_le_-'-,,--_of AC Ix_erfailure;availableonlyupon.restorationof offsitepaver.



Table 19. Continued,

|n.iectton Sy_stemStat_

Accident I_r�_n _ Contribution LPCS,SSI#,Ftrlmater
P1Qnl;DamageState Seauence _ TOPOS T¢ Total COF HP_ _nd CRO RCIC LPCI and _e R_S S_atml

PDS-6 SBO TIB-14 2.O(-Og 100 0.049 Sameas sequenceT1B-14 of PDS-4.
with Diesel
Generator Failure
62-P4-| 2-H1-HZ-LT

P9S-7 SBO TIB-10 4.1E-07 95.94 10.0 Seenote (a). Doesnot operate See note (a). See notes (a) and (b). Coredamageoccurs inbecauseof battery aba.tone hour.
with no 9(: pever; failure.
Non-recoverable
B1-PI-I1-HI-MI-ST

T1B-17 5.6E-10 0.13 0.014 See note (a). Ooesnot operate See note (a). Seenotes (a) and (b). TIo stuck openSRVsere_lUlvalent to an $1
becauseof battery LOOk.Core dmmge
failure, occurs tn about one hour.

TIB-21 1.7E-08 3.93 0.41 See note (a). Doesnot operate See note (a). See notes {a) and (b). Onestuck open SRVitequivalent to an $2because of battery
failure. LOCA.Core dmmgeoccurs in aboot one hour.

PDS-8 $60 TIB-13 6.6E-08 I00 1.6 See note (a). Initially operates. See note (a).
Firemter operates Core dmmgeoccurs some

t_ with no IX: pomer; but high containment initially, falls vhen time after 12 hours.
Non-recoverable pressure causesRCIC reactor pressure risesaboveturbineshutoff
B1-PI-11-H1-H1-LT t-_ino trip. head; aloo eee note (a).

POS-9 ATVS TC-74 5.0(-08 100 1.Z ttPCSfails on dmmnd Operates, but is not Lowpressure cooling Fail in samerunner Remctor is not scrammd;
due to hardware or sufficient to wake up cannot be initiatnd as LI_I. core dmeelleoccm's in

TC-P2-IG-H3-H3-ST NOVfailure; CRDfl_ coolant loss. becausereactor about one hour.
is not sufficient to clepressurization fails.
makeup coolant loss.

FLJ-IO ATVS TC-74 6.3E-08 100 1.5 HPCSoperates Operates, but is not Lou pressure cooling Fail in samemr Reactor is not scremnd;
TC-PZ-I4-H3-H3-LT initially but fails sufficient to rake up cannot be initiated as LPCI. core damageoccurs in

latedue to room coolantloss. becau_- reactor over twelve hours.
_tup; CRD fl_ is _rizmtion fails.
not sufficient to make
coolant loss.

Z a. HPCS.CRD. LPCI. LPCS.and SSV systemsunavailable because of ACand DOpmmr failure; systems are not recoverable vhen power is restored.
b. FiF_ter system is enly c_-_hle of _F_vtding sufficient tnjectien in the long term (i.e., ,,_, coolant makeuphas been provided for a period of time.)
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Table 19. Continued.
(_ ]n_iect ion Sl_tem Stal_Q_
._, LPCS, SSI/. Fire_ter
_tl Accident p_rcenl; Con_:ribut ion
O0 Pltpfl_ O#_Qe State Seaoen'_Ib _ _ TO lotal COF HP(_ and CR[ RC[C LPC] Qn_ Condensate lt(_S St_t_

PDS-11 PCS T2-56 1.2E-08 100 0.29 Fail initially clue to Falls in same menrmr Low pres_re cooling Fail in same mm_er Core clmmge occurs in
TZ-PZ-IS-H3-N3-ST mls_llbretlon of water as HPCS. cannot M Initia_ u LPCI. about one hour.level sensors and because reactor

operator fat ls to Oep:_urlztti_ fat ls.
initiatemnually.

PD$-12 PCS T2-56 2.7E-10 100 0.0066 Either. fail late due Fails in opposite Low pressure cooling Fail in same mmnner Cone dammge occurs some
to roam heatup or fail reason to HPCS. cannot be initiated as LI_I. time after 12 hours.

TZ-P2-IS-H3-R3-LT initially due to bec4mse reactor
miscalibratlen of water depressurtzation fatis.
level sensors end
operator fatls to
inltiate manual ly.
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Table 20. Injection system failure mechanismcharacteristics for the dominant
accident sequences at Grand Gulf.

Failure

Plant Damage State S_auence _ Characteristics

PDS-I SBO TIB-16 3.0E-06 FAIL-HPI-INIT
B2-P3-1B-H2-M2-STTIB-17 4.5E-08 POWER-HPI-INIT

TIB-21 1.7E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT

PDS-2 SBO TIB-I6 3.gE-O8 FAIL-HPI-INIT
B2-P3-1S-HI-M2-STTIB-17 8.0E-I0 POWER-HPI-INIT

TIB-21 8.6E-Og FAIL-HPI-INIT

PDS-3 SBO TIB-16 1.7E-07 FAIL-HPI-INIT
B2-P3-13-HI-M2-STTIB-17 3.1E-Og POWER-HPI-INIT

TIB-21 6.4E-Og FAIL-HPI-INIT

PDS-4 SBO TIB-14 3.9E-08 OPERATOR-LPI-LATE
B2-P4-15-H2-M2-LT

PDS-5 SBO TIB-14 1.3E-09 OPERATOR-LPI-LATE
B2-P3-1S-HI-M2-LT

PDS-6 SBO TIB-14 2.0E-09 OPERATOR-LPI-LATE
B2-P4-12-HI-M2-LT

PDS-7 SBO TIB-16 4.1E-07 POWER-HPI-INIT
BI-PI-II-HI-HI-STTIB-17 4.7E-I0 POWER-HPI-INIT

TIB-21 1.7E-08 POWER-HPI-INIT

PDS-8 SBO TIB-13 6.6E-08 POWER-LPI-LATE
BI-PI-II-HI-MI-LT

PDS-g ATWS , TC-74 5.0E-08 FAIL-HPI-INIT
TC-P2-1_-H3-M3-ST

PDS-IO ATWS TC-74 6.3E-08 FAIL-HPI-LATE
TC-P2-14-H3-M3-LT

PDS-11PCS T2-56 1.2E-08 OPERATOR-HPI-INIT
T2-P2-15-H3-M3-ST

PDS-12 PCS 12-56 2.7E-I0 FAIL-HPI-LATE
T2-P2-15-H3-M3-LT

TOTAL 4.1E-06
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Z Table 21 Contribution by injection system failure mechanismsto the total core damage frequency at Grand _;_
Gulf. "_

Percent of failures by in.iection system
_- Failure Numberof Percent of HPI LPI
oo Mechanism Sequences" Mean COF Tota] CDF Initial _ |nitia! Late

POWER 7 5.4E-07 13 88 0 0 12

FAIL 9 3.5E-06 86 98 Z 0 0

OPERATOR 4 5.4E-08 1 22 0 0 78

TOTAL 20 4.1E-06 100

a. Of the seven dominant accident sequences for this plant, six are divided into 19 split sequences and one
is not divided, to make a tota] of 20 split and unsplit accident sequences.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

For the five plants studied in the NUREG-1150program, examination of

the postulated sequences has revealed that insufficient water was added to

prevent core damage tn all of the sequences. The plant conditions which

p,_evented water addition have been examined. The results for the ftve plants
are summarized below.

Surry

At Surry, 17%of the CDF is due to sequences involving injection system

failures tn which no feasible recovery action could be implemented. The

sequences tnvolve interfacing system (V sequence) loss of coolant accidents

(LOCAs), large and mediumbreak LOCAs, and anticipated transients without

scram (ATWS)events. However, the remaining 83% of the CDF is due to

sequences tn which core uncovery might be prevented tf additional and

innovative recovery actions were implemented. The CDFcould be reduced up to

67%, tf additional onstte ac power sources were provided; up to 10%, if the

reactor vessel was depressurJzed so that available low pressure injection

systems could be utilized; up to 4%, if additional stored water sources or if

refilling of the refueling water supply storage tank (RWST)could be continued

for an indefinite period of time; and up to 2%, If additional reactor scram

procedures and devices were implemented.

Of those sequences that might be prevented if additional onsite ac

power sources were provided, the injection systems are not available beginning

at the accident initiation. For approximately 27% (based upon CDF) of these

sequences, the core uncovers in approximately one hour and successful accident

managementactions would have to be initiated within this time frame to

prevent core damage. For the remaining 73%, the time of core uncovery ranges

from approximately two to seven hours, which allows more time for actions to

be taken.

For those sequences that might be prevented if the reactor vessel was

depressurized so that available low pressure injection systems could be
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utilized,the high pressure injectionsystem is failed immediately. For

approximately53% of these sequences,the time at which the core uncovers is

not specifiedin the NUREG-II50documentation. For 21% of these sequences,

the time to cqre uncoveryranges from approximately15 to 50 minuteswhich is

a relativelyshort periodof time for initiationof the necessaryaccident

managementactions. For the remaining26%, the time of core uncoveryranges

from approximately50 minutes to 17 hours.

For those sequences that might be preventedif additionalstored water

sourceswere providedor if refillingof the RWST could be continuedfor an

indefiniteperiod of time, the high pressuresystem fails in the recirculation

mode. The time of core uncoveryis greaterthan ten hours for all of these

sequenceswhich shouldallow personnelsufficienttime to completethe

necessaryactions.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalreactorscram

proceduresand deviceswere implementedthe high pressure injectionsystems

are failed immediately. The time to core uncoveryfor these sequencesis not

specifiedin the availabledocumentation.

Zion

At Zion, only 4.4% of the CDF is due to plant damage states (PDSs)

involvinginjectionsystemfailures in which no feasiblerecovery action could

be implemented. These PDSs involveV sequences,and large and medium break

LOCAs. However, the remaining95.6% of the CDF is due to PDSs in which core

uncoverymight be preventedif additionaland innovativerecoveryactionswere

implemented. The CDF could be reducedup to 86%, if pump seal LOCAs, loss of

componentcooling,or loss of servicewater suppliescould be prevented;up to

4%, if additionalonsite ac power sourceswere provided;up to 3.5%, if

additionalstoredwater sourcesor if refillingof the RWST could be continued

for an indefiniteperiod of time; and up to 2%, if additionalreactorscram

proceduresand deviceswere available.
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The times of injectionsystem failuresat Zion are summarizedbelow.

However,estimatesof the time to core uncoverywere not availablefor most of

the PDSs and are omitted.

For those PDSs that might be preventedif pump seal LOCAs, loss of

componentcooling,and loss of servicewater could be prevented,the injection

systemsare failed initially. For those PDSs that might be preventedif

additionalonsite ac power sourceswere provided,approximately50% (basedon

CDF) involveinitialfailuresof the high pressure injectionsystems. The

remaining50% involvefailuresof the high pressure injectionsystems in the

recirculationmode. Of those PDSs that might be preventedif additional

storedwater sourcesor if refillingof the RWST could be continuedfor an

indefiniteperiod of time, all involvefailuresof the high pressureinjection

system in the recirculationmode. Finally,of those PDSs that might be

preventedif additionalreactorscram proceduresand deviceswere available,

all involveinitialfailuresof the high pressure injectionsystems.

Sequoyah

At Sequoyah,20% of the CDF is due to sequencesinvolvinginjection

systemfailures in which no feasiblerecoveryaction could be implemented.

The sequencesincludea V sequence,large and medium break LOCAs, and ATWS

events. However,the remaining80% of the CDF is due to sequencesin which

core uncoverymight be preventedif additionaland innovativerecoveryactions

were implemented. The CDF could be reducedup to 46%, if failuresof the high

and low pressurerecirculationsystemscould be eliminated;up to 26%, if

additionalonsite ac power sourceswere provided;up to 5% if the reactor

vesselwas depressurizedso that availablelow pressure injectionsystems

could be utilized;and up to 4%, if additionalstoredwater sourcesor if

refillingof the RWST could be continuedfor an indefiniteperiodof time.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif failuresof the high and

low pressure recirculationsystemswere be eliminated,the injectionsystem

failures occur in the recirculationmode. For 76% (basedupon CDF) of these

sequences,the time to core uncovery is estimatedas being greaterthan 17

hours which is adequatetime for a wide range of accidentmanagementactions.
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For the remaining 24%, the range of time to core uncovery is estimated as

being from 45 minutes to 17 hours.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalonsite ac
g

power sourceswere provided,all involveinitialfailuresof the high pressure

injectionsystem. For 68%of the sequences,the time to core uncovery is

approximatelyone hour. For the remaining32%, the time of core uncovery

ranges from approximatelytwo to seven hours.

Of those sequencesthat might be preventedif the reactorvessel was

depressurizedso that availablelow pressure injectionsystemscould be

utilized,all involveinitialfailuresof the high pressure injectionsystem.

The time to core uncovery for these sequencesis not specified.

Of those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalstoredwater

sourcesor if refillingof the RWST could be continuedfor an indefinite

period of time, all involvefailureof the high pressure injectionsystem in

the recirculationmode. The time to core uncoveryfor these sequencesis not

specified.

Peach Bottom

At Peach Bottom,18% of the CDF is due to sequencesinvolvinginjection

system failures in which no feasiblerecoveryactioncould be implemented.

The sequencesincludelarge and medium break LOCAs,and very short term ATWS

events. However, the remainingB2% of the CDF is due to sequencesin which

core uncoverymight be preventedif additionaland innovativerecoveryactions

were implemented. The CDF could be reducedup to 42%, if a combinationof

additionalreactor vesseldepressurizationmechanismsand additionalonsite ac

power suppliesto the low pressure injectionsystemswere implemented;up to

5%, if only additionalonsite ac power sourceswere provided;and up to 36%,

if a combinationof additionalreactorscram and reactordepressurization

mechanismswere implemented.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif a combinationof

additionalreactorvesseldepressurizationmechanismsand additionalonsite ac
-
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power suppltes to the low pressure injection systems were implemented, the

high pressure core Injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)

systems fat1 tn approximately ten hours due to loss of room cooling or battery

depletion. For these sequences, the core uncovers in approximately 10 to 13

hours. Thts ttme frame should be adequate for implementation of accident

managementstrategies.

For those sequences that might be prevented if only additional onsite

ac power sources were provided, the HPC! and RCIC systems fail at the start of

the sequence. For these sequences the time to core uncovery is approximately

one hour. Implementation of accident managementstrategies in this short time

period could have a low likelihood of success unless they were well planned
and executed.

For those sequences that might be prevented if a combination of

additional reactor scram and reactor depressurization mechanismswere

implemented, the HPCI and RCIC systems fail in less than one half hour due to

high suppression pool temperature. The control rod drive (CRD) injection

system is operating, but cannot mitigate the sequence. For these sequences,

the time to core uncovery is not specified.

6rand 6ulf

At Grand Gulf, all of the CDF is due to sequences in which core

uncovery might be prevented if additional and innovative recovery actions were

implemented. The CDFcould be reduced up to 95%, if additional onsite ac and

dc power sources were provided; up to 1.5%, if additional reactor vessel

depressurization mechanismswere implemented; up to 1.54, if additional pump

room cooling was provided; and up to 1.6%, if a combination of all of the

recovery actions were implemented.

For those sequences that might be prevented if additional onsite ac and

dc power sources were provided, 99% of the sequences (based upon CDF) involve

initial failures of the HPI systems. The time to core uncovery for these

sequences is approximately one hour. The remaining 1% involve late failures
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of the operatorto activatethe firewatersystem. The time to core uncovery

for these sequencesis approximatelytwelve hours.

For those sequencesthat might be preventedif additionalreactor

vessel depressurizationmechanismswere implemented,more than 99_ involve

initialfailureof the high pressurecore spray system (HPCS). For these

sequences,the CRD and RCIC systemsare operating,but are not sufficientto

make up the coolantloss. The time to core uncoveryis approximatelyone

hour.

The sequencethat might be preventedif additionalpump room cooling

was provided involveslate failureof the HPCS due to pump room heatup. The

CRD and RCIC systemsare operating,but are not sufficientto make up the

coolantloss. The time to core uncovery is estimatedas more than 12 hours.

Finally,the sequencethat might be preventedif a combinationof all

of the recovery actionswere implementedinvolvesa late failureof the

firewatersystem. The time of core uncoveryis estimatedas more than 12

hours.

The majorityof the Grand Gulf sequencesproceedto core damage in

about one hour. Therefore,accidentmanagementactionswould need to be well

plannedand executedto successfullypreventcore damage.

!
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Phenomenologyof the Consequencesof AddingWater
to DegradedReactorCores
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ABSTRACT

A sequence of core damage states is developed as a basis to evaluate the
consequences of water addition to a degraded core. The amount and rate of water
addition required to remove energy from degraded cores and to arrest core damage
progression are estimated for various stages of core degradation. Such information can
be useful in the development of accident management plans.
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SUMMARY

Preventing severe accidents or mitigating their consequences requires implementation of

strategies to add water to the reactor core. However, for advanced stages of core degradation, there

is no assurance that water addition can immediately terminate the progression of core damage.

Under certain degraded core conditions, adding water may enhance hydrogen production, induce

changes in core geometry that complicate recovery, cause steam explosions, or make the reactor core

critical again if unborated water is used. A primary purpose of an evaluation of the consequences

of water addition to a degraded core is, therefore, to ensure that these undesirable consequences are

understood so that: (1) their effects can be minimized and the accident can be terminated at the

earliest possible stage, and (2) plant personnel can be better prepared to deal with plant responses

that appear contrary to desired outcomes when water is added during a core degradation transient.

An unmitigated core damage sequence is developed in this study to serve as a framework for
the discussion of the consequences of water addition to degradcd cores. The sequence consists of:

(1) Ballooning and rupture of fuel rod cladding, (2) rapid oxidation of zircaloy by steam, (3) tailure

of control rods, (4) formation of debris beds in the reactor core, and (5) the relocation of core

materials to the lower plenum of the reactor vessel. The above sequence of core damage is

essentially a temperature sequence, ranging from ballooning of the fuci rod cladding at approximately

1100 K to melting of the UO 2 fuel at 3100 K.

The consequences of water addition to a dcgradcd core arc identified for the above sequence

of core damage states ranging from fucl rod ballooning and bursting to the relocation of molten core

materials to the lower plenum of the vessel. For sufficiently high ratcs of water addition to a core

prior to significant movement of core materials, the core can bc cooled after a brief period of steam

and hydrogen production. After the relocation of control materials in the core, re-criticality c_t"the
reactor could be a concern if unborated water is added tc_the cc_re. With the formation of cohesive

and particulate beds in the core, adding water to the core can no longer ensure that one,ugh energy

can be quickly removed from the core materials to prevent their melting, and further mcwcmcnt of

core materials to the lower plenum of the vessel in moltcn form should bc anticipated. When a

significant amount of molten core materials interacts with water, rapid steam and hydrogen

production, or even steam explosions, may complicate subsequent efforts ot" recovery from an
accident.

Simple, bounding calculations are performed to evaluate the capability of water addition to

degraded cores to arrest the progression of their damage. The results indicate that for a core that

has progressed up to the stage of fuel rod ballooning and bursting, water addition to the core using

the high pressure !njection system can prevent the core from heating up to the rapid oxidaticm stage
if most of the inje_:ted water goes through the core. If a core has heated up to the rapid oxidaticm

stage, accumulator injection, or rapid delivery of watcr by the rcactor coolant pumps, is necessary to

prevent core melting. If the required amount of waler is delivered to the core at a sufficiently high

rate to prevent it from heating to the melting point of zircaloy, additional hydrogen will bc produced,

but will not be in amounts that are significant compared to the total production of hydrogen prior

to water addition. Hydrogen production during water addition that can shatter the fucl rods is not

evaluated because of insufficient knowlcdgc of the phenomenology involved.
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Energy removal from cohesive and particulate debris beds is also evaluated, assuming that there
is sufficient water to cover the beds. The results are presented in maps showing regions of stability
for cohesive beds and regions of dryout for particulate beds. The criterion for stability of a cohesive
bed is that heat generation in the debris bed will not melt so much of its interior that only a thin
crust remains (say, comprising only three-fourths of the mass of the debris bed). The determining
factors for stability of a cohesive bed are the size of the bed (represented by the diameter of a
spherical bed), the thermal conductivity of the material comprising the bed, and the power density
in the bed. The dryout limits of particulate beds are calculated based theories of dryout of heat-
generating particulate beds. The determining factors for dryout of a particulate bed are the bed's
porosity, the size of the particles (surface-area weighted equivalent diameter) comprising the bed, and
the power density in the bed. The dryout of particulate beds eventually leads to melting of the
particles. Both the stability map for cohesive debris beds and the dryout map for particulate beds
indicate that, once core degradation has progressed to the stage of their formation, the possibility of
melting in their interiors cannot be ruled out. The molten material may eventually relocate to the
lower plenum of the ,vessel.
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CONSEQUENCES OF WATER ADDITION TO
DEGRADED REACTOR CORES

1. INTRODUCTION

Preventing severe accidents or mitigating their consequences requires implementation of
strategies to add water to the reactor core. However, for advanced stages of core degradation, there
is no assurance tl_at water addition can immediately terminate the progression of core damage.
Under certain degraded core conditions, adding water may enhance hydrogen production, induce
changes in core geometry that complicate recovery, caus,_steam explosions, or make the reactor core
critical again if unborated water is used. A primary purpose of an evaluation of the consequences
of water addition to a degraded core i_;,therefore, to ensure that these undesirable consequences are
understood so that: (1) their effects can be minimized and the accident can be terminated at the
earliest possible stage, and (2) plant personnel can be better prepared to deal with plant responses
that appear contrary to desired outcomes when water is added during a core degradation transient.

Significant progress has been made since the TMI-2 accident in tmderstanding the progression
of core damage during a severe accident. Such progress has come from the analysis of the TMI-2
plant responses to the accident, the examination of the damaged TMI-2 core, in-pile severe fuel
damage experiments performed both in the U.S. and cwerseas laboratories, the separate-effects
experiments that address various specific aspects of the core degradation process, and the
development and application of computer codes to the analysis of severe accidents. These efforts
have resulted in a fairly consistent scenario of unmitigated core degradation. This scenario consists
of: (1) The initial failure of fuel rods from cladding ballooning and rupture, (2) the rapid oxidation
of zircaloy by steam, (3) the failure of control rods, (4) the formation of a cohesive region in the
lower regions of the reactor core from relocated molten co)rematerials, and (5) the relocation of core
materials to the lower t_lenum of the reactor vessel.

As part of the overall Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Scvcrc Accident Management
program, this study provides information on our present understanding of the progression of an
unmitigated core damage for a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), and on instrumentation that may
be available to the operator during a severe accident to substantiate the co_e damage status. Such
information may help the operators to better understand the nature of the progression of severe core
damage and to be better equipped to deal with the complexities of the consequences of water
addition to a degraded core.

In this report, we emphasize the behavior of a pressurized water reactor (PWR), which is
perhaps better characterized than that of a boiling water reactor (BWR) for a core in an advanced
stage of core degradation because of the extensive studies of the TMI-2 accident. Because
differences in plant design and core construction invariably introduce complexities and individual
characteristics in the core damage sequence, whenever appropriate, we also attempt to identify
significant differences in behavior between PWRs and BWRs in the discussion. However, it is
believed that the major events in the sequence of core degradation of a BWR are quite similar to
those of a PWR. Therefore, much of the discussion for PWRs should also bc valid for BWRs.
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In Section 2, an unmitigated core damage sequence is described for a small-break LOCA. At
each stage of core degradation, the effects of adding water to the core are considered. The
discussion of the damage sequence is intended to identify issues or possible consequences of adding
water to a reactor core at different stages of degradation. Although the discussion refers specifically
to a small-break LOCA, the core damage sequence is fairly generic and is believed to adequately
describe in general the core damage sequence resulting from inadequate cooling of the core.

In Section 3, characterizations of core damage states are presented. These include the energy
sources and energy contents of the core. The basic parameters presented in this section are
subsequently used to determine the
rate and amount of water addition to the core to prevent further damage, and to assess the limits of
energy removal from cores in debris bed form.

In Section 4, bounding calculations are made to estimate the rate and the amount of water
addition to the core during the ballooning stage to prevent the core from heating up to the rapid
oxidation stage, and during the rapid oxidation stage to prevent the cladding from melting. Hydrogen
production from water addition during the rapid oxidation stage is estimated. In this section, the
energy removal limits for cohesive and particulate debris beds are also determined.

Finally, in Section 5, the results of this study are summarized and general conclusions are drawn
on the consequences of water addition to degraded reactor cores. The limitations of this study and .
additional work needed to understand certain aspects of water addition to degraded cores are also
discussed.
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2. SEQUENCE OF CORE DAMAGE STATES

In a small-break LOCA (break size less than approximately 0.01 m2) with no emergency core
coolant injection, as in the TMI-2 accident, core uncovery typically happens between one to two
hours after the initiation of coolant loss. Core damage progression then begins as the coolant in the
core is boiled off. Although the details of core damage progression depend on plant design and the
postulated size and location of the break, severe fuel damage experiments and the TMI-2 accident
show that unmitigated core damage can be characterized by a sequence of distinct core damage states.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual sequence of core damage states for a small-break LOCA. The
sequence can apply to both PWRs and BWRs. However, the sequence will be discussed mainly in
terms of the expected behavior of PWRs; only significant differences in behavior tbr BWRs will be
pointed out in the discussion. The sequence starts with core uncovery and ends in either the
termination of the damage progression or meltthrough of the lower head of the reactor vessel. The
stages of core damage progression can be characterized by a temperature scale from approximately
the saturation temperature of water (560 K at a system pressure of 7 MPa) to a temperature above
the melting point of UO 2 (3100 K). The potential consequences of water addition at each major
stage of core damage are also shown in the sequence.

At the time of core uncovery, steam occupies the volume of the primary system above the top
of the reactor core, while a two-phase mixture of steam and liquid water occupies the volume below.
The temperature of the fuel rods stays near the saturation temperature of the water. As long as the
fuel rods are in a two-phase fluid environment, even up to very high void fractions, heatup of the fuel
rods will not be significant [1].

If water fails to enter the core following core uncovery, the water in the core will be boiled off
gradually, and the upper part of the fuel rods will be exposed to a steam environment. Inadequate
cooling then leads to heatup of the fuel rods. Above a temperature of approximately 1100 K,
because of loss of mechanical strength, the zircaloy cladding can fail either from ballooning (localized
radial expansion) and bursting [2, 3, 4, 5_1when the internal pressure of the rods exceeds the system
pressure, or from collapsing when the pressure inside the rods is below the system pressure. The
damage state of the core with ballooned and burst cladding of fuel rods is depicted in Figure 2.

Collapse of cladding onto fuel pellets does not affect subsequent cooling of the core as water
is added, but ballooning of cladding may block a substantial portion of the flow area of the core and
restrict the flow of water. The blocked region may ,'ontinue to heat up to the next stage of core
degradation. However, complete blockage of the core is unlikely. At this stage, sufficient water
addition to the core can terminate further core heatup. An estimate of the required rate of water
flow through the core is given in Section 4.3.

The next stage of core degradation, beginning at approximately 15(10K, is the rapid oxidation
of the zircaloy cladding of the fuel rods by steam. In the process hydrogen is produced and a
substantial amount of heat is released. For small increases in temperature, the oxidation rate
increases exponentially with the increase in temperature. Since the oxidation of the zircaloy cladding
by steam is exothermic, the oxidation is autocatalytic in character: The rate of oxidation increases
with temperature, which is increased by the energy release from the oxidation, so the process leeds
on itself. At approximately 1500 K, the rate of energy release from the oxidation of the cladding
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Figure 1. Core damage progression showing consequences of water addition.
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Figure 2. Fuel rod ballooning and failure around 1100 K in the central part of the core.

exceeds that from decay heat. At higher temperatures, it can reach tens of times the power from
decay heat unless the oxidation rate is limited by the supply of zircaloy or steam.

During the rapid oxidation stage, in the absence of emergency coolant injection, the flow of
steam through the core may be insufficient to supply all the steam that can be consumed in the
oxidation of the zircaloy in the core. In small, scaled experiments that simulate the boiloff of water
inventory in the core, such as the PBF Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) experiments [6, 7 !, the steam
supply through the experimental fucl bundle was completely converted to hydrogen when the bundle
temperature exceeds approximately 15(X)K. Although the temperature of the fuel rods in the upper
part of the bundle was over 15(X)K, rapid oxidation did not take place because of lack of steam. In
other words, the upper part of the bundle was "steam starved." Similar lack of oxidation in the upper
part of the core due to steam starvation is expected in a small-break LOCA in a PWR.

If water is added to the core during the rapid oxidation stage, steam will be rapidly generated
because of the high rate of heat transfer from the fuel rods to the incoming water, but the rate of
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hydrogen generation will depend on the temperature response of the core. In the lower region of

the core where fuel rods are quenched, hydrogen generation will stop. However, in the upper part

of the core where the oxidation of zircaloy may have been steam-starved before water is added, the

addition of water to the core would provide the necessary steam for oxidation. If the sudden revival

of oxidation in the upper part of the core releases energy at a rate that is higher than the rate of heat

transfer to the water, the temperature there will escalate. This could happen when the temperature

of the rods is high, when the oxide layer on the surface of the cladding is thin, or when the water
causes the oxide shell to break up, exposing unoxidized zircaloy; all these conditions contribute to

high rates of oxidation [8].

If water is added to the core at a sufficiently rapid rate during the early phase of oxidation

when the core temperature is less than 1500 K, the core can be quenched and core damage

progression will cease. However, if the addition of water is slow or intermittent, or if the core is not
completely covered with water, the core will heat up to the next stage of degradation. An estimate

of the required rate of water flow through the core to stop further core damage is given in
Section 4.4.

When the temperature in the core reaches about 1700 K, the stainless steel cladding of the

control rods melts. The control material, Ag-In-Cd in the case of PWRs, will have already melted

by this time (melting point approximately 1100 K), and will be released from the control rods upon

failure of the cla_dding. In the case of BWRs, the control blades may fail at a slightly lower

temperature (approximately 1600 K) due to the interaction of the control material B4C with the

stainless steel cladding [9]. After its release from the rods, the control material flows to the lower

part of the core where the temperature is low and solidifies in the space between the fuel rods. The
solidified control material may become part of a Iowc_ crust in the subsequent development of a

cohesive debris bed in the core [10].

Besides producing steam and hydrogen, water addition to the core after loss of control materials

in the upper part of the core may also lead to recriticality if the incoming water contains little or no

boron to absorb neutrons. Combined analyses of the thermal-hydraulic response, core damage states,

and neutronic behavior are needed to determine the specific conditions that would lead to

recriticality.

With the onset of rapid oxidation of zircaloy, the temperature in the core can escalate to the

melting point of zircaloy (approximately 2150 K) in a few minutes. The melting of the zircaloy

cladding usually does not immediately lead to a downward flow of the zircaloy if it is constrained by

a protective layer of zirconium dioxide from earlier oxidation of the zircaloy. If the molten zircaloy

stays in place, it will start to dissolve some UO 2 fuel [1_!].. Upon cladding breach, the molten zircaloy,

and some dissolved UO 2 flow downward and freeze in the cooler, lower region of the core. Together
with the solidified control materials from earlier downflows, the relocated zircaloy and UO 2 form the

lower crust of a developing cohesive debris bed. Because of limited heat losses, molten material

relocated to the top of the crust eventually stops freezing. The conceptual state of the core at this

stage is shown in Figure 3.

The next stage of development of the lower crust is its radial growth toward the periphery of

the core. Because of decreasing temperatures toward the periphery of the core (from slower heatup

because of decreasing power densities and enhanced steam cooling), relocating materials freeze at
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Figure 3. Formation of the lower crust from relocated control materials, zircaloy, and liquefied fuel
shortly after rapid oxidation of the zircaloy cladding.

higher elevations toward the periphery of the core. Thus, the lower crust is expected to take the
shape of a crucible. The material supported by the crust will be a pool of molten material and
submerged rod stubs in the process of melting. As the submerged rod stubs melt away, mechanical
support of rod stubs above the molten pool is lost, and further slumping of the rod stubs into the
pool occurs. So some fuel rod remnants are expected to be submerged in the pool as long as some
rod remnants stand above the pool. Figure 4 illustrates the state of the core at this stage of core
damage progression.

If water is added to the core before complete slumping of fuel rod remnants into the molten
pool occurs, the top surface of the molten pool may freeze to form an upper crust (Figure 5) and the
fuel rod remnants above that surface may be shattered to form a particulate bed, as believed to have
happened during the TMI-2 coolant pump transient [10, 12]. If the temperature of the peripheral
fuel rods is still below the temperature for rapid oxidation of zircaloy by steam, they will be quenched
by the incoming water 113]. Since the average temperature of the core at this stage of core heatup
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Figure 4. Growth of a cohesive debris bed in the central part of the core supported by a
crucible-shaped lower crust containing partially molten core material.

is fairly high, copious production of steam is expected. As a result, the pressure of primary system
will rise. Hydrogen generation will also increase as water is added to the core. It is estimated that,
in the TMI-2 accident, one-third of the hydrogen generation during the entire accident was produced
within a few minutes after water was delivered to the core at 174 min into the accident by a reactor
coolant pump [14, 15]. Similarly high rates of hydrogcn generation were also observed in the PBF
SFD-ST [16] and the LOFF LP-FP-2 [171 tests when the test bundles wcrc being reflooded after
liquefaction of the cladding and fuel occurred.

If no water is added to the core during the growth of the cohesive debris bed, the entire upper
part of the core will eventually sink into the molten pool in the center of the core. Before its
complete immersion into the molten pool, the upper part of the core may retain a rod-like geometry,
or alternatively, it may disintegrate into small particles even without the addition of water. The
possibility of the latter scenario has been demonstrated in the PBF SFD 1-4 experiment. A
particulate debris bed was formed in the upper part of the SFD 1-4 test bundle, although the bundle
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Figure 5. Formation of a particulate debris bed atop a cohesive debris bed as water is added to the
core during cohesive bed growth.

was never reflooded by water [7_.].The formation of a particulate debris bed in this experiment was
due to the shattering of irradiated fuel pellets after the cladding had relocated to the lower part of
the core.

If the particulate bed is shallow or composed of relatively large particles, continued water
addition will quench the particulate bed. In the process, steam and hydrogen will be generated.
However, because of limited water ingress into the particulate debris bed, the steam and hydrogen

generation rate will be quite low and is independent of the rate of water addition to the core, as long
as water covers the debris bed. Because control materials would have relocated to the lower part of
the core at the time of particulate debris bed formation, recriticality may be a concern if unborated
water penetrates the debris bed.

If the particulate bed of shattered fuel pellets in the upper part of the core is sufficiently deep
or is composed of sufficiently small particles, water can be prevented from penetrating the bed. This
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is usually referred to as dryout of the particulate bed. The dryout of particulate beds have been
studied extensively both theoretically and experimentally [18 to 22]. (The conditions for dryout are
given Section 4.5.2) After dryout, cooling of the particulate bed by natural convection of steam inside
the bed is generally inefficient and gradual heatup of the bed will eventually lead to melting of the
particles [2._3].Melting of the particles will add to the growth of the cohesive debris bed.

If the cohesive bed is thin and small in radial extent, water addition may graduaUy cool the bed
and the progression of'core damage may be terminated. However, a thin and small cohesive bed
could mean that a large fraction of core materials remains outside of the cohesive bed and may be
in the form of a deep particulate bed that is beyond the dryout limit. Such a particulate bed resting
on the cohesive bed shields water from the upper surface of the cohesive bed and prevents it from
being cooled. If the cohesive bed is large, its subsequent evolution depends little on water addition
[24]. Its interior will continue to heat up and melt until only a thin crust remains, regardless of water
addition (Figure 6). Failure of the crust, either mechanically or by meltthrough, can lead to the
relocation of the enclosed molten core material to the lower plenum of the vessel (Figure 7). The
relocated amount depends on the amount of molten material in the core as well as on the location
of the failure point on the crust.
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Figure 6. Melting of the interior of a cohesive debris bed with corresponding thinning of its crust.
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In scenarios of small-break LOCAs where the coolant is lost through a pipe break or a relief

valve, there is generally a pool of water in the lower plenum of the vessel at the time of core
relocation. Release of molten core material into water invariably generates large amounts of steam.
In addition, if the molten stream of core materials breaks up rapidly in water, steam explosion is also

possible [_]. At the time of relocation, any unoxidized zirconium in the molten material can be
oxidized by steam to release energy and produce hydrogen. Recriticality can also be a problem if the
control materials are left behind in the core and the relocated material breaks up in unborated water

in the lower plenum.

In the TMI-2 accident, progression of core damage was essentially terminated with the
relocation of approximately 20 metric tons of core material into the lower plenum of the vessel. The
material partially broke up to form a particulate bed and was quenched by the water in the lower
plenum. The increase in pressure of the primary system at the time of relocation (224 min into the
accident) indicates that both hydrogen and steam were produced for a short period of time after the
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relocation. There was no evidence that the reactor ever became critical again. For postulated
accident scenarios in general, however, relocation of core materials to the lower plenum is not limited
to 20 metric tons. Calculations show that, for sufficiently large amounts of core material in
consolidated form, the presence of water in the lower plenum cannot prevent the heatup of the
material [27]. In addition, the inner surface of the vessel may be ablated by the relocating core
material and the vessel is likely to fail from creep rupture of the vessel lower head [28]. The failure
mode of the reactor pressure vessel and the subsequent accident progression to the exterior of the
vessel is not part of the scope of the present report.
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3. CHARACTERIZATION OF CORE DAMAGE STATES

Descriptions of the thermal characteristics of damaged cores are presented in this section. First,
the basic parameters of a nominal PWR core are presented. These parameters are based on
information contained in Standard Safety Analysis Reports for a Westinghouse 4-loop reactor [2_.9]
and a B&W 205 reactor [30]. Values of nominal parameters presented in this section are within
approximately 10% of the specific values of large PWRs. General Electric's BWR/6 reactor,design
[31] is used as a model BWR whenever it is necessary to differentiate BWRs from PWRs. Second,
based on these nominal parameter values, the sources of energy in the core after reactor scram are
identified and evaluated. These include the decay heat and the release of energy from potential
oxidation of zircaloy in the core. Third, the energy stored in core materials is calculated as a function
of average core temperature. The energy released in the core is either transferred to the coolant or
retained by the core materials. The amount of water whose heat of vaporization is equivalent to the
stored thermal energy in the core is calculated. This is the amount of water that is required to absorb
the stored energy in the core by vaporization alone. To simplify the analysis, only UO2 and zircaloy
are considered in the early stages of core degradation; ZrO 2 is added to the analysis as the zircaloy
is oxidized by steam.

3.1 Nominal Values of PWR Parameters

The nominal values of PWR parameters used throughout this analysis are given in Table 1.
Note that zircaloy comprises approximately 19% of the total core mass. The fuel mass in a BWR [.31]
is much higher than that in a PWR (157,000 kg for a BWR vs. 100,000 kg for a PWR) and, more
significantly, because of the presence of zircaloy channel boxes around the fuel assemblies, the
zircaloy in a BWR as a fraction of total core mass is also higher than that in a PWR (30% for a
BWR vs. 19% for a PWR).

3.2 Energy Sources In a Reactor Core

Decay heat from radioactive materials is the predominant energy source in a reactor after
scram. Over a short time interval, the oxidation of zircaloy by steam can also be a significant ener_
source. In the first hour after scram in a small-break LOCA, most of the stored heat in the f el

during reactor operation (relative to coolant saturation temperatures), residual fission heat, and dec%
heat would be transferred to the coolant. The core temperature would be near the saturation
temperature of the coolant. Therefore, energy release during the first hour of a small-break LOCA
may be ignored in calculating the stored energy of core materials. For this reason, the decay energy
release is computed only for times after the first hour' after scram. The results are shown in Table 2.
The assumptions used in the computations are: (1) The reactor has operated continuously for one
year at full power after a fresh loading of fuel, and (2) the conversion fraction of U-238 to an
actinide for each fission of U-235 is 0.9. The 1979 ANSI Standard [.32]is used as the decay heat
model.

The decay heat table shown in Table 2 can be used to estimate the time required to dry out| .

the core after core uncovery. To illustrate, we assume that no water is added to the core during
dryout except that some of the initial water inventory in the downcomer may flow into the core to
keep the water levels the same in the downcomer and the core. We also assume that the reactor
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Table 1. Nominal PWR parameters.
iiiiiiii i i iiiii i i lUii I i] ii iiiiiii i i 1 i ii [ i iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiii ii i iii

Rated power (MWt) 3500

UOz mass (kg) 100000

Zircaloy mass (kg) 23000

Cladding thickness (ram) 0.65

Fuel rod outside diameter (ram) 9.75

Number of fuel rods 53000

Core height (m) 3.66

Volume of fuel rods (m3) 14.5

Core region free volume (m3) 17.6

Core bypass and inlet annulus volume (m3) 21.6

Primary system volume (m3) 350

Table 2. Energy from decay heat of a nominal PWR.

Time after scram

(h)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cumulative energy (GJ) 0 137 252 354 448 536 619 698

Energy addition in preeed- -- 137 115 102 94 88 83 79
ing time interval (MJ)

Average power in preced- -- 38 32 28 26 24 23 22
ing time interval (MW)

Average power in preced- -- 1.09 0.98 0.81 0.75 0.7 0.66 0.63
ing time interval (% of full
power)
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vessel is initially filled to the top of the core with saturated water at 6.9 MPa. First, we assume that
during the boiloff, the core materials remain at the saturation temperature of the water. The
enthalpy of vaporization of the water is 1.5MJ/kg and the total amount of water in the core and the
downcomer between the bottom and top elevations of the core is 3.08 x 104 kg (41.6 m3 at
740 kg/m3). Therefore, the total energy, E, required to vaporize the water is 46.2 GJ. If the dryout
occurs in the 4th hour after scram when the power, P, is 28.3 MW (see Table 2), the dryout time is
1600 s (4.62 x 10l° / 28.3 x 106). If it is assumed more realistically that only the decay heat below the
liquid level is transferred to the liquid, the liquid level will decrease exponentially with a time constant
equal to E/P, or again 1600 s if core uncovery occurs in the fourth hour after scram. In Section 4,
the decay heat table will be used to assess the heatup of the core.

Another energy source in the core is the oxidation of zircaloy by steam. In the process,
zirconium is oxidized to ZrO 2 and hydrogen is produced. The energy release from the oxidation of
1 kg of zircaloy is 6.5 MJ. The energy release from the oxidation of all the zircaloy in the core
(23,000 kg) is 151 GJ, which is slightly greater than the energy release from decay heat in the second
hour after scram. (Oxidation of all the zircaloy in the core of a BWR yields 430 GJ.) Although the
energy release from oxidation can be potentially equivalent to approximately an hour of decay heat,
the power from the oxidation of zircaloy at high temperatures is considerably higher than the power
from decay heat. For example, at 1800 K, oxidation of 20% of the original thickness of the cladding
starting from an unoxidized state takes 150 s [3_.33];at 2000 K, the time required is shortened to 30 s
[34]. If the cladding is oxidized uniformly in the core at such rates, the powers from oxidation are
200 MW and 1000 MW, respectively, which correspond to 5 and 25 times the decay power in the
second hour after scram (see Table 2). Consequently, the heatup of fuel rods due to rapid oxidation
of the cladding can be many times faster than that due to decay heat.

3.3 Energy Stored in a Degraded Core

The sources of energy in the core were discussed in the previous section. In this section, the
energy stored in a degraded core is estimated. When the energy source and the amount of stored
energy in a degraded core in a particulate stage of degradation are compared, the adiabatic heatup
rate of the core, or the time to achieve such a degraded configuration, can be estimated. When a
portion of the energy output is transferred to the coolant, the heatup rate would be proportionally
reduced.

To simplify the analysis, we assume that the core consists of only UO2 and zircaloy in the
amounts given in Table 1. (The inclusion of ZrO 2 would give a slightly higher energy content for a
given temperature than would the present estimate because of the higher specific heat of ZrO2.) "lne
specific heats used are given in Table 3. In addition, it is assumed that zirc:,loy changes phase at
2100 K and UO z at 2800 K. (The liquidus temperature of a mixture of Zr, ZrO 2, and UO 2 is
approximately 2800 K.) During phase changes, the heats of fusion, as given in Table 3, are absorbed
by the materials while their temperatures remain constant. The heats of fusion are derived from
MATFRO [35, 3_=66].

The energy stored in a core at different stages of degradation, as characterized by a
temperature scale, is shown in Table 4. The stored energy is defined to be zero at 560 K, which is
slightly higher than the saturation temperature (558 K) of water at 6.9 MPa. Comparing the
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Table 3. Specific heats 'and heats of fusion of uranium dioxide and zircaloy.

Temperature Heat of Melting
Specific heat range fusion temperature

Material (J/kg-K) (K) (J/kg) (K)

UO2 300 <1200 2.7 x l0 s 2800

500 z1200

Zircaloy 430 <1200 2.3 x 105 2100

360 z1200

Table 4. Stored energy in a degraded core.

Temperature (K) 560 1200 1500 1700 2400 2800 3000

Stored energy (GJ) 0 26 43 55 101 151 163

Equivalent water 0 17 _ 36 67 100 108
mass (103 kg)a

a. Heat of vaporization of water mass at 6.9 MPa = Stored energy.

energy source from decay heat, as given in Table 2, and the stored energy in a degraded core, as
given in Table 4, it can be estimated that adiabatic heatup of a dry core to 2800 K takes
approximately an hour during the second hour after scram. Energy released from the complete!

oxidation of the zircaloy in the core is also approximately equivalent to the energy stored in core
materials at 2800 K.

Using information given in Tables 2 and 4, the average adiabatic heatup rate of the core in the
second hour after scram is calculated to be approximately 0.8 K/s in the temperature interval from
600 K to 1200 K. Above 1500 K, the rapid oxidation of zircaloy can contribute significantly to the
heatup rate. Given that the powe_ from oxidation at 1800 K is 5 times the power from decay heat
and, at 2000 K, 25 times, the heatup rate from oxidation can be as high as 4 K/s and 20 K/s at these
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temperatures, respectively. A more refined calculation of the adiabatic heatup of the core is given
in Section 4.2.

The last row of numbers shown in Table 4 gives the equivalent mass of water whose heat of
vaporization at 6.9 MPa is equal to the stored heat in the degraded core. Conceptually, if this
amount of water is instantaneously injected into the hot core, its complete vaporization by the hot
core will remove all the stored heat in the core. Superheating the steam is not considered in the
calculation. Therefore, this is a conservative estimate of the amount of water required to remove
stored heat in the core.
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4. ENERGY REMOVAL FROM DEGRADED CORES

In this section, the heat transfer characteristicsof degraded cores during water addition are
considered. Simplified boundingcalculationsare performed to determine the minimum rate of water
addition that can prevent the core from progressing to a higher stage of degradation. In addition,
the time required and the total amount of water injected through the core to remove itsenergy arc
also determined. The calculationsinclude those for a core at: (1) 1000 K (pre-damagc stage), (2)
1200 K (the ballooning stage), (3) 1500 K (the early rapid oxidation stages), and (4) 2000 K (late

rapid oxidation stage). When debris bedsare formed in the core, becauseof the degradationof heat
transfer resulting from drasticdecreasesin heat transfer areas,the rate of water addition becomes
a secondary issuecompared with the ability of water to remove energy from the debrisbed. Critical
limits of heat removal are determined for the debris beds as functions of their characteristics.

In Section 4.1, the formulation for the determination of minimum rates of water addition to

degraded cores is described. The formulation applies to energy removal from a core in the pro-
damage heatup stage to the late rapid oxidation stage. This section is followed by calculationsof
adiabatic heatup of the core, including energy addition from oxidation, to a maximum core
temperature of 2100 K (Section 4.2). The resultsof the adiabaticheatup are usedin calculationsthat
determine the required minimum rates of water addition for the pre-damage stage, the ballooning
stage, and the rapid oxidation stage. "['he required minimum rates of water addition arc presented

in Section4.3 for the pre-damage and the ballooning stages,and in Section 4.4 for the rapid oxidation
stage up to a core temperature of 2000 K. At higher temperatures, water addition to the core may
shatter the claddingof the fuel and induce the formation of a particulate debrisbed. Becausewe still
cannot confidentlyquantify the phenomenologyof shatteringand enhancedhydrogen productiondue
to the exposureof fresh zircaloy, the effects of water addition to degraded coresabove 2100 K are
not evaluated. However, the heat transfer characteristicsof debris bedsare discussedin Section 4.5.

4.t. Criteria for Minimum Required Rates of Water Addition to
Degraded Cores

The objective of adding water to degraded cores is to arrest core damage progression and bring

the core to a stable condition so that recovery from heatup of the core can be achieved. To prevent

further heatup of the core, the rate of water addition must be such that the rate of heat transfer from

the core to the water must be greater than the rate of heat generation in the core. Heat transfer

from core materials to the incoming water includes vaporization of the water and superheating the

steam to near the peak temperature of the core materials. In the subsequent formulation, it is

assumed that injected water flows to the core through the downcomer and the lower plenum of the
reactor vessel. It is further assumed that the incoming water is heated to saturation before it reaches

the high temperature portion of the core, so there is no heat transfer to subcooled water from the

high temperature portion of the core. Vaporization takes place in the lower elevations of the core

and the steam is superheated in the upper elevations of the core.

Reflooding a core at high temperatures is a complicated process that involves film boiling,

transition boiling, and nucleate boiling. The purpose of this study is not to model the reflooding

process in detail, but rather to provide rough estimates of water addition rates that can adequately
remove energy from degraded cores. These estimates can then be used as guides for detailed code
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calculations if more precisely defined rates are desired. Based on this philosophy, nominal values of
heat transfer coefficients or heat transfer fluxes will be used in the calculations.

In the lower high temperature core region where boiling takes place, an average heat flux of

60 kW/m 2 will be assumed. This is based on experimental heat fluxes between 20 kW/m 2 and

200 kW/m 2 for flow through tubes heated between 650 K and 1250 K [37]. At higher temperatures,

the heat flux is dominated by radiative losses and is taken to be oT 4, where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant and T is the temperature of the fuel rods. The elevation at which the incoming water is

completely vaporized is determined by the average heat flux in the boiling region and the rate of
water addition: The total heat transfer rate in the boiling region is equated to the total enthalpy gain

by the water as it is completely vaporized, in a unit cell containing a fuel rod, the height of the

boiling zone is calculated from the following equation:

GAf AH = qquench(riD AI) (I)

where G is the mass flux of water, Af is the unit cell flow area, A H is the heat of vaporization of

water, qquench is the heat flux. D is the fuel rod diameter, and AI is the height of the boiling zone.
Equation (I) can also be written as

(G/4) D H AH = qquehchal (2).

where DH is the hydraulic diameter of the flow.

Above the boiling zone, heat is transferred from the fuel rods to the steam by convection. The
heat transfer coefficient, h, is taken as the maximum of the laminar flow heat transfer coefficient

inside a circular tube whose wall is at constant temperature [38] and the heat transfer coefficient

given by the Dittus-Boelter correlation for turbulent flow [39]. The steam temperature increase along

the height of the core is given by

(G/4) D H Cp (dT/dl) = h (T O- T) (3)

where Cp is the specific heat of steam and TOis the fuel rod temperature. Both Cp and T o are taken
as constants in the calculations. In particular, To is taken as the average temperature of the fuel rods
above the boiling zone. The heat transfer coefficient is given by

h = max { 3.66 k/D H, 0.023 Re °'8 Pr°'4 k/Dtt } (4)

where k is the thermal conductivity of steam, Re is the Reynolds number of the flow, and Pr is the
Prandtl number of steam.

With the boundary condition, T = Tsat at l = 0 (top of the boiling zone), the solution of

Equation (3)is

TL = To - (T O- Tsar) exp(-4hL/GDHCp) (5)

where T L is the steam temperature at ! = L.
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The quenching of the core is approximated by a series of n discreet steps. Each step consists
of two distinct heat transfer zones: a boiling zone in the lower elevations of length AI and a forced
steam convection zone of length L above the boiling zone. Heat transfer to steam above the zone
of length L is ignored and the rods are assumed to heat up adiabatically. The length L is determined
by conditions described below.

If the high temperature section of the core is of height LH,we require

n al + L = LH. (6)

At the beginning of the last step of the quenching process, we impose the condition that the
heat flux to the steam from the fuel rods be equal to the heat generation rate per unit surface area
of the fuel rods. The heat generation rate includes that from decay heat and from oxidation of the
zircaloy cladding. A second condition we impose is that at the beginning of the last step of the
quenching process, adiabatic heatup of the core limits the peak core temperature to some specified
"Inn. The peak temperature could be taken as the minimum temperature characterizing a higher stage
of core degradation. If the above two conditions are satisfied, it can be assured that the core will not
heat up to the higher stage of degradation.

To obt_iin the solution of the required mass flux of water (G) going through the core that
satisfy the above-mentioned conditions, we assume that throughout the quenching process, the core
is at uniform temperature represented by the average of the temperature at the beginning of the
quench and the peak temperature attained by the core from adiabatic heatup during the quench.
This assumption leads to a set of algebraic equations involving the mass flux, G, the number of
quenching steps, n, the length of the boiling zone, AI, and the length of convective heat transfer
zone, L.

Two of the equations required to solve for G, n, AI, and L are given by Equations (2) and (6).
Another equation is obtained by equating the heat flux derived from Equation (5) and the heat
generation rate per unit surface area of fuel rods, i.e.,

h (To - Tsar)exp(-ahL/GDHCp) = qheat (7)

where qheatis the heat flux equivalent of the heat generation rate.

A fourth equation is obtained by equating the time required to adiabatically heat up the core
from Tini, the core temperature be, _re quench, to Tnn, the imposed limiting peak core temperature
attained during quench, and the time required to remove the stored heat in the fuel rods in n steps
of quenching. This equation is approximated by

nC (TO-Tra,)/(A qquench+ A qsteam)= (Tfin"Tini)/R (8)

whereC istheheatcapacityperunitlengthoffuelrod,A istheheattransferareaperunitlength

offuelrod,R istheadiabaticheatuprate,qquenchistheheatfluxinthe,boilingzone,andqsteamis
acorrectionheatfluxduetoheatremovalbysteamconvectionbeforetherodsentertheboilingzone

andisgivenby
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chteam = (L / 2 AI) • [(h (TO- "rut) + qheat)]/ 2. (9)
t

Equations (2), (6), (8), and (9) are solved simultaneously for the unknown quantities G
(required mass flux), n (number of quenching steps), al (height of boiling zone), and L (height of.
steam convective cooling zone).

4.2 Adiabatic Heatup of the Core

In the lastsection,the methodof estimatingthe minimumrate of water additionthat would
prevent the core from progressing to a higher stage of degradation was formulated. In that
formulation, the power density and the adiabatic heatup rate of the core are treated as input
parameters. In this section, a simplifiedcalculation of adiabaticheatup is performed. Thiscalculation
gives both the power density and the rate of adiabaticheatup of the core.

The decay heat of a core undergoing a loss of coolant accident is assumed to be a constant at
30 MW. This power corresponds to the decay heat generation at approximately two hours after
scram (Table 2, Section 3.2). Using information given in Section 3, the average heat flux that can
be sustained by the decay heat on the surface of the cladding is

qdecay = Power / (number of fuel rodsx surface area of fuel rods)

= 30 x 106 / (53,000 X3.66 X0.00975 Xg)

= 5049 W/m2. (10)

If the diameter of the fuel rods is increased by a factor, f, due to ballooning, qdecaywill be reduced
by the same factor, f.

The power from oxidation depends on temperature as well as on the availability of zircaloy and
steam. It will be assumed that there is enough steam supply required by the oxidation kinetics. The
results of the calculation will show that during core heatup below 2100 K, not all the zircaloy can be
consumed in the oxidation.

The oxidation of the zircaloy cladding by steam is represented by the following parabolic
kinetics:

w2 = w02 + a exp('-p/T) t (11)
i

where w is mass of zircaloy oxidized per unit surface area at the end of time t, w0 is the initial mass
of zircaloy oxidized per unit surface area, T is the temperature of the cladding, and a and 13are
constants. The kinetics predicts the amount of zircaloy oxidized if the temperature is kept constant
during the oxidation. The constants a and 13are given by the Cathcart-Pawel correlation [3_.33]for
temperatures below 1850 K and by the Urbanic-Heidrick correlation [34] above 1850 K. Specifically,
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a = 294.3 kg2-s/m4 T < 1850 K
= 87.9 kg2-s/m4 T > 1850 K

13 = 20,1130K T < 1850 K
= 16,610 K T > 1850 IC (12)

Equation (I I) can be converted to one describing the thickness of oxidized zirealoy, 8, by dividing
w by the density of zircaloy (6500 kg/m3).

During core heatup, because the core temperature is constantly increasing, Equation (II)
cannot be used directly to predict the amount of zircaloy oxidized. For sufficiently short time
intervals, At = t 2 - t I, the heatup rate may be considered constant. The temperature can be
approximated by T 2 = TI + R At, where R is the constant heatup rate during time interval At. With
this approximation, Equation (I I) can be integrated to give

W2 -- W02+ (a/R)*[T2E2(_/T2)- T1F_,2(P/T1)] (13)

where E2(x) is the exponential integral of index 2.

Equation (13) gives the amount of zircaloy oxidized per unit surface area as a function of
temperature instead of as a function of time. The power from oxidation, qoxid,expressed as a surface
heat flux is given by

qoxid = (w2- Wl)*HR*R / (T2- T1) (14)

where Ha is the heat released per unit mass of zircaloy oxidized (6.5 MJ/kg). The constant heatup
rate, R, during the heatup from T1 to T2 may be approximated by the heatup rate during the previous

heatup interval, which can be calculated from the fuel rod heat capacity and the total power (qdeoy
+ qoxid)"

For core temperatures below 1200 K, the oxidation of zircaloy is negligible, so the heatup is
almost entirely driven by decay heat. For temperatur_ above 1200 K, the central fuel rods are
assumed to have ballooned and blocked 40 % of the flow area (4), which corresponds to a fuel rod
diameter increase by a factor of 1.22. With this modification of the fuel rod diameter, an adiabatic
heatup calculation is performed, starting from a core temperature of 1200 K and ending at a core
temperature of 2100 K. The core temperature as a function of time is shown in Figure 8. The
heatup rate is approximately 0.75 K/s at 1200 K, and increases to approximately 28 K/s at 2100 K.
At 2100 K, approximately 105 I_m of zircaloy (approximately 17 % of the cladding thickness) is
oxidized and the power from oxidation corresponds to a heat flux of 152 kW/m2.

As a by-product of the calculation, the cumulative hydrogen production is calculated to be 86 kg
when the core is heated to 1800 K, and 150 kg when the core is heated to 211)3 IC The hydrogen
production rates at those temperatures are 1.2 kg/s and 5.5 kg/s, respectively. Note that enhanced
hydrogen production due to the exposure of fresh zircaloy from cladding fracturing is not considered
in the calculations.
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Figure8. Adiabaticheatupofa reactorcore.

4.3 Water Addition During Pre-Damage and Ballooning Stages

The temperature range during pre-damage core heatup can be considered to be from the
saturation temperature of the water to 1100 K when fuel rod ballooning is expected to occur. Based

on the formulation described in Section 4.1, a representative calculation is performed for a

temperature at 1000 K over a 2.75 m height of core (75 % of the height of the core). "l_e system

pressure is taken as 6.9 MPa. The criterion determining the minimum rate of water addition to the
core is that the core be prevented from heating up to 1100 K. Between 1000 K and 1100 K, the

oxidation of zircaloy is negligible, so only the decay heat is considered in the core heatup during

quench. The minimum rate of water addition is determined to be 30 kg/s, or 470 gpm (water volume

measured at 300 K). This is within the injection capacity of a single high pressure injection pump

(capacity between 500 gpm and 700 gpm) if most of the injected water goes through the core. The

time required to completely quench the core is calculated to be 225 s, and the total amount of water

added to the core, during quench is 6700 kg.

A calculation is performed for the ballooning stage to determined the minimum rate ef water

addition, to prevent the core from heating up to the rapid oxidation stage. The initial temperature
of the core is taken to be 1200 K and the limiting temperature of the core is taken to be 1500 K, the

minimum temperature for the core to be considered to have entered the rapid oxidation stage.
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Again, the high temperature portion of the core is taken to be 2.75 m in height. Unlike the
calculations for the pre-damage stage, the calculations for the ballooning stage include energy input
from oxidation. At 1500 K, the power from oxidation of zircaloy is approximately 1.8 times that from
decay heat.

In the calculations for the ballooning stage, it is assumed that the fuel rods in the central 80%
of the core have ballooned and the flow area in the ballooned region is reduced by 40%.
Consequently, the hydraulic diameter in the ballooned region is reduced by approximately 50%. The
calculations yield a minimum required rate of water addition at 34.4 kg/s for the ballooned region.
The flow through the unblocked peripheral region is calculated ba,_ed on the assumption that the
pressure drop in the core in uniform across the core. "his gives a required minimum rate bf flow
through the peripheral region at 17.3 kg/s. The total minimum required flow through the core is
51.7 kg/s, or 820 gpm, again within the capacity of the high pressure injection system (a minimum of
two operating pumps) if most of the injected water goes through the core. The time required to
completely quench the core is calculated to be 192 s, and the total amount of water added to the core
during quench is 9930 kg. Note that the stored energy in three-fourths of the core at 1200 K is
equivalent to the heat of vaporization of 12,000 kg of water (see Table 4). "Ilaeminimum required
amount of water calculated is somewhat less than that. This is due to the effect of steam cooling,
which more than compensates for the heating of the upper portion of the core during quenching the
lower part of the core.

The above results show that a core heated to less than 1200 K can be recovered with full-

capacity injection from the high pressure injection system if most of the injected water goes through
the core. However, to translate water injection rates into the primary cooling system to rates of water
flow through the core, detailed code calculations for specific loss-of-coolant scenarios are necessary.

4.4 Water Addition During Rapid Oxidation Stage

Two calculations a_e performed to determine the minimum required rates of water addition to
a degraded core during the rapid oxidation stage, one at an initial temperature of 1500 K (early rapid
oxidation stage), and another at an initial temperature of 2000 K (late rapid oxidation stage). For
the early rapid oxidation stage, the determining criterion is that the core be prevented from heating
up to 1800 K, a temperature slightly below the transition temperature from the slower Cathcart-Pawel
oxidation kinetics to the more rapid Urbanic-Heidrick kinetics. For the late oxidation stage, the
determining criterion is that the core be prevented from heating up to the melting point of zircaloy,
or 2100 K. Above 2100 K, large debris beds may form in the core due to material relocation.

The height of the high temperature portion of the core is again assumed to be 2.75 m and all
the fuel rods are assumed to have ballooned, contributing to a flow blockage of 40 % as indicated
by code calculations [4]. The minimum required rates of water addition are calculated to be 148 k_/s,

' or 2350 gpm, for an initial temperature of 1500 K, and 1230 kg/s, or 19,500 gpm, for an initial
temperature of 2000 K. These required rates are clearly much above the water addition capacity of
the high pressure injection system, but they are within the injection capacity of the accumulators if
the system pressure is lowered to 0.7 MPa below the accumulator set-point (approximately 4.2 MPa).
If the cold legs of the primary cooling system are filled with water, operation of the reactor coolant
pumps can also provide the necessary flow through the core.
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For an initial core temperature of 1500 K, the time required to completely quench the core is
calculated to be 64.6 s, and the total amount of water added to the core during quench is 9540 kg.
For an initial core temperature of 2000 K, the time required to completely quench the core is
calculated to be 7.6 s and the total amount of water added during the quench is 9350 kg. Note that
for a core at high temperature, the time required to cool the core is much shorter than for a core
at low temperature, otherwise the core would progress to a higher stage (higher temperature) of
degradation. This is because of the rapid escalation of temperature due to the rapidly increasing
oxidation rate as the temperature increases. Because of heat transfer to superheated steam, the total
amount of water required to cool the core is not very sensitive to the initial core temperature.

If the rates of water addition to the core are higher than those calculated above, the additional
hydrogen production during the brief periods of temperature escalation before the complete
eooldown of the core is calculated to be limited to 55 kg during the early oxidation stage, and to
20 kg during the late oxidation stage.

4.5 The Effects of the Geometry of a
Degraded Core on Its Energy Removal

As discussed in Section 2, several major changes in core geometry occur during core
degradation. The core geometry changes when the cladding of fuel rods balloons at a temperature
of approximately 1100 K. Small scale experiments [6, 7, 16, 17] have shown that blockage of the core
by ballooned rods does not inhibit cooling of the rods when enough water is introduced into the core.
Results of calculations presented in Section 4.3 indicate that if less than 40 % of the flow area in the
central part of the core is blocked by ballooning, full capacity high pressure injection can prevent the
core from heating up to the rapid oxidation stage.

A second major change in core geometry is the formation of a cohesive debris bed from the
solidification of relocated molten materials. Because water is prevented from penetrating a cohesive
bed, heat is conducted from the interior of the debris bed to its surface if it remains solid, or is
convected to its surface if its interior re-melts. Heat loss by a cohesive debris bed then occurs only
on its surface. Such a mode of heat transfer considerably limits the rate of energy removal.

A third major change in core geometry is the formation of a particulate debris bed. As
described in Section 2 on the sequence of core damage, a particulate debris bed can form from the
collapse of rod remnants in the upper part of the core. after a substantial fraction of the zircaloy
cladding has relocated to the lower part of the core. A particulate debris bed can form regardless

of water addition to th_ core, although its formation can be greatly facilitated by rapid water addition.
A particulate debris bed can also form in the lower plenum of the vessel when molten material in the
core drops into a pool of water in the lower plenum. Energy removal from a particulate debris bed
depends in the ability of water to penetrate the bed.

For purposes of this study, an unstable debris bed is defined as one that continues to heat up
in its interior in spite of water addition. Such continual heatup of the debris bed eventually leads to
a change in its geometry: A particulate debris bed may melt, and the molten materials in the interior
of a cohesive debris bed may break out of its crust and relocate to lower elevations of the reactor
vessd, r_r a particulate debris bed, the dryout of the bed provides a sufficient condition that the bed
is stabl_,. In the case of a cohesive debris bed, the criterion for stability is more difficult to define.
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If water contacts or surrounds the surface of a cohesive bed, the convective and radiative heat losses
from its surface generally limit the temperature of its surface to below 2000 K, which is lower than
the melting point of most of the materials in the bed. Therefore, a direct meltthrough of the crust
around the bed is unlikely. (For a sphere 1.5 m in radius, the radiative heat loss from its surface at
2000 K is over 20 MW, comparable to the total decay power of the entire core a few hours after
scram.) However, a sufficiently thin crust around the cohesive region may fail under mechanical or
thermal stress. It is assumed in the subsequent analysis that if three-fourths or more of the mass of
a cohesive region becomes molten, the crust will fail and a change in debris geometry occurs. Then,
by our definition, such a cohesive debris bed is termed unstable. It should be borne in mind that the
choice of such a melt fraction that defines stability is somewhat arbitrary and is for the purpose of
illustrating the stability behavior. As our understanding of crust failure improves, the definition of
stable configurations can be refined, but the principle of analysis would remain the same.

The following sections describe the results of analyses that define the stability limits of both
cohesive and particulate debris beds.

4.5.1 Stability Limits of Cohesive Debris Beds

Based on the above criterion of the stability of a cohesive debris bed, the stability limits are
calculated for spherical cohesive debris beds as functions of their radii and thermal conductivities.
Steady-state conditions are asvumed in the calculations. The boundary temperatures of the crust are
assumed to be 600 K (saturation temperature of water) on the outer surface and 2800 K (melting
point of U-Zr-O) on the inner surface. The material enclosed by the crust is assumed to be molten
and to comprise _hree-fourths of the mass of the cohesive debris bed. If the decay heat generated
exceeds that conducted through the crust, the excess heat will melt part of the crust so that the crust
will become thinner than that required to maintain geometric integrity, and, by definition, the bed
is unstable. The results of calculations using two power densities for the debris bed are shown in
Figure 9.

The position of a cohesive debris bed in Figure 9 is defined by two parameters: Its radius and
its thermal conductivity. Two curves are shown in the figure, one labeled by a power density of 3.0
MW/m3, which is a typical power density for a bed formed approximately two hours after scram, and
another labeled by a power density of 1.5 MW/m3,which is a typical power density for a bed formed
approximately 8 hours after scram. These curves delineate the stability limits of cohesive beds having
those power densities. For example, if a cohesive bed having a power density of 1.5 MW/m3 is
positioned by its radius and thermal conductivity in the figure to the right of the curve characterized
by the power density of 1.5 MW/m3, it is unstable; if it is positioned to the left, it is stable.

The use of the stability diagram is best illustrated by reference to a particular cohesive debris
bed. The cohesive debris bed is taken to be spherical in shape, having a radius of 0.5 m, a power
density of 3.0 MW/m3, and a thermal conductivity of 10 W/m-K. The position of such a bed in the
stability diagram lies o n the curve labeled by a power density of 3.0 MW/m3, and is therefore at the
limit of stability. The bed will become stable with the passage of time when its power density
decreases below 3.0 MW/m3, because its position then on the stability diagram will be to the left of
a curve labeled by the decreased power density. For a power density of 3.0 MW/m3, beds whose radii
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are less than 0.5 m are generally stable, because their positions are to the left of the curve labeled
by the power density of 3.0 MW/m3, but beds having materials with thermal conduetivities less than
10 W/m-K are not stable because their positions are to the right, or below, the curve labeled by the
power density of 3.0 MW/m3.

A fully-developed stability diagram for cohesive debris beds is envisioned to have many similar
contours of stability limits as the two shown in Figure 9, each one of which is characterized by a
power density. During an accident, an operator may estimate the power density based on the time
after scram, and identify the contour on the stability diagram labeled by that power density. If the
operator, by probing the core with the movable SPNDs, can ascertain the size of a cohesive debris
bed formed in the core, and use engineering estimates of the thermal conductivity of the materials
comprising the bed, the position of the cohesive debris bed in the stability diagram is determined.
By examining the position of the cohesive debris bed in the stability diagram in relation to the
stability limit contour characterized by its power density, the stability of the cohesive debris bed can
be determined, as discussed above.

4.5.2 Stability (Dryout) Limits of Particulate Debris Beds

The stability of a particulate debris bed can be defined by the ability of water to penetrate the
bed. If water can penetrate the bed, energy can be efficiently removed from the bed and the particles
in the bed can be prevented from melting. Otherwise, melting of the particle transforms the
particulate bed to a cohesive bed. The ability of water to penetrate a homogeneous particulate debris
bed on top of an impermeable plate (e.g., the top crust of a cohesive debris bed) depends on the
bed's porosity, the size of the particles comprising the bed, and the power density in the bed.

Unlike the difficulties encountered in defining the stability criterion for cohesive debris beds,
the ability of water to penetrate a particulate debris bed can be more precisely characterized by the
dryout heat fluxes of these beds. The Lipinski model [40] is used to calculate the dryout heat flux
for particulate beds in one dimension along the vertical direction. The model has been shown to
agree quite well with recent data from experiments simulating the behavior of particulate debris beds
formed in severe reactbr accidents [22] and with models derived from flooding data [41].

Figure 10 shows the dryout limits of particulate debris beds characterized by porosity and
particle size at a system pressure of 6.9 MPa. Similar to the stability diagram for cohesive debris
beds, the dryout limits diagram for particulate beds is divided into regions where water cannot
penetrate the bed and regions where water can penetrate the bed by curves labeled by the dryout
heat flux. For simplicity, these curves are termed the coolability limits.

When a particulate debris bed is positioned by its particle size and porosity in the diagram,
whether energy can be efficiently removed from the bed can be determined as follows. First, the heat
flux that would emerge from its top surface if _11the power produced within the bed is transferred
to the surface is calculated. Second, a curve on the dryout limits diagram labeled by the dryout heat
flux that is equal to the calculated heat flux in step one is identified. If the position of the debris bed
in the dryout limits diagram is to the right of (larger particle size), or above (higher porositv), that
curve, energy can be efficiently removed from the bed, i.e., water ingress into the bed is possible; if
its position is to the left or below the curve, energy removal from the bed is inefficient, i.e., water
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would be prevented from penetrating the bed by upward steam flow, regardless of the amount of
water that is poured over the bed.

The dryout heat fluxes associated with the two curves of dryout limits shown in Figure 10
(1.02 MW/m2 and 0.45 MW/m2) correspond approximately to the heat fluxes of beds that are 1 m
thick, 0.4 in porosity, and formed 2 hours and 8 hours after scram, respectively, if all the decay power
generated within the bed is transferred to the top surface and if there is no exothermic oxidation
within the bed. If a 1 m thick particulate bed is formed at two hours after scram (surface heat flux
at 1.02 MW/m2), has a porosity of 0.4, and is comprised of particles that are 1 mm in diameter, then
it falls on the dryout limit curve labeled by 1.02 MW/m2. Water can barely penetrate such a bed.
As time goes on, the decay power in the bed decreases, and the bed is positioned in the diagram to
the right of the dryout limit curve corresponding to a lower dryout heat flux. Water can then
penetrate the bed. Water can also penetrate a one-meter thick particulate debris beds formed two
hours after scram (surface heat flux at 1.02 MW/m2) that have porosities higher than 0.4 or are
comprised of particles that are larger than 1 mm in diameter, because these characteristics of the bed
would position it in the dryout limits diagram to the right of the curve labeled by the dryout heat flux
of 1.02 MW/m3.

In the dryout limits diagram for particulate debris beds, the dryout heat flux associated with
each contour of dryout limit corresponds to the potential heat flux that can emerge from a particulate
debris bed on the verge of preventing water from entering it when water is poured over it. The heat
flux could come from several sources. One source is the heat stored in the particles at elevated
temperatures. Another source is the decay heat being generated in the debris bed. A third source
is the heat liberated from the oxidation of zirconium in the bed when water penetrates the bed.
However, only the decay heat truly defines the dryout limits. Heat fluxes to the water from stored
heat in the particles only materialize when water penetrates the bed. Such heat fluxes slow the rate
of ingress but do not prevent water from penetrating the bed. Similarly, oxidation takes place only
when water penetrates the bed. Heat fluxes from stored heat disappear when the particles are
quenched, and heat fluxes from oxidation disappear when either the particles are quenched or when
the zircaloy is exhausted in the oxidation.

During an accident, the size and characteristics of a particulate debris bed formed in the reactor
core cannot be ascertained with existing instruments. However, if a particulate debris bed exists in
the core and water can penetrate the bed, steam will be generated when the water added to the core
quenches the bed. There will also be a temporary increase in system pressure during the early stage
of water addition when there is not yet enough water to condense the steam coming out of the
particulate debris bed. If water cannot penetrate the bed, there will not be much steam production
when water is added. In this case, system response to water addition may be deceptively quiescent.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
!

The unmitigatedcoredamagesequencepresentedin thisstudyconsistsoE (1) Ballooningand
rupture of fuel rodcladding,(2) rapidoxidationof zircaloybysteam,(3) failureof controlrods,(4)
formationof a cohesiveregionin lowerregionsof the reactorcoreor at the lowercoresupportplate
from relocatedmolten zircaloyand liquefied fuel, and (5) the relocationof core materials to the
lower plenum of the reactorvessel. Concurrentwith the formation of a cohesivebed near the
bottomof the core,a particulatebedmayalsoform from fuel pelletsor oxidizedcladdingon top of
the cohesivebed. The abovesequenceof coredamageisessentiallya temperaturesequence,ranging
from ballooningof the fuel rod claddingat approximately1100 K to meltingof the UO2 fuel at
3100 K.

As water is added to the core at each stage of core degradation, steam is invariably produced
because of rapid heat transfer from the overheated core materials to the incoming water. Up to the
ballooning stage, core recovery can be assured if the high pressure injection system is operating at
full capacity and if most of the injected water goes through the core. Core uncovery can be verified
by readings of core exit thermocouples going back to the saturation temperature of water. If the core
is heated to the rapid oxidation stage, the high pressure injection system is found to be below the
water addition capacity that would arrest the progression of core degradation to a higher stage. If
the primary system is not depressurized to allow accumulator injection, or no alternative method of
quick delivery of water to the core is exercised, such as the use of reactor coolant pumps, the core
will be heated to the stage of zircaloy and UO2 liquefact,ion. The relocation of the liquified material
will form a cohesive debris bed in the core.

If enough water is added to the core during the rapid oxidation stage by accumulator injection
or by the exercise of reactor coolant pumps to deliver any remaining water in the cold legs, recovery
of the core becomes possible if the fuel rods maintain more or less their intact geometry. Additional
hydrogen will be produced during the water addition, but this is found to be significant compared with
the overall hydrogen production if the core can be prevented from heating up to more than 2100 K.
Because temperature measurements would have become unreliable during this stage, confirmation
of recovery of the core at this stage has to rely on measurements of system pressure and responses
of the SPNDs.

Movement of core materials first occur when the stainless steel cladding of the control rods
melts. Besides the molten stainless steel, the relocating materials would also include the Ag-In-Cd
control material in the case of PWRs and B4C control material in the case of BWRs. Some zircaloy
may also be liquefied by the molten control materials at this stage. If unborated water is added to
the core after the control materials have relocated, there is a possibility of re-criticality of the reactor.
However, this issue is still unresolved.

If a cohesive debris bed is formed in the vessel from the relocation of core materials (stainless
steel, control materials, zircaloy, fuel, and their eutectics), energy removal from the degraded core
cannot be assured even if unlimited amounts of water is added to the vessel. The ability of water to
remove energy from a cohesive debris bed depends on the bed's size, the power density in the bed,
and the thermal conductivity of the materials comprising the bed. The power density and the thermal
conductivities can be estimated from design and operating parameters of the reactor, while the size
the debris bed may be obtained by probing the core with the use of the movable SPNDs, if these

i
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instruments can still be moved in and out of the core. System responses to water addition at this
stage of core damage progression depends on the amount and configuration of loose materials above
the cohesive bed. If a particulate bed has already formed on top of the cohesive bed, the rates of
steam and hydrogen production during water addition will be moderate because of the limited rate
of water ingress into the particulate bed. If remnants of fuel rods and unoxidizecl zircaloy remain
above the cohesive bed, flooding the core will lead to rapid generation of steam and hydrogen, and
to collapse of the materials to form a particulate bed. In both cases, the interaction between the
cohesive bed and the incoming water may not be noticeable because of the low rate of heat transfer
from the cohesive bed to the water.

The interpretation of the response of system pressure to water addition after the formation of
a cohesive debris bed could be quite counterintuitive. Because the core materials can be in the form
of a cohesive bed, a particulate bed, and loose debris, the larger the cohesive and particulate beds,
the smaller would be the amount of materials in the form of loose debris. If water addition to the

core produces a rapid pressure rise, it is more likely that the cohesive and the particulate beds ate
small and energy can be easily removed from them by the incoming water. If there is little system
pressure rise when water is added to the core, the debris beds are more likely to be large and energy'
cannot be efficiently removed from their interiors. The interiors of large debris beds are likely to
melt and eventually relocate _o the lower plenum of the reactor vessel.

Steam explosion at the time of relocation of molten materials to the lower plenum is still an
unresolved issue. First, the probability of a steam explosion is unknown. Second, the amount of
molten materials involved in a steam explosion should it occur is uncertain. However, if the movable
SPNDs can be used to probe the core to determine a cohesive debris bed's size, the amount of core
materials that will eventually relocate to the lower plenum can be bounded by the amount of
materials comprising the cohesive debris. Conservative estimates of the impact of steam explosions,
should they occur, can then be estimated.

This report has given a broad outline of core damage progression. However, additional work
needs to be performed to evaluate the consequences of water addition to degraded cores for use in
the development of an accident management plan. First, special characteristics of individual plants
should be considered in the construction of a core damage sequence. Second, the consequences of
water addition at each stage of core degradation need to be better quantified as functions of the
amount of water added to the core. These include the temperature distributions at the exit of the
core during the rod ballooning stage, the pressure responses during later stages, and neutronic and
Vsignatures corresponding to what could be measured with the SPNDs when core geometry changes.
Third, a time sequence needs to be better defined for the various stages of core degradation. As
shown in Section 3 of this report, core damage could begin in less than an hour after core uncovery
when emergency core cooling is unavailable. Oxidation of the zircaloy in the core can rapidly
increase the core temperature to over 2000 K. After the rapid oxidation of zircaloy, there is a time
interval of tens of minutes to an hour when the care geometry slowly changes from a rod-like
geometry to one of cohesive mass and particulate bed. These estimates of the time intervals need
to be refined by code calculations that include heat transfer between the core materials and the
remaining coolant in the core. Finally, consequences of the relocation of molten materials to the
lower plenum need to be carefully examined. These include the possibility of vessel failure from a
steam explosion or failure of the lower head of the vessel from attack by the molten materials.
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With the completion of the examination of the damaged core of the TMI-2 reactor and the
analysis of numerous severe fuel damage experiments, the scenario of unmitigated core damage from
ballooning of the fuel rods to the relocation of molten core materials to the lower plenum is firmly
established. However, because of the dynamic nature of the interaction between water and core
materials at high temperatures and the paucity of experiments simulating such an interaction, the
consequences of water addition to a reactor core during advanced stages of degradation are not as
well established. The situation may be remedied by detailed and realistic computer analysis, in
addition to the simple, conservative, bounding calculations presented in this report.
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SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 Model Description

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 c1 is an integrated computer code package designed for nuclear
reactor accident analysis. Modules for simulation of thermal-hydraulics, heat transfer, severe core
damage, and fission product transport are included, as discussed in Appendix A. The code user is
allowed to select those modules necessary to simulate the problem of interest. In this assessment
of the Surry nuclear power plant (NPP) during a TMLB' sequence (the complete loss of all ac
power and auxiliary feedwater without subsequent recovery or operator action), an appropriate
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model required use of (a) the RELAP5 module for simulation of plant
thermal-hydraulics and heat transfer affecting the plant structural mass; (b) the SCDAP module
for simulation of core components during degradation, melt, and relocation to the lower reactor
vessel head; and (c) the COUPLE module for simulation of the lower head to the time of creep
rupture failure resulting from thermal attack by relocated core materials.

A SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model was not developed from scratch for use in this
assessment. Instead, modifications were made to the inputs of an existing SCDAP/RELAP5/
MOD0 model. The existing model, as developed by Bayless,c2 has been the subject of critical
internal reviews and at least one independent external review,a The existing model is believed to
be a very good starting point for this assessment on that basis. All input modifications to the
existing model are described separately in the following sections for RELAP5, SCDAP, and
COUPLE modules. In addition, basic information is provided as needed to understand the input
modifications and some of the general features of the model with respect to the current
assessment. Other model details are adequately described by Bayless.

Before the input modifications are described, it should be noted that all calculations in this
assessment were made using a code execution option known as MOD2.5 time smoothing. This
option invokes a numerical method designed to improve calculational stability, as implemented as
a default feature in SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2.5. It is particularly helpful during shifts between
flow regimes, heat transfer correlations, etc., where those shifts introduce functional
discontinuities. The use of MOD2.5 time smoothing was justified in this assessment since (a) it
produces only minor differences in scoping results out to the onset of core heatup, (b) it reduces
the magnitude of integrated mass errors, and (c) it allows the code to run faster with fewer
calculational problems.

C-1. RELAP5INPUT

The RELAP5 module was used to simulate the thermal-hydraulics of the reactor vessel, the
piping in all three primary coolant loops, the pressurizer, all three steam generators, and selected
parts of the secondary systems. Reactor vessel nodalization, as developed by Bayless,c2 is shown

a. G. M. Martinez et al., Independent Review of SCDAP/RELAP5 Natural Circulation
Calculations, SAND91-2089 (to be published).
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in Figure C-1. As indicated, three parallel flow channels extend from the lower plenum through
the core to the upper reactor vessel head. If the appropriate conditions exist, this arrangement
will allow development of in-vessel natural circulation. Heat structures, which are shown as
shaded areas, represent the structural mass of the reactor vessel walls, the core barrel and baffle,
the thermal shield, the upper and lower core support plates, and structures in the upper and
lower plena. External surfaces of all heat structures were assumed to be adiabatic.

A junction connecting the top of the downcomer (Volume 102) to the upper plenum
(Volume 172) at the hot leg elevation is shown in Figure C-1. This junction represents a small
leak path associated with clearances between the hot leg nozzles (which are welded to the reactor
vessel wall) and the internal hot leg piping (which is welded to the core barrel). The resulting
gap in the hot leg piping, which allows flow to bypass the core, is a design requirement for
removal of core internals.

Nodalizations of the primarycoolant loop containing the pressurizer, as developed by
Bayless, are shown in Figures C-2 and C-3. With the exception of the pressurizer and associated
surge line piping, similar nodalizations were included in the model to separately represent the
other two primary coolant loops in the Surry NI'P.

The nodalization shown in Figure C-2 was used in conjunction with the reactor vessel
nodalization from TMLB' initiation to core heatup. (In this assessment, it was assumed that the
onset of core heatup coincided with a core exit vapor superheat of 2.78 K.) During this portion
of the transient, full loop natural circulation of subcooled and saturated liquid can develop. As
the core heats the primary coolant toward saturation, however, voids begin to form and collect at
the top of the steam generator U-tubes. Once that occurs, full loop natural circulation of liquid is
interrupted.

At the onset of core heatup, Figure C-2 nodalization was replaced by Figure C-3
nodalization in all calculations except those associated with Case 2. This substitution provided the
flow paths needed to represent hot leg countercurrent natural circulation. (Figure C-3
nodalization was never used in Case 2, which was performed to evaluate conditions with minimum
ex-vessel heat transfer.) Hot leg countercurrent natural circulation became possible after
saturated liquid in the hot legs drained to the vessel and/or flashed. At that time, temperature
gradients from the core to the steam generator U-tubes can drive steam flow along the top half of
the hot leg (represented by components 400, 402, and 404), through a portion of the steam
generator U-tubes (represented by component 408), and back to the vessel through a cooler
portion of the steam generator U-tubes and the lower half of the hot leg (represented by
components 409 and 430). (Note that if reactor coolant pump (RCP) loop seals clear, both
Figure C-2 and C-3 nodalizations will also allow full loop naturalcirculation of superheated
steam.) Flow areas and loss coefficients in the split hot legs, split U-tubes, and associated
components were established to match experimental countercurrent flow data as explained by
Bayless.
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Figure C.1. SurryNPP reactorvesselnodalizationwhh provisionsfor in-vesselnatural
circulation.
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As indicated in Figures C-2 and C-3, both fluid volumes and heat structures were included to
represent the primarycoolant loop piping, the pressurizer and associated surge line, and the
steam generator with associated relief valves. Without ac power, the accumulator is the only
emergency core cooling system that required simulation. The steam generator main feedwater
system and associated piping were only needed to establish steady-state conditions prior to
transient initiation. Auxiliary feedwater systems were not modeled, since they are not operational
in a TMLB' sequence. The external surfaces of all heat structureswere assumed to be adiabatic.

A single valve was used to represent both power-operated relief valves (PORVs) connected
to the pressurizer. The valve was appropriately sized to represent the flow capacity of both
PORVs in the Surry NPP. Similarly,a single valve was used to represent all three safety relief
valves. It was assumed that there was sufficient plant air and battery power to allow operation of
the valves throughout all transients. Other (potential) valve failure modes were not considered.

Trip valves were added to the existing model to represent potential leakage from RCP seals.
As indicated in Figures C-2 and C-3, the leak was modeled at the discharge elevation of each
RCP. (SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 allows only one connection to a pump outlet. However, the
inlet of the connected l_ipe is hydraulicallyequivalent to the RCP outlet in SCDAP/RELAPS/
MOD3.) The relationship between transient time and valve flow areas used to model seal
leakage in this assessment is described in the body of this report.

RCP seal leaks (and discharges from the pressurizer) were directed into a single volume
representing the Surry NPP containment, as indicated in Figures C-2 and C-3. However, there
was no attempt to model containment in detail based on the assumption that flows from the
reactor coolant system (RCS) to containment should be choked. Containment pressure response
was then monitored during all calculations to check the validity of that assumption. In Cases 4, 5,
and 6, it was found that RCP seal leak flows did come unchoked late in the transients. For those
cases, a more accurate representation of containment pressure was obtained by restarting the
affected calculations with heat structures representing the containment masses of concrete and
carbon steel. The resulting heat sinks reduced containment pressure by condensing RCS flows.
Further ref'mement of the containment model was unnecessary, since the pressure reduction was
more than enough to produce choking of all flows from the RCS.

An interphase friction correlation for flow past rodded geometries was added to
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3. Based on recommendations from the code development staff, input
was added to the model to use that correlation in the core and steam generator secondary
volumes. As an associated input addition, the minimum tube-to-tube spacing was used in place of
the heated equivalent diameter for the secondary side of U-tube heat structures. (A
corresponding rod-to-rod spacing input for the core could not be made, since SCDAP
components, not RELAP5 heat structures, were used to represent the fuel.)

,

Several other RELAP5 inputs were added and/or altered in the transition from
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD0 to SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 (the addition of junction hydraulic
diameter input, the alteration of the heated equivalent diameter input for heat structures, and so
on). To the extent possible, all necessary input additions/alterations were implemented to retain
comparabilitywith the Bayless model.
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C-2. SCDAP INPUT

The three core flow channels shown in Figure C-1 were selected so that similarly powered
fuel assemblies would be grouped together. A cross-section of the resulting three channel model
is shown in Figure C-4. The number of fuel assemblies in each channel and their relative power
is indicated.

A typical 15x15 fuel assembly used in the Surry NPP consists of fuel rods, control rods, and
instrument tubes, as shown in Figure C-5. Therefore, separate SCDAP components representing
fuel rods, control rods, and empty control rod guide tubes and instrument tubes were used by
Bayless to model each channel, c'2 As a result, a total of nine SCDAP components was required.

Scoping calculations were performed to determine if SCDAP components representing the
control rods could be combined with SCDAP components representing the empty control rod
guide tubes and instrument tubes (by channel). In those calculations, a one-channel model was
developed using the three-component approach. In a second one-channel model, control rods,
empty control rod guide tubes, and instrument tubes were combined into a single SCDAP control
rod component. In that case, the total number of rods ph,s tubes was not altered. However, a
control rod of reduced size had to be used to conserve the masses of control rod materials and

the cladding. Calculations using both models were allowed to proceed through core degradation,
melt, and relocation. Results from the two models were found to be virtually identical.

Based on the results of the scoping calculations, control rods were combined with empty
control rod guide tubes and instrument tubes in each flow channel of the SCDAP/RELAP5/
MOD3 model. Compared to the Bayless model, this simplification reduced the number of
SCDAP components from nine to six.

SCDAP fuel rod components were linked to a table to provide an appropriate decay power
curve for the Surry NPP following the loss of ac power (and associated reactor scram). The decay
power curve was based on an ORIGEN2 calculation from scram to 20,000 s (333.3 min) as used
in the sensitivity calculations described by Bayless. As indicated in Table C-1, however, the decay
power curve was extended to 36,000 seconds (600.0 minutes) to accommodate the anticipated
duration of calculations in this assessment. The accuracy of the extension, which was made with a
least-squares fit of the last seven data points in the original table, should not adversely impact
results. In addition, the Bayless data was scaled by a factor of 0.998 to obtain a match between
MOD0 and MOD3 steady-state power levels.

SCDAP input is required to define certain parameters that control severe core damage
progression. In general, best-estimate parameters were selected where there were data or some
basic understanding of the associated process. For parameters with higher degrees of uncertainty,
values were selected to minimize the time to lower head failure. This approach provides the basis
for a conservative evaluation of the potential for high pressure melt ejection and the associated
problem of direct containment heating, since the time available for generation of an ex-vessel
failure by natural convection heating is minimized and since the system pressure at the time of
failure should be maximized (at least for RCP seal leak cases). The resulting parameter set,
including a full discussion of the logic used to establish each value, is described in the body of this
report.
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"table C,,-1.Decay powercurve. _.

Center Channel Middle Oumnel Outer Channel
,-' t_v) t_m3 t_v)

TLme F_ion Fmion F_k_n

(s) Prompt Product Actinide Prompt Pnxluct Actinicle Prompt Product Actinide

0.0 426.75 25.804 1.4094 1470.1 89.974 4.3161 398.42 25.198 1.0112
0.7 426.75 25.804 1.4094 1470.1 89.974 4.3161 398.42 25.198 1.0112
1.0 382.11 25.804 1.4094 13163 89.974 43161 356.74 25.198 1.0112
1.5 323.73 24.634 1.4092 1115.3 85.803 4.3152 302.23 23.991 1.0112
2.0 275.83 23.872 1.4092 950.24 83.131 43152 257.52 23.217 1.0112
3.0 61.178 22.820 1.4087 210.75 79.444 4.3132 57.117 22.164 1.0109
6.0 8.8713 20.987 1.4077 30.561 73.022 4.3104 8.2822 20332 1.0102

,n
"" 11.0 5.5405 19.328 1.4060 19.087 67.213 4.3056 5.1726 18.679 1.0087tJ

16.0 4.1075 18.267 1.4043 14.150 63.521 4.2998 3.8347 17.641 1.0077
21.0 3.2849 17.491 1.4025 11.316 60.810 4.2941 3.0669 16.883 1.0062
31.0 2.3029 16.378 13987 7.9338 56.949 4.2826 2.1501 15.797 1.0037
51.0 1.2969 14.956 1.3919 4.4680 52.016 4.2615 1.2108 14.428 0.9987

101.0 0.3965 13.031 13750 1.3660 45.365 4.2088 0.3702 12.585 0.9861
201.0 0.0679 11.270 1.3421 0.2338 39.252 4.1072 0.0634 10.888 0.9620

501.0 0.0013 9.3085 1.2525 0.0046 32.400 3.8312 0.0012 8.9838 0.8962

1001.0 0.0 7.9034 1.1297 0.0 27.531 3.4518 0.0 7.6400 0.8057
2501.0 0.0 6.0192 0.8979 0.0 20.986 2.7359 0.0 5.8287 0.6357
5001.0 0.0 4.7465 0.7429 0.0 16.521 2.2586 0.0 4.5747 0.5225

10001.0 0.0 3.7534 0.6738 0.0 12.966 2.0479 0.0 3.5601 0.4729
20001.0 0.0 3.2092 0.6448 0.0 11.087 1.9616 0.0 3.0214 0.4535
_W_O00.O 0.0 2.7197 0.5548 0.0 9.4023 1.6836 0.0 2.5731 0.3877
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Several other SCDAP inputs were added and/or altered in the transition from
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD0 to SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 (the addition of fuel rod gap conductance,
the alteration in the number of radial nodes required to define a control rod component, and so
on). To the extent possible, all necessary input additions/alterations were implemented to retain
comparability with the Bayless model.

C-3. COUPLE INPUT

SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD0 calculations by Bayless were terminated when fuel relocation
began, c'2 For that reason, detailed modeling of the lower reactor vessel head was not performed.
In this assessment, however, determining the time of lower head failure was a primary objective
that required COUPLE input.

The COUPLE mesh used to represent the lower reactor vessel head is shown in Figure C-6.
The axisymetric mesh includes a total of 320 nodes with 285 elements. Two elements were used
to represent the thickness of the carbon steel portion of the lower head, with an adjoining single
element representing the stainless steel liner. (Because the liner is relatively thin, the elements
representing it appear to be a heavy line in the figure.)

A layer of zero-width gap elements coincided with the inner surface of the liner. The gap
elements provided a way to model contact resistance between the debris and liner. In this
assessment, a large conductance was used to simulate perfect debris/liner contact. (This approach
is consistent with the effort to minimize the time to lower head failure.) The remaining elements
are initially filled with primary coolant. During molten relocation, the coolant can boil off and/or
be displaced by debris.

Convection and radiation heat transfer were modeled at all interfaces between the coolant

and debris. In addition, convection and radiation heat transfer were modeled along the vessel
wall at all nodes that are not submerged by debris (those nodes exposed to primary
coolant/steam). The external surface of the lower head was assumed to be adiabatic.
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